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Human and Nature Interface: A Study of Amitav Ghosh’s Gun 

Island 

________________________________________________ 
Abinash Mohapatra, Ph.D. Research Scholar, School of English, 

Gangadhar Meher University,Sambalpur, Odisha 

_______________________________________________ 

Abstract 

The changing "structure of emotion" in a human being with 

continual "de-" and "re-territorialization" from the familiar 

environment to the unknown is frequently shown in postcolonial 

literature (Grossberg 313), illustrating transnational human 

movement across landscapes and cultural regions. Time and space 

change our perceptions of experienced realities and connections, 

changing our knowledge of logic and allowing us to interpret fresh 

experiences on various levels, such as the strange, weird, or exotic. 

It is not just the fictional character/s in literary tales but also the 

reader/s who are impacted by the relationality between the logical 

and the unexplained as emotional effect arises in the middle of in-

between-ness. The study examines the human and non-human 

connections in Amitav Ghosh's novel Gun Island (2019) via the 

epistemic lens of affect theory. The paper demonstrates how, in 

Ghosh's story, the human and non-human interface has been seen 

by inventories of belonging and migration and how it is frequently 

depicted with an interplay of the human and the uncanny, primarily 

aiming at emotional affect wedged between fear and hope, both 

postcolonial and ecological engagement conditions. In literary 

texts, the portrayal of human/non-human connections is mainly 
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reliant on imaginative communication, where the dynamic 

extraordinary may find a comfortable home. The study illustrates 

how the corporeality of a snake, spider, shipworm, or wildfire 

influences the incorporeal cognitive aspects like trauma or worry 

by examining many instances in the text. 

 

Keywords: Trauma, Nature,Climate Change, Uncanny, Affect. 

 

 

Introduction 

The interplay of different emotions significantly affects 

human behavior and human–non-human relationships. However, 

effective relationships with non-human entities are almost always 

political, allowing us to recognize ourselves as vulnerable parts of 

the greater whole (Berberich et al. 16). Lawrence Grossberg, the 

prominent cultural sociologist, states that everyday life is more than 

just material interactions; it's a framework of feelings, and that's 

where he is looking for effect. This concept of "effect" involves a 

structure of emotions encompassing all material, social, economic, 

and cultural behaviors that shape a holistic life (313). His concept 

of “uncanny” is neither based on Nietzschean and Deleuzian spaces 

of effect nor Brian Massumi's ontological propositions. Still, it may 

be related to the empirical psychoanalytic area found in Freud's 

early writings and his concept of the emotive "uncanny" beyond the 

experiences of both the fictional character and the reader. In The 

Cultural Politics of Emotion, Sara Ahmed observes that literary 
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writings have an inbuilt emotionality that affects the individual and 

society. In Affective Narratology: The Emotional Structure of 

Stories, Patrick Hogan refers to "emotion systems" and observes 

how “stories manifest feelings on the part of authors and 

characters… (and) provoke feelings in readers or listeners" (6). 

The effect might be found in the many modalities of human 

existence -- atmospheres, landscapes, institutions, states of 

acclimation, or endurance, as literary tales are organized around 

spatiotemporal experiences and collectivistic emotions (Stewart 

340). However, in this age of globalization, owing to transnational 

migration, cross-cultural experiences, behavioral modifications, 

and global environmental changes, many postcolonial novels of the 

21st century tend to reflect less-provincial experiences. The 

relationship between literary narratives, emotions, and affect 

undergoes distinct alterations, e.g., the recognition that emotion and 

affect are not opposed to reason. That denial or suppression of 

emotion is no longer acceptable or necessary, and without feelings, 

human conduct is senseless and frequently unethical. Being 

emotive involves being influenced by motivation and worldview 

(Hogan 238). Human behavior is molded by a sensory mechanism 

and the corporeality of one's surroundings, for "uncanny" is a 

frightening subjectivity, and its effect could be found across the 

corporeal-sensory interface. In Amitav Ghosh's book Gun Island 

(2019), the emotive uncanny operates at multiple levels, from 

personal to social, holy to ecological, and scientific to indigenous 

knowledge. 
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Human and Nature Interface 

“Ecology” must stop being associated with the image of a 

small nature-loving minority and few qualified specialists (Guattari 

52). The concept of "ecosophy" (inclusive ecology) 

inGuattari’sChaosmosis refers to a sense of human responsibility, 

not only for survival but equally for the future of all life on the 

planet…at the heart of the cosmos (Guattari 119-120). The 

physicality of the human and non-human is possibly the most 

conspicuous convergence point for the emotional and ecocritical 

(Bladow and Ladino 3). Therefore, this study focuses on the 

psycho-physical interaction of human and non-human agencies.  

The postcoloniality of emotive ecocriticism stems from the 

power dynamics between subjects and socio-cultural agencies in 

the fictional universe of Gun Island (2019). The tale focuses on 

human and non-human migration to far-flung, unfamiliar places. 

The two key characters are Dinanath Datta, a Bengali Indian living 

in Brooklyn who deals in rare books and Asian artifacts, and 

Professor Giacinta Schiavon, an Italian professor and expert on 

Venetian history. Climate change and its influence on natural order 

in specific locations, e.g., the Sundarbans, Los Angeles' sea beach, 

or the Venetian lagoon, appear to be reshaping demography and 

animal geography to unprecedented levels. Anxiety frequently 

surfaces from that place. Ghosh admits that Gun Island is not 

merely regarding climatic concerns but also the "uncanny" shifts 

reshaping the planet in many nuanced ways, e.g., the severe 
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degradation of human–non-human relationships.1Gun Island 

strongly resembles Ghosh's earlier book, The Hungry Tide (2004). 

Both novels are set in the Sundarbans, share some notable 

characters, and deal with ecological anxiety. However, the latter is 

not a sequel.2Ghosh subtly inserts more serious climate-crisis 

themes in his recent work, e.g., mass migration, wildfires, rising 

sea level, ocean temperature, etc. 

An environmentalist is interested in the materiality of a 

particular biosphere and the human–non-human interactions 

therein. However, this study intends to analyze the workings of 

human emotional processes and the responses toward non-human 

organisms occupying the same physical environment. Secondly, in 

                                                             
1 In the book launch event of Gun Island in Delhi on 19 June 2019, 

Ghosh states: “I wouldn’t say it’s climate change, it’s not just 

that…it’s something much more complicated, it’s the reality that 

we live in, and the reality that we live in today is so fractured, is so 

sort of strange that there’s something so uncanny about the way the 

world is changing.” See the full interview at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r5RbdChKMv4 (accessed 25 

January 2022).  
2 In the post-publication book launch events in Delhi and Kolkata, 

Ghosh claims that in no way should Gun Island be seen as the 

sequel to The Hungry Tide, which he wrote fifteen years back in 

2004. However, he admits some conceptual connections between 

the two novels. The launch events can be accessed here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r5RbdChKMv4 (accessed 25 

January 2021); https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lr41o6qNl1g 

(accessed 25 January 2022).  
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this paper, the word "non-human" also encompasses additional 

environmental corporeality in powerful natural occurrences, such 

as wildfires, cyclones, and sea-level rises. Finally, the term "non-

human" can be used at the sensory level, occasionally stretching to 

the edge of the unexplainable and uncanny. The reader may detect 

examples of all three aspects impacting human reaction 

mechanisms, leading to "anxiety," resulting from dread and a 

central emotion in Gun Island. It manifests only when loss, 

destruction, or death impair reason and the structure of feeling. 

Several incidents in Gun Island highlight the limitations of 

human understanding and capacity to govern nature. The story 

begins in Calcutta, with the protagonist Dinanath traveling to the 

Sundarbans to study an ancient temple dedicated to the Hindu 

snake-goddess Manasa Devi after learning of a legend about a 

"BondukiSadagar" or Gun Merchant who built the shrine in the late 

17th century on a remote island. Dinanath is fascinated by the 

mythology of the Gun Merchant, who Manasa Devi curses, flees to 

Venice, makes a fortune, and returns to build this temple. He 

encounters two young Bengali boys, Tipu and Rafi, and characters 

like Piyali Roy, a cetologist; Nilima Bose, a social activist; and 

HorenNaskor, a boatman, all three of whom are familiar to Ghosh’s 

readers from their appearances in The Hungry Tide. The first 

significant human–non-human contact occurs in Chapter 4, "The 

Shrine," after Dinanath arrives and enquires about the temple and 

its legends from Rafi, a local adolescent boy. Rafi informs him of a 

resident cobra in the temple (76). Dinanath, a logical, secular, and 
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science-oriented person, initially dismisses Rafi's claim, only to 

observe the serpent's remarkable presence a few minutes later: it 

was no ordinary cobra but a king cobra - a 

humongoushamadryad(77). “I stood still as if soldered to the 

ground— yet, I am persuaded…that the cobra would not have hurt 

anyone,” says Dinanath (77). The explanation for such conviction 

of his safety (despite his fear) rests in the emotions stemming from 

his ethnoreligious background; he thinks the SnakeSnake is a 

temple protector. 

The introduction of Professor Giacinta Schiavon (Cinta) 

gives a “global” dimension to the tale and aids Dinanath in solving 

many puzzles surrounding the legend. Cinta snarls at Dinanath for 

claiming he "doesn't believe in… superstitious mambo-jumbos". 

Cinta comments, "Saying you don't believe in the supernatural is a 

contradiction in words because it implies you don't believe in the 

'natural.'…Neither of these things can live without the other" (35). 

This is one of the critical things that Ghosh wishes to convey. Cinta 

refers to witch-hunting and spirit possessions being common in 

modern-day France and Italy, which Dinanath finds difficult to 

comprehend since Europe is the fountain of scientific reason to him 

(35). Ghosh uses Cinta’s character to connect the serpent's 

mythology with that of the tarantula, native to southern Italy, and 

tarantism's symbol. So-called natural reasons cannot explain 

numerous well-documented phenomena, Cinta informs Dinanath 

(37).  
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Not all forms of human or non-human conduct are 

reasonable or accessible to explanation or causality, but this does 

not rule out the possibility of their existence. In the matrix of 

human/non-human cohabitation on earth, this is precisely the cause 

of the subjective uncanny. Such difficulties are beyond human 

comprehension, forming the more extensive web of existence that 

Guattari refers to as the "economic" perspective of the universe. 

The cobra's bite in the temple, mentioned in Chapter 4, is rationally 

permissible because the wet mangrove forest is the cobras' natural 

habitat. The death of Gisa's dog at the beach in Los Angeles in 

Chapter 9 is beyond scientific comprehension since yellow-bellied 

sea snakes, generally found in warmer seas to the south of 

America, are not frequent in the north. However, such recent 

natural changes are linked to the global climate crisis. It has been 

stated that their distribution was shifting with the warming of the 

waters, and they are now migrating northwards (134). Animal 

migration, an essential topic in Gun Island, should be seen as more 

than a local concern based on global linkages to territories and 

systems (Heise 10). Ghosh's eco-literacy vision goes beyond any 

regional postcoloniality, as he cautions his readers in his non-

fiction The Great Derangement (2016) about severe perturbations 

of the world environment (216) and humanity's urgent need to 

rediscover their connection with other species. Through the mass 

death events of the Sundarbans' keystone species, the sighting of 

the Gangetic River dolphin, "shoals of dead fish," and "the loss of 

crab populations" (178), Ghosh’s characters get concerned about 
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the future of the mangrove and the lives of Sundarbans' people. 

Only humanity's kinship with other beings may rescue the global 

climate and avert the degradation of the human-animal connection. 

Dinanath recognizes the SnakeSnake as not merely a deity but as a 

message-bearer between humans and animals who otherwise have 

no means of communication. Without her mediation, there could be 

no interaction save anger and aggressiveness (152-153). Manasa, 

therefore, becomes regional and global, both a "goddess" and a 

"voice-carrier," modulating the levels of emotional uncanny 

encoded in Gun Island. 

Refugee Trauma 

The term "emotion" (from Latin "movere") may be 

described as something that has an emotional or "moving" impact. 

It may be connected to "movement" or the act of setting something 

in motion. In Gun Island, most of the characters, when wandering 

from place to place, are touched by discoveries, marvels, and 

miracles, thus foregrounding the significance of the sensory under 

the guise of the corporeality of the surroundings. Cinta even finds 

the sensory more real than actual life (34). In an interview with 

journalist and writer Bilal Qureshi in October 2019, Ghosh admits 

that his notion of the uncanny in Gun Island is near to modern-day 

realities: one of the strange things about our world is that we are in 

a world where the truth is uncanny. According to Ghosh, weather 

catastrophes are so common that a writer engaged in creative 

imagination relating to significant environmental concerns may 

predict the uncanny. He tells Qureshi about the ninth chapter, 
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where there's this wildfire that suddenly breaks out at the Getty 

Museum in Los Angeles, but he wrote his chapter six months 

before this wildfire happened. He considers it uncanny and argues 

that if you are going to write about the reality of our world, it is a 

changed reality, an uncanny reality and thatexactly is where this 

enormous fictional terrain lies. 

The writer and his audience are affected emotionally by 

Ghosh's ecopoetics, representing the fountainhead of environmental 

awakening by emphasizing "transformed reality" as "uncanny 

reality." Notably, the eighth chapter, "wildfires," is about the media 

attention given to this disastrous weather phenomenon. The 

emotional is connected with the ecological in Ghosh's eco-literacy 

vision, and it may be sensed at both the human and sensory levels. 

The idea of a snake is so crucial to Dinanath's imagination in Gun 

Island that he is frequently distracted by uncanny images of a 

snake, even in unlikely situations. The sensory takes precedence 

over the human, as seen in the eighth chapter detailing Dinanath's 

travel from Brooklyn to Los Angeles. He inadvertently presses a 

button on his phone, which starts playing a particular song Nusrat 

Fateh Ali Khan's 'Allah Hoo,' which has a profound effect on his 

fellow passengers, with “their expressions ranging from 

bemusement to horror …stemming from, maybe, the awful 

memories of 9/11” (116). Dinanath feels alienated in a fully 

boarded airplane. Dinanath observes thick clouds of smoke and 

leaping waves from his window. A burning, smoking stretch of 

wooded hillside laid waste by the flames lies underneath (116). As 
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the plane descends, Dinanath erupts into a scream at the sight of 

two prey birds vying over a twisted animal. This enhances others’ 

suspicion, and security personnel comes to arrest him. Therefore, 

“affect” spreads across people, culminating in an emotional crisis. 

After the plane lands, a security agent in the Los Angeles 

airport inquires, "What made you do that? The crew said that you 

kept screaming, 'SnakeSnake! Snake! …' you can't do that on a 

plane." And Dinanath responds, “I don’t know what got into me” 

(118-119). This is a good illustration of what Teresa Brennan 

describes in her book The Transmission of effect as a circumstance 

in which the atmosphere gets into the individual (Brennan 1). Sara 

Ahmed introduces a similar concept, the "outside-in" paradigm 

(Ahmed 9). In the narrative, Dinanath recalls a similar "outside-in" 

situation: “in Brooklyn...I had been troubled by the thought that 

something that had long lay dormant in the muck of the Sundarbans 

had invaded me” (128). Dinanath believes he will never be able to 

sidestep this emotional bioregional connection despite his long-

term physical exile in America; he remains emotionally rooted in 

his homeland's cultural landscape.  

Conclusion 

The novel Gun Island concludes with the news of Cinta's 

death, as Gisa announces that Cinta's gone, and the readers, like 

Dinanath, are moved by the sense of tremendous sadness (287). 

However, Ghosh's deft wordplay may elicit a different response 

from an Indian reader. Professor Giacinta's name is pronounced 

"Jah-chinta," a phonetic homonymy of the Bengali and Hindi terms 
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"Jah" (go away) and "china" (anxiety), thus meaning "Go away 

concerns!" or "Anxiety is gone!" However, the question remains: 

has anxiousness indeed ended? In this period of environmental 

aggression and consumerism, it is challenging to stay anxiety-free, 

as humans yearn for prosperity at the price of emotional stability 

and the environment. Patrick Hogan writes that ideology is an 

essential factor in emotion and narrative and that only hope, 

environmental justice, equity, and ethics can lead to the planet's 

optimistic future (2). Dinanath states in the penultimate chapter, 

"…I was encircled by all that was finest about our world: the vast 

open sea, the horizon, the beautiful moonlight, jumping dolphins, 

and also…hope, kindness, love, compassion, and generosity” (271). 

He is infused with the affective “earth emotions,” which make us 

"humans-in-nature" (Albrecht 4). Dinanath becomes the archetypal 

"human-in-nature," believing in the "SasagaraBasmati," the Indian 

philosophy of a harmonious ecosphere that embraces all life forms. 
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Women in Indian Advertisements: A Butlerian Study 

_______________________________________________ 
Alima Mudasir, Associate Professor, Govt. College for Women, Cluster 

University Srinagar 

___________________________________________________________ 

Abstract 

The proposed paper intends to study five Indian advertisements 

through the lens of the theory of performativity postulated by the 

American philosopher Judith Butler. Judith Pamela Butler, in 

Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity 

(1990developed the concept of performativity to describe how 

gender is constructed.  

These advertisements have been selected randomly and belong to 

various categories viz: 

1. Dabur honey ad with the tagline 'celebrate life." 

2. Fortune oil ad 

3. Harpic bathroom cleaner ad 

4. Lipton green tea ad 

5. Imperial blue super hit music C.D.s ad with tagline 'men 

will be men." 

 The present paper intends to study the representation of 

women as margins in the advertisements mentioned above. 

Through an intrinsic process of information and knowledge, the 

diffusion of broadcasting information caters to entertainment to a 

vast population. Mass media includes newspapers, magazines, 

books, films, radio, recordings, television, billboards, and the 

internet. . Advertisements are said to be the most potent means of 
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social communication. It is essential tool companies and 

organizations use to sell their goods, services, services, or ideas to 

customers. The main objective of an advertising agency is to bring 

up the sales: be it a product, service, or thought, by convincing the 

perspective. Advertising is omnipresent. No one can deny the fact 

of the global influence of advert Butler, while developing the 

concept of performativity to describe how gender is constructed, 

does not strictly adhere to an Australian notion of speech-act 

theory, occasionally citing John Searle, Derrida, and many others, 

the idea that speech does something beyond the intended semantic 

and syntactical meanings remains a central aspect of her writings. 

Notably, she combines speech act theory with a phenomenological 

theory of "acts," Lacanian psychoanalysis, and Foucault's notions 

of subject formation to explain how social agents constitute and 

reconstitute reality through their language, gesture, and sign 

performance. 

 When we talk about gender, we usually refer mistakenly to 

the biological sex of the person. However, gender refers to socio-

cultural constructs that make us think of men and women 

differently. Gender not only defines people by their biological sex, 

but it influences our behavior regarding what is expected of us. 

Judith Butler, in particular, emphasized gender as a social 

construction of behaviors determined by culture rather than by 

biological differences between sexes. As a man or woman, a person 

is often expected to behave in a certain way and is 'naturally' 

attributed specific characteristics.  
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 The advertisements under study produce and transmit ideas 

about gender which impact our view of men and women and 

ultimately lead to discrimination and hierarchies. Masculinity and 

femininity are defined in opposition to each other. These 

advertisements use 'cheesy' music and images to appeal to their 

idea of a 'feminine sensibility supposedly.' Not only does it sell the 

idea that the only interest in women's lives is men, but it also 

repeatedly confines women into domesticity and emotions.  

 

Keywords: Stereotypes, gender performativity, heterosexual 

matrix, masculine signifying economy, citationality, agency, and 

intelligible subjects. 

 

Gender performativity 

 While discussing gender performativity, Butler argues that 

being born male or female does not determine behavior. Instead, 

people learn to behave in particular ways to fit into society. The 

idea of gender is an act or performance. This act is how a person 

walks, talks, dresses, and behaves. She calls this acting gender 

performativity. What society regards as a person’s gender is just a 

performance made to please social expectations and not a true 

expression of the person's gender identity. Butlerargues that as we 

internalize our socially acceptable, intelligible genders, we come to 

perform our genders with the practice of "repeated stylization of 

the body" within the "highly rigid, regulatory frame" that is the 

masculine signifying economy. For women, these repeated 
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performative acts may include passive personality traits, repressed 

speech, feminine clothing, and hairstyle and focus on the body to 

create a feminine overall 'image.' These gender performances reify 

and perpetuate the dominant discourse of femininity and 

masculinity as acting feminine also reifies the masculine subject 

position. In reading this concept of gender performativity, gender 

becomes a "dynamic and corporeal process" that one achieves 

through "appropriation, interpretation, and reinterpretation of 

cultural terms of embodiment that define gender."  

The Masculine Signifying Economy and Heteronormativity 

 Fortune Oil advertisement is a clear example of the 

masculine signifying economy. The end message of this ad may be 

read as that a woman must cook delicious food for her husband. In 

this ad, a housewife is shown using the said cooking oil to prepare 

excellent and healthy food for her police officer husband. While he 

enjoys the food at his office, the woman is seen pleased having 

made food that her husband loves. This ad suggests that the 

woman's job and sole purpose in life are to cook good food for her 

husband. This ad creates the notion that the efficiency of a wife lies 

in her skill at cooking. She is portrayed as a caregiver, and the only 

thing she should be concerned about is catering to her husband’s 

needs and wishes. 

Butlersupports a "culture is destiny" standpoint when discussing 

gender and identity. She argues that gender is a socially and 

culturally constructed phenomenon supported by society's 

masculine, heterosexual hierarchy. Therefore, it can be argued that 
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oppressive structural forces such as patriarchy, rigid gender roles, 

and the subordination of women's psychosocial needs to males may 

impact how young women perform their genders by succumbing to 

the dominant discourse about what constitutes an acceptable or 

intelligible subject. The women may achieve this socially 

acceptable identity by repressing, rejecting, or subverting 

themselves in ways that may not be the most healthy, internally 

congruent, or pleasurable to avoid social ostracism, shame, or 

violence. Butler explains this phenomenon in her account of the 

"masculine signifying economy," which describes women as the 

negative of men. This othered sex is body-oriented and 

subordinate, while males are the marked sex, the mind-oriented, 

existential subject within the societal context. This masculine 

signifying economy is undoubtedly internalized by both men and 

women, limiting the opportunities for full expression of one's self. 

Women and men are categorized and divided within a binary 

division of power relations. Butlerargues that "intelligible genders" 

or subjects are created through coercive power and force. By 

intelligible, Butlerrefers to the socially acceptable gender roles that 

individuals come to perform that fit nicely into the binary gender 

categories of masculine, feminine, and heterosexual. Therefore, 

only those with "intelligible genders," or those who maintain the 

heterosexual, male dominant relations among sex, gender, and 

sexuality, are recognized and rewarded in society. The intelligible 

subject's internalization can undoubtedly impact marginalized 
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young women, as they do not resemble society's norm or signified 

subject.  

The Binary Categorization of Subjects 

 Butler outlines the process of binary gender construction via 

socialization within the "masculine signifying economy ."She 

argues that the binary categorization of male/female subjects 

produces dominant social discourses about normalcy, which sets up 

power disparities among men and women. The construction of 

male and female categories allows us to recognize the male as the 

norm, the power holder, and the female as the other, signifying 

only in context with a male subject. In addition to male and female 

categories, the structure or the masculine signifying economy 

always assumes heterosexual desire. Thus, Butler argues that 

gender construction is deeply rooted in historical forces that serve 

to categorize men and women into rigid categories to uphold 

specific social laws, including heterosexual desire. Butler argues 

that gender is a social and cultural construction that is not 

necessarily tied to biology. Instead, she believes that gender is a 

politically charged construct formulated within a "field of power" 

referred to by Butler as the 'heterosexual matrix. Butler argues that 

power is established and maintained through categorizing male and 

female markers that act as symbols of social position and 

intelligibility. The categories that one is socialized and forced into, 

according to Butler, are based on the socio-political concept of 

heteronormativity and rigid gender norms that serve to exclude that 

outside of the dominant sexuality paradigm. Therefore, within the 
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"heterosexual matrix" where heteronormativity is created and 

upheld by various social practices, the individual is not free to 

honor their multifaceted gender identity without experiencing 

social consequences and even punishment, which Butler discusses 

as “normative violence ."The confinement of binary gender 

categories, and the socialization of men and women within the 

masculine signifying economy, which supports male as the 

signified subject and female as the othered subject, set up the 

power structures within the society in the form of gender 

hierarchies which are reinforced via language, discourse, mass 

culture, and the media. 

 Butler supposes that the formation of clear binary gender 

categories creates social markers or symbols representing the social 

position, which maintains power relations over time. She argues 

that we read such signs as we read the language, and thus we come 

to internalize these structural symbols or schemas that have been 

passed down through generations. Stay fit, feel young with Dabur 

honey ad shows a man adjusting the mangalsutra of his wife to 

make it more visible. This ad clearly can be read as creating a 

social marker for her wife that married women are the property of 

their husbands. Hence, the husband must put his seal on his 

property by making the mangal sutra visible to other men. Butler 

presents the argument that perhaps psychosocial problems can stem 

from the rigid construction of heterosexual, male/female binary 

gender categories that constitute the “intelligibility” of subjects, 

which set up power hierarchies that set the tone for all facets of our 
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economy. For marginalized female youth, problems with social 

functioning may be created if the individual does not identify with 

the rigid categories she has been socialized into or when the 

symbols or ideals are not congruent with her sense of self. This can 

have implications for lesbian youth, young women with disabilities, 

or female youth that are also ethnic minorities, as they may not 

identify with what is considered acceptable or 'intelligible.' 

Normative Violence: The Force Behind Constrained Agency 

 The harpist washroom cleaning agent ad featuring Akshay 

Kumar depicts Akshay as introducing a new washroom cleaner to a 

bunch of women. No single man except Akshay is seen in the said 

ad, which appears as a product seller on behalf of the Harpic 

Company. The product's consumer pool comprises mainly 

women,who are depicted as proud of having cleaned their 

washrooms. It is believed in our society that it's a women's job to 

clean the toilet, and this belief is so ingrained in our collective 

belief system that not a single ad shows men as bathroom cleaners 

are there. Butler's concept of normative violence can help us 

understand how we come to continually reify and maintain our 

cultural and gendered patterns of behavior. As Butler believes that 

gender is created by the dominant ideological constructs and 

discourses that govern our society, such as heterosexuality and 

patriarchy, she posits that we come to perform under constraint. 

These acceptable genders will bring us the most rewards and the 

least amount of pain and discontent. Butlerstates those norms are 

upheld through the threat of normative violence in our everyday 
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lives, which maintains power and particular social order. Forms of 

normative violence can be considered hate speech, racial and 

sexual orientation jokes, racial slurs, or language that denotes 

othering using pejorative speech. Other less apparent forms of 

normative violence can be seen in how race, disability, and 

sexuality are portrayed or excluded in these ads by displaying the 

norm as White, able-bodied, heterosexual male and female 

subjects. This type of normative discourse has become part of a 

cultural system that creates and maintains dominant social 

messages that, in turn, regulate our behavior out of fear of 

ostracism, ridicule, or harm. This fear of ostracism then reifies the 

notions of the intelligible subject and maintains the dominant social 

order over time. 

The Creation of Intelligible Subjects 

  Butler’s concept of gender performativity can be beneficial 

in understanding how one comes to occupy their female (and male) 

identity and image. Women are linked more than ever to many 

forms of mass communication, advertising, and visual imagery that 

perpetuate the messages of appropriate, intelligible gender 

performativity. Little and Hoskins state that young women today 

operate in a “complex, media saturated world that does not accept 

those who fall outside of the often rigid scripts of gender and 

gender expectations ."As a result, young women may feel pressure 

to perform the ideals of normalcy even if they do not identify with 

the norms and gender expectations. Rigid examples of gender 

scripts are depicted in the mass media daily, and young women are 
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likely to look at messages, images, and ideas presented in the mass 

media to inform them of various beliefs about sexuality, beauty and 

appearance, relationships, and expectations, and course image. As 

Butler posits, young women are hailed to perform their genders 

appropriately through the media. Thus they come to iterate or 

occupy the very pictures they are bombarded with. This process of 

interpellation can be applied clinically when we come across youth 

who come to occupy a social position or image that may or may not 

be coherent with internal beliefs. Labels such as 'delinquent,' 

'promiscuous,' or 'disabled' are great examples of processes of 

interpellation that individuals often come to reify because they 

internalize and then act out the society's definition of them. Butler's 

concept of gender performativity and performative power in 

forming gender and sexual identities can be informed by the power 

of the mass media in constructing gendered identity performances. 

She states that dominant social discourses like heterosexism 

influence individuals to buy into their socially constructed gender 

categories and act out or occupy their socially constructed gender 

roles based on the normative address. Where better to reinforce 

these roles than the visual media, which is chock full of images of 

women in highly sexualized submissive positions, awaiting the 

male gaze and approval, these types of suggestive and 

'performative acts' are considered forms of authoritative discourses 

that exercise a binding power over social relations. These 

heteronormative, misogynistic discourses are undoubtedly upheld 

and reinforced via the mass media, language, global 
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communication and news media, music, and other entertainment 

mediums.  

 Imperial Blue super hit music C.D.s have an advertisement 

titled men will be men. This ad shows a female doctor checking a 

male patient's pulse and other parameters lying unconscious on a 

hospital bed. A man is seen gazing at the doctor while his wife sits 

beside him. The patient's heartbeat rises when the doctor holds the 

patient's hand. The ad can be studied as conveying that men will 

always ogle at women, conscious or unconscious, or visiting ill kin. 

The woman in the ad is sexualized, and the notion is given that 

women enjoy being stared at. The demeaning behavior of the men 

in the ad is not chastised but celebrated as something normal to all 

men. After watching this ad audience becomes vulnerable to 

believe that there is nothing wrong with staring at a woman with 

desire. The general impression is that, like the female doctor in the 

ad, women also enjoy it. The fact that it is a breach of personal 

space or blatant objectification is never given a thought. 

 Understanding how modern individuals, specifically young 

women, are impacted by their social contexts, including dominant 

social discourses is essential. In its many forms, media is a central 

element of modern society and a new medium in which speech is 

disseminated. Today's youth are likely the most technologically 

savvy generation and expose themselves to various media texts 

daily. It is arguably impossible to escape the multitude of powerful 

and highly influential media messages we are told daily. It seems 

likely that these ads can impact how a female could compare 
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herself to the usual standard and how this can affect the 

internalization of social location in society. For example, the 

cosmetic and beauty industries make a living off of teaching young 

women how to 'perform' their genders via makeup, hairstyle, 

clothing, and body control through weight loss, diet pills, exercise 

programs, and even cosmetic surgery.  

  The Lipton green tea ad featuring Shradha Kapoor is an 

example of normalizing stereotypes. It depicts a woman who can 

lose up to two kgs of weight by drinking the said tea. Shradha is 

initially shown wearing a giant suit with a round body, which is 

eventually shrunk down by the end of the ad. These ads advocate 

certain body types as desirable and assert that attaining that is not a 

choice but a necessity. These ads promote diet culture and 

starvation without thinking that not everyone with a body, unlike a 

highly lean person, may want to lose weight. When a woman sees 

the ad, she is not only made conscious of her body but also taught 

that Shradha’s body type in the ad is ideal. This accelerates body 

image issues and leads to various kinds of insecurities being 

awakened in them. While young women may not be passive 

recipients of such messages, they interact with systems like media 

that perpetuate dominant discourse about how to look, act and be 

feminine and attempt to make meaning out of themselves within 

the dominant constructs of society. Concerning Butler's concepts, I 

argue that these ads are a powerful medium in which discourse is 

disseminated; however not entirely responsible for the reiteration of 

normative performances. As Butler suggests that there is a constant 
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focus on the body in women or imprisonment of the female body, a 

woman is defined by man as the inferior other; she becomes sex, or 

"she is sex," and thus her freedoms of expression and power 

become limited to heterosexual fantasy. Consequently, women 

learn that they are the "negative of men," Therefore; their 

significance as viable female subjects relies on their ability to 

perform their gender in a culturally and socially acceptable manner 

that pleases men. This complex interaction between the young 

woman and her environment should be considered when attempting 

to understand how one makes sense of gender and its possible link 

to personal, psychological, and social problems. 

Conclusion: The women in these advertisements are portrayed as 

repressing their voice, dressing in a gender-appropriate way to 

perform feminine, and following the rigid gender scripts they are 

hailed into. This type of behavior and stylization has become so 

natural and normalized in these ads and consumer culture that a 

new discourse has been created about the importance of buying into 

and creating an image that will enhance one’s femininity and thus 

be the cause of their success. Therefore, it can be argued that the 

gender performances of women can not only be impacted by peers 

and families but also by the mass media and advertising industries, 

which have become powerful mediums of discourse in themselves. 

Gender displays in advertisements are conventionalized portrayals 

of the correlation between biologically defined sex and culturally 

defined gender. The values, norms, and beliefs of the society are 

reflected and regulated through the images of advertisements which 
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lead to a socially constructed disparity between men and women, 

but also the stereotypes of masculinity and femininity, in India 

since ages, men have been regarded as the financial providers of 

the family. 

 In contrast, women have been regarded as the doting wives 

and caring mothers who are satisfied doing household chores. 

Advertisements, like literature, are considered to be the mirror of 

the society wherein the society sees its reflection. The main focus 

of the advertisements is on men: their concern, their actions, their 

achievement, and their miseries, whereas the significance of the 

women is marginalized. Thus woman with intellect, confidence, 

self-assurance, independence, and productively undertaking the 

responsibilities and contributing efficiently to society is a rarity in 

advertisements. Instead, the body and body parts of the women are 

depicted excessively and unnecessarily in ads. In a traditional, 

patriarchal society like India, a woman has a subordinate status; she 

is identified not by her personality but by her role as a daughter, 

wife, and mother in a family. Despite all the constitutional and 

legal provisions, the representation of women in parliament is 

marginal. Still, a woman's worth is judged by her physical beauty 

and not by her brains. The primary purpose of advertising is to 

make money by selling the images of perfection to its prospective 

consumers, and those perfect images, most of the time, are women; 

who it is believed to have good brand recall value to grab the 

attention and provide desirable images for the advertisements, 
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irrespective of their relevance to the promotions starting from 

alcohol to automobiles.  
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Abstract 

This study attempts to read Saul Bellow’s “Henderson the Rain 

King” and Arun Joshi’s “The Strange Case of Billy Biswas”from 

the Transcendentalism perspective. The primary focus of my paper 

is to understand the content of the novels from the 

Transcendentalism perspective. Through the characters of 

Henderson and Billy Biswas, the readers will reflect the modern 

people’s mental crisis and understand how nature helps modern 

man reawaken his spiritual instincts and encourages him to live in 

harmony with nature. 

 

Keywords: Transcendentalism, nature, spirituality, harmony, 

materialism 
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Introduction 

 This study examines the perspective of Transcendentalism 

in Saul Bellow’s “Henderson the Rain King”and Arun Joshi’s “The 

Strange Case of Billy Biswas” within this framework. 

Transcendentalism is an American movement that has dominated 

many New England writers, including Emerson and Thoreau. 

Emerson started the "Transcendental Club" to address issues 

essential to the nation's life. It is known as "American 

Transcendentalism," "New England Transcendentalism," or 

"American Renaissance" in the United States. It is more of an 

inclination than a philosophy. From the 1830s to the Civil War, it 

thrived in New England. The Transcendentalists advocated for 

cultural renewal and opposed American society's materialism. They 

emphasized spirit, which is the most significant aspect of the 

universe. They presented a new perspective on nature as a symbol 

of God's Spirit. 

 Saul Bellow is a famous American novelist. In 1976, 

Bellow was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature for his "the 

human understanding and subtle analysis of contemporary culture 

combined in his works." Bellow's transcendental outlook can be 

best described in Henderson the Rain King. After exploring the 

former four novels, Bellow turned to nineteenth-century American 

Transcendentalism and its leader Emerson for ways to solve the 

modern man's spiritual crisis. Bellow also called on people to 

return to nature to find the true wisdom of life. 
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 Arun Joshi is an Indian author who began writing in the 

1960s and has written about many aspects of alienation. In the 

novel, The Strange Case of Billy Biswas, Arun Joshi illustrates how 

modern man is dissatisfied with his life in this stilted civilization 

and sheds light on the restlessness that exists in our complacent 

modern society, making a man feel uprooted. Joshi demonstrates 

through his protagonist that if an only man could connect with 

nature, he may know the complete oneness that pervades and 

encompasses the entire world. Arun Joshi also emphasizes that 

primitivism will lead us to explain that staying in touch with nature 

will feed our spiritual instincts, allowing us to reclaim our natural 

balance and peace and bring out the essentials of being in harmony 

with nature to grow spiritually and live a meaningful life. 

 This study attempts to read Saul Bellow’s “Henderson the 

Rain King” and Arun Joshi’s “The Strange Case of Billy Biswas” 

from the Transcendentalism perspective. The primary focus of my 

paper is to understand the content of the novels from the 

Transcendentalism perspective and to reflect the modern man’s 

mental crisis. People will know the truth and meaning of life by 

living in harmony with nature. 

Transcendentalism 

 The nature view of the Transcendentalists plays an essential 

role in the movement—the founder of American 

Transcendentalism, Ralph Waldo Emerson. Emerson's book 

Nature, published in 1836, significantly impacted America's 
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intellectual life. According to Emerson, people must return to 

nature to redeem their reason and faith. Nature is a place where 

individuals come to their senses and heal from mental trauma. 

Emerson's most significant contribution is not just his new 

perspective on nature but also his explanations of how nature and 

the soul are interconnected. He saw nature as a representation of 

the Spirit of God, and the relationship between nature and spirit 

was essential to him. Emerson asserted that nature was alive, filled 

with God’s overwhelming presence. Emerson saw nature as a guide 

to life and a way to understand ourselves. Nature constantly donned 

the colors of the spirit. That spirit was a sacred force of goodness 

and beauty capable of bringing man and nature together. As a 

result, Emerson encouraged people to return to nature and immerse 

themselves in its influence to redeem their spirituality. So, Emerson 

urged people to study nature to understand them better and recover 

from social life's excesses. 

 Based on Transcendentalism's movement features discussed 

above, the novels which connect to the view of Transcendentalism 

can be analyzed. In this study, Saul Bellow’s “Henderson the Rain 

King” and Arun Joshi’s “The Strange Case of Billy Biswas” was 

selected to be read and analyzed based on the view of 

Transcendentalism. 

Analysis of Saul Bellow’s “Henderson the Rain King” 

 In the novel Henderson the Rain King, the protagonist, 

Henderson, is affluent and in good health, but his wealth does not 

bring him happiness but instead puts a burden on his soul. He can't 
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get along with his family; his body and spirit conflict, and the fear 

of death are all over him. According to Transcendentalism, nature 

and the soul are inexorably connected, and when individuals lose 

touch with nature, the soul loses its peace and order. Henderson's 

tumultuous life and mental crisis are partially the product of 

postwar America's heavily industrialized environment, which has 

been tamed, and people have been estranged from it. Henderson 

flees from America and flies to Africa, where he will seek the cure 

for the rest of his life. 

 Africa's natural environment can heal the chaos of the 

twentieth century and people's estrangement. As a result, it 

becomes the only perfect location for calming the chaos. The 

fascinating natural environment first and foremost influences 

Henderson. He realizes the beauty and charm of nature after being 

exposed to realistic scenes. His experiences with the two tribes 

have helped him obtain wisdom in life and overcome his fear of 

death. 

 Henderson's journey to Africa is a journey into the depths 

of his soul as much as a journey through nature. As Henderson says 

to himself, “the world is mind, travel is mental travel…. Maybe 

every guy has his own Africa” (Bellow,275). Through his African 

journey, Henderson has reconnected with nature and put himself at 

peace with his mind. After his journey, Henderson can face his life 

confidently instead of avoiding it. In this sense, Henderson's 

spiritual exploration succeeds. Henderson's journey in Africa is a 
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successful journey in transcendence which enables him back to 

nature and shake off modern America's excesses. 

Analysis of Arun Joshi’s “The Strange Case of Billy Biswas” 

 In the novel, The Strange Case of Billy Biswas, Arun Joshi 

has highlighted Billy Bimal Biswas, the protagonist's restlessness 

in this complacent modern society. Billy never feels at home in the 

sophisticated world. Joshi has also highlighted how Billy quits 

worldly life in quest of spiritual tranquility. The protagonist Billy is 

in the U.S.A studying anthropology, not engineering, as his well-

to-do father had intended to send him abroad. His studies help 

crystallize his vague simmering discontent against the superficially 

glamorous civilization after his return to India. After returning to 

India, he feels alone, isolated, and like a stranger. He is interested 

in the exploration of his inner being.  

 Billy believed that by marrying someone, he could create a 

good relationship with her and that she would relieve his inner 

conflict. Billy marries Meena, an affluent convent-educated girl, 

but she cannot understand him. Billy starts to lose control of his life 

and becomes an introvert. He withdraws within himself since he is 

not in harmony with his surroundings, family, and wife. His soul is 

bruised and estranged. As a result, he resolves to become a spiritual 

pilgrim. “It is not an escape from the realities of life but an escape 

into real life from the sordid, meaningless existence in the so-called 

civilized world” (Joshi, 99). 
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 In the primitive tribal life, Billy discovers fulfillment and 

the essence of human existence. He feels liberated among the 

Tribal hills. Because it is so natural, he finds a sense of divinity in 

human life. Billy comes to live among the tribes, associating 

himself entirely with them and their way of life, and marries 

Bilasia, who represents the elemental nature for him and 

understands his desire for "being left alone." They may enjoy 

nature's passion, beauty, and grace in its wilderness and richest 

forms because they are away from the onslaught of society. 

 Living in the forests and hills enlightens them about nature, 

which the tribal’s pass on from generation to generation. Many 

indigenous tribes can still retain a life unaffected by contemporary 

civilization, as they prefer to live in the lap of Mother Nature, even 

after seven decades of independence. Arun Joshi has touched on 

several areas of tribal life. The modern man, with his emphasis on 

worldly pleasures, is gradually moving away from nature, which 

results in many complications in his life. Nature brings Billy closer 

to the life he dreams of and the visions that frequent him and make 

him go on a journey of transcendence. 

 The plague of modernization and industrialization spread 

across our people, turning their minds away from nature. Even 

though the materialistic culture provides immense comforts and 

pleasures, man's quest for true happiness and joy has been a never-

ending and exhausting path. Even in the most technologically 

advanced eras of the twenty-first century, man has never been able 
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to be indeed "free" and enjoy life in its entirety. In this society, 

material well-being is ensured, but spiritual and interior well-being 

is easily ignored. Man's existence in the civilized world has its 

drawbacks, for good or bad. Being a part of this stilted society led 

Saul Bellow and Arun Joshi to see the vacuum it creates, and 

through their works of art, they tried to awake people to get back 

on the right way and feed their spiritual instincts by staying in 

harmony with nature. 

Conclusion 

 Transcendentalists presented a perspective on nature as a 

symbol of God's Spirit, guidance to life, and a way to understand 

one. Nature adorned the colors of the spirit at all times. That spirit 

was a sacred force of beauty and goodness capable of connecting 

man and nature. The protagonists, Henderson and Billy Biswas, 

had a successful journey of transcendence. This encouraged the 

readers to return and explore nature to understand themselves better 

and recover from the excesses of social life. 

“When you connect with nature, you connect with yourself." 
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Abstract:  

Re-visioning various Indian Mythologies is emerging as the most 

lucrative writing today. What makes them so appealing to the new 

generation? Many Folklorists blame new revisionist writers for 

'contaminating' the old myths, but it also leads to something new 

and productive.   

 

In his seminal work ‘The Disnarrated,' Gerald Prince points out 

'did narration’s a form of narration that takes into account those 

thoughts that never happened. He differentiates between narrated, 

non-narrated, and disc narrated. This paper aims to look at the art 

of re-visioning mythology through the theory of Disnarration and 

Deconstruction. The report aims to discuss in detail how 

Disnarration forms the basis of the retelling of Indian Mythology 

and leads to the Deconstruction of new meaning. The paper also 

seeks to discuss the relevance of these rewritings of mythologies. 

The report examines various revisionists like Chitra Banerjee, 

Kavita Kane, Anand Neelakantan, Devdutt Pattanaik, and others.  
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 Yes, we are social beings who love to express ourselves. 

Thus, we engage ourselves in writing and reading various 

literatures across the globe. This process becomes much more 

manageable in this era of bits and bytes.   

 Each literature is a reflection of its society. And as we have 

witnessed through the ages that no community is static. Each 

period narrates its own story in its language. The language and 

literature of each culture differ with each passing generation. Each 

writer must accept his society's rules and norms (primarily 

unspoken). So the mythologies that we read today reflect their 

times and that time alone. The time has come for us to start looking 

at them in a different light. Thus, revisionist writing today has 

become one of the most lucrative genres. Recent times have 

witnessed a constant surge of a new set of writers who dare to serve 

old mythologies in new packaging.  

 Gerald Prince, a prominent narratologist, in his essay ‘The 

Disnarrated,' talks about types of narration. He says that when a 

speaker narrates events included in the narration, it is Narrated. 

Still, when he falsifies events that are not part of the narration, it is 

non-narrated. When the speaker starts describing events that never 

actually happened in the narration but are referred to, that is 

Disnarration. The mythological narration writers re-imagine the 
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great mythologies' different scenarios and present a 'what-if what-

if' situation to us.   

 Folklorists accuse re-imaginative writing of ‘contaminating’ 

the classic folklore. They blame the writers for taking the easy 

path. According to them, the story is never new and holds no 

surprises.   The creativity exhibited by the writers is wholly 

brushed off. We fail to appreciate that these texts are 'Brand New' 

in their conception and writing. After all, we all know, A story is 

new every time it is told. In his work, The Art of Rewriting Indian 

Epics, Rohit Sharma points out that these printed rewritings of 

mythologies are not done ‘unintentionally.’He says that “..the 

practice of rewriting in literature invites several pertinent questions 

of why? What? Who? How? Whom: why is it renewed? Who 

makes it new? For who is it rendered a new? What makes it newer? 

How does the process of newing go? Stretching a bit, what is the 

effect of that newness?”  

 Thus, rewriting any mythology does not happen in isolation. 

It does not occur according to the whims and fancies of a particular 

writer. Each rewriting has a role to play in society. A purpose of 

adhering to. When writers present a ‘counter myth’ of the ‘sacred’ 

text, they offer a challenge to the norms and customs present in the 

society that we have, with time, stopped questioning. The language 

develops and evolves with time, and our society has been 

patriarchal for ages. Our writings across the globe have always 

favored men in their form and narration. Male domination over 

language can be traced back to biblical times when God brought all 
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creatures he created to be named by man. Patriarchal supremacy in 

story writing marginalizes women. Our ancient mythologies, too, 

are not untouched by Phallic dominance. They are primarily 

androgynous in conception as well as in narration. The original 

telling of fables has always been phallocentric. 

 Mythologies across the globe have always been written of 

men, for men, and by men. Women in these mythologies are either 

altogether absent or mute. The women who are honored with few 

lines speak in the language of men. They propagate the ideologies 

of men. The women are presented as an example for other women 

to follow. The stories of these myths are linguistically constructed 

in favor of men. The tales have always looked at women only as a 

‘childbearing gender’ and have failed to recognize the female 

experiences. 

 Thus, in the present time, we NEED to have writers who 

dare to rewrite mythologies from different perspectives of women. 

The most common contemporary retellings of classical legends are 

feminist rewritings. The women writers challenge the old myths by 

giving a tongue and brain to the mute heroines. The text they are 

writing now reflects the minds and hearts of the women who were 

either negligent or absent from the text. In her 'Palace of Illusions’ 

and ‘Forest of Enchantments,' Chitra Banerjee rewrites the classic 

mythology in the words of the lead heroines like Draupadi and Sita. 

Chitra Banerjee is not alone; writers like Kavita Kane, too, play 

with fire when they dedicate a whole work to minor female 

characters like Urmila in Sita’s Sister or Menaka in Menaka’s 
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Choice. These female writers retell stories from the perspectives of 

their heroines. Bookshelves today are lined with writers telling 

stories of mythological characters like Surpanakha, Tara, Ahalya, 

Kaikeyi, Urvi(Karan’s wife), Kunti, etc. These alternative texts 

portray these females as ‘identities of strength and character’ in 

contrast to just mute characters to support and play a role.  

 Contemporary Revisionist writing not only givesvoice to 

subjugated females but also attempts to give voice to other 

marginalized and labeled characters. Writers like Anand 

Neelkhantan, in his works like Asura or Vanara, invent a new 

genre of counter-writing that looks beyond the lead heroes and 

heroines. In his work Asura: Tale of the Vanquished, he dissnarrate 

the story of Ravana and a common Asura called Bhadra. An 

established villain gets a say, and he breaks the stereotypical image 

the readers have of an Asura. The story also contrasts the lives of 

‘haves’ and ‘have nots .'These texts make the reader question his 

pre-existing faith, centered on only the lead characters like Rama 

and Sita.  

  In Vanara: The Legend of Baali, Sugreev, and Tara, he 

talks about the struggles of the ‘Vana Nara’ tribe and accords a 

chance to a character like Baali to narrate his version of the 

classical story. Writers like Amish Tripathi, a master narrator, re-

imagines 'Shiv' and portrays him as a human rather than divine. A 

great hero like Rama gets his say in work like 'Prince of Ayodhya’ 

by Ashok K Banker. So, we see in the world of Disnarration that all 

characters are treated equally. Male, female, and others, everyone 
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gets a representation. The genre of rewriting mythology emerges as 

holistic and encompassing. There is an acceptance of all virtues and 

all vices without moral judgment. There is no black and white. 

Every text is written in grey ink.  

 These writers dare to step out of the ‘Lakshman Rekha’ and 

challenge the hegemonic narration in the existing mythological 

texts. The mythologies we have been bought up with are about the 

Kings and the Queens. They are the stories of the Prince and the 

Princess. No one talks about the sufferings and plights of ordinary 

people and marginalized tribes. In these canonical works, the 

sufferings of the so-called oppressed are either portrayed as 

‘natural’ or justified in the name of 'dharma Revisionist.' writings 

take up the challenge and move to the uncomfortable zone. They 

imagine the life of ordinary people and challenge the concepts set 

up by the so-called ruling class or the upper caste. These writers 

take it upon themselves to question the Brahmanical concepts like 

innocence, purity, and caste supremacy.  

 The writings are thought-provoking and make one look at 

the Ramayana and Mahabharatha in a different faith. As Rachel 

Berkumon says: “retelling offers a sort of power struggle against 

existing authorities that tends to usurp the throne occupied by these 

age-old classics and to vindicate the rights of the 'subaltern' 

characters. In mythology and literature." Works like ‘The Pregnant 

King’ by Devdutt Pattanaik examine a what-if situation and blur the 

lines between societal roles assigned to men and women. He makes 

us question the romantic roles that society assigns to each gender. 
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He makes us think about the dichotomy of what is acceptable and 

what is not. 

 For generations, Indian women are asked to emulate Sita. 

New brides are instructed to "be like Sita."Men are told that follow 

Dharma like Lord Rama. The girls are not expected to be like 

Draupadi. And brothers are supposed to be like Lakshman, Arjun, 

Nakul, or Sahdev. Our Mythologies have always been Didactic. All 

the written and oral narrations from the Indian subcontinent have 

had a singular aim to teach men and women. The new retellings 

have challenged the academic nature of these classical texts. These 

texts, emerging from all vernacular languages, display the virtues 

of villains and vices in the heroes. They represent all major and 

minor characters of these magnum opuses as humans, with a 

colorful amalgamation of virtues and vices.   The new writings are 

no longer about the Good and Evil or Black or White.  

 As J. Hillis Miller, the preeminent American 

deconstructionist has explained in an essay entitled Stevens’ Rock 

and Criticism as Cure (1976), "Deconstruction is not a dismantling 

of the structure of a text, but a demonstration that it has already 

dismantled itself. Its solid ground is no rock but thin air."Today's 

writers hope to challenge the binary structure that we have always 

accorded to our Ramayana and Mahabharat. They are challenging 

the Patriarchal and Brahminical center of these classics. The new 

writings deconstruct the old myths and create countless new 

possibilities. The deconstructivist approach to the classic 
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mythologies results in the reconstruction of new text, with new 

meanings, through the art of narration.  

 The writers who have made a name for themselves in the 

genre of revisionist mythology do not wish to challenge the 

authority of thischef-d’oeuvre. During this paper,it was understood 

that not even a single author of this genre had been subjected to 

threats or warnings of any kind by the so-called radical thinkers. 

Today's readers are ready to accept a new version or the disarrayed 

versions of these mythologies. Even the T.V producers who aim at 

the wider public are prepared to take a risk and present new shows 

like 'Sia ke Ram’ or ‘Karn Sangini.'  

 Thus, the art of ‘De-construction through Disnarration’of 

the mythologies has a long way to go. When a creative writer is 

encouraged by an accepting reader, there are countless possibilities 

for formulating new texts from the old masterpieces. 
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Introduction  

J. M. Coetzee's writings cover many issues, like post-modern 

reality, identity crisis, African image, the question of censorship, 

etc. Themes of post-colonialization, anti-imperialism, post-

apartheid experience, and post-modern values are depicted in the 

several works of Coetzee. He is an Afrikaner. He grew up in 

Africa, knew from roots and honors of ancient slenderness, the 

majesty of their cultural distinctiveness, wrote about African 

image, society very authentically, his depiction of values and 

people, how they had suffered a lot under the cruel manipulation of 

the western notion of ideology. Hetries to rebuild the image marred 

during Colonialism and Western Imperialism. He remained an 

acclaimed postcolonial and postmodernist writer. The context of 

his novels characterizes him as a postcolonial writer. Many of his 

books are set in the colonial period. Writing about the oppressions 

of the vulnerable law and order and portraying African society is 

remarkable. Hence he became an internationally accomplished 

contemporary writer who currently lives in Australia. He got 

Australian citizenship in 2006.His writings were influenced by the 

postmodernist writers of Europe and America. These writers also 
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included many anti-imperialist sentiments in their writings. This 

complex relationship between the powerful and powerless is 

extensively treated in his fiction writing. Coetzee presents a picture 

of colonial trauma in the waiting for the Barbarian.  

 

Keywords: Anti-imperialism, Colonialism, western dominance, 

Image of Africa, African heritage, ethnicity. cultural Imperialism 

 

 John Maxwell Coetzee is an author and academician. They 

address the issues of Colonialism from a critical perspective. From 

his first novel, Dusk lands, published in 1974, Coetzee presents a 

critique of the violence inherent in the present colonialist article 

and attempts to find out the prolonged damages to Africa in the 

name of Imperialism, Colonialism, racism, segregation from fellow 

Afrikaners and to deal with many of the contemporary concerns of 

South Africa and how to reconstruct the image. Try to highlight 

problems and rebuild the vision of Africa and its derogatory sense 

and perception of western interpretation of Africa. Damages and 

issues explored in the novels of J.M. Coetzee such as Life and 

Times of Michael K (1983), Waiting for The Barbarian (1980), In 

The Heart of the Country (1977), Age of Iron (1990), and Disgrace 

(1999),Foe (1986), Dusk land (1974)it also focuses on African 

history, heritage, ethnicity and tribal culture, society and its 

different discourse on African life style, African education, weak 

law and order problems of people  and their  psychological 

damages, trauma, violence during apartheid and post -apartheid 
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African reflections through native writers how responded and 

overcame from long fetched and  deferred dreams in African and 

also focus on how African literature, itself has grown and 

developed in response to Imperialism asserts that imperialize, both 

in its Colonial and neo-Colonial stages, is the one force that affects 

everything in Africa, politics, economics, culture absolutely every 

aspect of human life” African response to the war crucial problem  

of the postcolonial/neo-Colonial African reality, creative and 

critical endeavours with the past as a heroic accomplishment. 

Impact of Imperialism and Colonialism on Africa 

 So European Imperialism in Africa was beneficial for the 

European nations. It helped to increase their national economies. 

This was done by extracting critical natural resources from Africa 

and using them to benefit European companies and governments. 

The European extraction of these resources had devastating impacts 

on African societies. For instance, Leopold II of Belgium famously 

exploited the people of the Congo to gather and sell as much rubber 

from the region as possible. This made Leopold II an incredibly 

wealthy person and benefited Belgium, but it had terrible impacts 

on the people of the Congo. 

Anti-imperialism 

 We should prevent and fight against much stronger 

oppression example, following the invasion of Iraq and Istanbul in 

2005, they had faced gender-based violence, challenges, and 

racism, caused unhappiness, psychological damage, traumatic 

experience, and tumultuous tensions in the Middle East and Africa; 
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hence need to build internationalism urgently wherever anti-

imperialist movement arouses. 

 Africa is also a metaphor for many meanings around the 

world. East Africa, West Africa, Central Africa, North Africa, and 

South Africa. By the time the African beaches became known to 

Europeans. Because of that, there was a brutal business of selling 

and buying African nationals on those beaches. Those sales 

included greedy Native Africans as agents. But the Europeans 

involved in this trade were largely unfamiliar with the African 

lands. So, for some time, European books have once described the 

continent of Africa that they were unfamiliar with, the Dark 

Continent. The word 'dark' in this color means 'dark,' and in the 

European sense, 'unknown .'We now need to reassess the 

contribution of Egyptian civilization, the world's oldest civilization, 

to Africa, with its own culture, governance, way of life, agricultural 

practices, and autonomous African territories. The largest 

university in the world was in Timbuktu, in the Mali Empire of 

West Africa. But by 7, African societies and people's lives were 

facing a terrible throat. The fraudulent trade began with enslaved 

Africans stealing African nationals and selling them as enslaved 

people.   

Anti-imperialist feelings in J.M. Coetzee 

 Coetzee is widely considered one of the most important 

contemporary writers, exploring the predominant effects of western 

Imperialism on native culture; critics have found his focus on the 

relationship between authorship and authority to be particularly 
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pertinent in the postcolonial late twentieth century. These writers 

also included many anti-imperialist feelings and sentiments as a 

reaction to the Vietnam War. Many of Coetzee's personal 

experiences and disbeliefs can be seen in his mighty works. 

 Coetzee also writes about the laws that divided him and 

others into racial categories that further alienated him. Imperialism, 

Colonialism, drenched several people, severally victimized by 

these deceived attitudes honestly depicted; this is evidenced in his 

novel Dusk lands. In this novel, Coetzee focuses on how United 

States manipulation is exemplified and how dominant groups 

impose their ways upon other cultures. Hence Coetzee is highly 

respected and frequently studied – by contemporary authors. His 

novels occupy a special place in African literature and the 

development of the twentieth-21st-century story. The characteristic 

reflexive self-consciousness of his deeds does not merely 

emphasize the constitutive functions and political conditions that 

govern the writing of fiction in Africa. Within the broader context 

of the country's moral and political crisis, he examines the 

Afrikaner society's embattled national myths and authoritarian 

modes of literary discourse as he tries to grapple with the 

hermeneutical dilemma forced upon the white postcolonial "self" 

by the legacy of apartheid. 

 The postcolonial self emerges from the complex reality that 

constitutes its own complex identity, which is as diverse as it is 

dispersed. Initially fed with subversive anti-colonial ideologies and 

formed in those moments of consciousness, the postcolonial self is 
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fractured and hybridized, not only under the onslaught of colonial 

violence and its mechanism of appropriating the colonial subject 

hood through language and in colonial, political, and cultural 

institutions but also the face of its multicultural, multi-ethnic and 

multilingual postcolonial reality. Foucault's analysis of subjectivity 

offers a philosophical critique of the modes and forms of identity 

we are tied to. 

Ant-Imperialism in the Dusk Lands (1974) 

 In the novel waiting for the Barbarian (1980), Coetzee 

reveals the traumatic lifestyle of the people of indigenous tribes, 

how the unnamed Magistrate suffers at the hand's colonel, he 

questions the legacy of Colonialism and how he treats barbarian 

girls, he wants to return her to the native place, he had physical 

relationships with her on many occasions, he cares, he shows 

empathetic emotions, for decades, the Magistrate has been a loyal 

servant of the Empire, running the affairs of a tiny frontier 

settlement and ignoring the impending war with the barbarians. 

When interrogation experts arrive, he witnesses the exceptional 

cruelty, torment, and ill treatment; they beat him and throw him out 

of the kingdom; he spends very unjust treatment on prisoners and 

the Magistrate. Coetzee explores madness and civilization, the 

paradox of post colonialism, contradiction, and unhappiness of 

barbarism. Jolted into sympathy for their victims, he commits a 

quixotic act of rebellion that brands him an enemy of the state. 

Conclusion 

 Post colonialism and postmodernism are literary 

movements that can be viewed together. In this context, 
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postcolonial literature about Africa is written from different points 

of view by postcolonial writers like Chinua Achebe, V. S. Naipaul, 

and J. M. Coetzee. All of them represent Africa as a hybrid and 

complex society. Their treatment of Africa is different from each 

other. Naipaul carries on traditional oriental’s discourse while 

Achebe propagates a counter discourse in representing Africa. 

Both writers' periphery becomes the focus of their representation; 

however, they portray different concepts of Africa. J. M. Coetzee 

opens a new face of expression where he blends postcolonial 

phenomena with the techniques of post-modern writing. 
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Abstract 

The war story struck the nation and the three generations of women 

from the fabric of the novel Thousand Splendid Suns, which 

debates the idea of Nation and Gender. The internalization of a 

nation's ideologies and culture conflicts with the individual's free 

will and choice of living. Women’s rights are voiced through 

Mariam and Laila and seamlessly woven with the political history 

of the Taliban. The story is a maze of cultural and historical 

puzzles unraveled by scrutinizing the characters ‘lives. Though a 

fictitious narrative, it offers a greater scope for a hermeneutic 

approach to the text along with history and culture. The study 

attempts to interpret the confrontation between the nation's 

religious, cultural, and political history and women's lives. The 

novel makes Khaled bring the counter memory from the past and 

envisages women's lives. Khaled Hosseini has deftly worked on the 

themes where the defeats of women characters are also the stories 

of victory. 
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Introduction: 

The story of war struck the nation and the three generations of 

women from the fabric of the novel The Thousand Splendid 

Suns, which debates the idea of Nation and Gender.The 

internalization of the engenderednation’s ideologies and culture 

conflicts with the individual’s free will and choice of 

living.Women's rights are voiced through Mariam and Laila and 

seamlessly woven with the political history of the Taliban.The 

story is a maze of cultural and historical puzzles unraveled by 

scrutinizing the characters ‘lives in Afghanistan and Kabul. 

 Though a fictitious narrative, it offers a greater scope for a 

hermeneutic approach to the text along with history and culture. 

The study attempts to interpret the confrontation between the 

nation's religious, cultural, and political history and women's lives. 

The novel makes Khaled bring the counter memory from the past 

and envisages women's lives. 

 The novel's title has been borrowed from Sabi Azari's song 

‘Kabul ‘with the phrase Thousand Splendid suns, metaphorically 

addressing the women of Afghanistan. “One could not count the 

moons that shimmer on her roofs/ And the thousand splendid suns 

that hide behind her walls.” The novel starts with a startling remark 

that Mariam was five years old the first time she heard the word 

‘harami .'Being the illegitimate child of the father Jalil with three 

wives and nine legitimate daughters, Mariam looks at her father as 

a man of vast knowledge. Polygamy is allowed if his people accept 

it and the girl is from a hierarchical society. Cultural codes are 
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more liberating for men in the patriarchal society of Afghanistan. 

But these codes are seen as entanglements that are suffocating for 

women. Mariam's mother, Nana, is sick and throws fits, 'the 

drowsiness, the frightening disorientation, and the incoherent 

mumbling.' (P 9)She abuses Jalil whenever he visits the house and 

spends time with his daughter Mariam's little flower. Nana chooses 

to hide from others' gazes. Women create their lives and own 

values. The choice is provided to them in construing it in any way. 

Nana chooses the submissive way though very belligerent and 

makes a lot of noise. 

 At that time in Nana's life, Mariam did not understand. Jalil 

was a loving father but numbed by his representation as a man of 

great richness and social standing.He fails to take Mariam outside 

but comes up with fictitious world narratives. 

Mullah was the elderly companion to whom 

Mariam confided that she wished she would be 

allowed to go to school. "I mean a real school, 

Akhund sahib. Like in a classroom. Like my 

father's other kids." Khaled makes a painful 

observation of children who aspires to schools 

with the representation of Mariam.Education had 

been an emancipatory tool for women's social and 

economic well-being. But the women have 

internalized the biased cultural codes, which bring 

the discursive design to the story. 
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Mariam is abused when he goes to Jalil's house 

and when she returns to find her mother dead. The 

suicidal attempt was devastating for her, and she 

sought protection and liberation from her father. 

But Nana’s assumptions come true as observed in 

her reflection of the suppressive culture of men.’  

  The illusion is shattered, and the veil is thrown open to 

perceive her father's betrayal.(14)Jalil's family arranges for the 

marriage of Mariam with shoemaker old Rasheed, and she enters 

modernized Kabul. 

 The second phase of her life was anticipated to be excellent, 

but the liberated Kabul did not offer her better prospects. 

 Nanabelieves Mariam’s education is to learn only one skill, 

which is tamul– endurance. Religion plays a regulatory role, and 

one finds Rasheed, who blindly stays with nang and names. His 

perspective of life is simple and religious, with no inquiry into the 

dominant male ideologies. But the patriarchal ideologies are for the 

women to be inside the regulatory structures of these formal 

institutions. The regulations are being created, reproduced, and 

strictly followed by men in subjugating women.  

 Women's  representation is designed by men and acts as a 

dominant code breeding inequality between genders.Gender 

hierarchy is a socially constructed subject that results in female 

subordination. One sees how male values become universal and 

exercise power over the other gender. These codes are naturalized 
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by the women in the society and result in marginalized gender 

identities. 

Judith Butler observes 

 Language is a component of gender. Both silence and 

conversation between Laila and Mariam have bred kinship with 

them. Politics and representation are constrictive and restrictive to 

women. Mariam wages war with Laila,the young girl impregnated 

by Tariq, who comes as a refugee to Rasheed’s house. The sly 

behavior of Rasheed in marrying her was simplified in his term that 

it's not new, and he was late. Mariam begs that she is ‘too old to 

fight this' to Rasheed, but Laila becomes more of a partner for 

Mariam.Khaled's focus was on the interactions and experiences of 

these two women juxtaposed with the experiences and perspectives 

of men.Gradually,they share their private spaces, and child Aziza is 

held as a treasure and solace to Mariam. 

 Laila cheats on him, saying that the child is Rasheed’s 

child, and he painfully understands it for his future sexual 

gratification.Mariam and Laila join hands and resist him. He stands 

naïve as a simple man following stringent societal, male-favored 

codes. But Laila is a generation ahead and has the liberated 

parentage of her father, who encourages her to take up education 

and delays marriage.But Taliban’s entry topples the dreams and 

aspirations of people.( P130) Laila loses disabled Tariq due to war 

but ultimately joins him to build a new Kabul. 

 Laila understands the social forces and strategically plans 

her life amidst the depriving atmosphere. Though executed by the 
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 Taliban, Mariam dares to fight patriarchy in her simple 

ways. Nana chooses not to fight the societal forces and succumbs to 

her private space. For Mariam, kinship with Laila helps them 

develop their capacity, stay courageous, and have a sense of power. 

Aziza, the child of Laila, becomes the uniting bond between 

Mariam and Laila. .“… for the first time, it was not an adversary’s 

face Laila  saw, but a beginning of grievances unspoken burdens 

gone unprotected, a destiny submitted to and endured." (p. 249) 

They share control over Rasheed and influence the institution. 

 Rasheed was disappointed by the impotence of Mariam that 

he became the oppressor. It is essential to observe the 

interdependence of economic, social, and political rights in the 

novel. It is war-torn Afghanistan and Kabul, with modernization 

struggling to come to terms with a conservative culture. The culture 

itself makes the women folk oppressed, marginalized, and 

unrepresented lot. The disruptive behavior of Rasheed masquerades 

as culture and strategic domains of power. The persistent structures 

of inequality are confining walls denying progress.(P 121) 

 Feminists make us better able to demystify the supposed 

aliens around which one crystallizes our society's construction of 

the subject.(P144)Laila's power play transforms the story into 

emancipatory discourse against the hegemonic ideologies of men. 

The report draws political and feministic lessons and ends with 

democratic gestures. 

   For Mariam, the fight was against the exploitation and 

brutality of men.The servitude was all the most oppressive for them 
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to delimit their spaces. The performance of masculinity to its fullest 

potential by Jalil and Rasheed is shocking.When Jalil tries to meet 

her, she refuses his redemption with determination.  

 Connell argues that there are multiple masculinities in any 

setting, all of which draw on patriarchal privilege. Still, they have 

an uneven relationship to domination and control over women and 

are held with unequal esteem by other men. Some masculinities are 

much less violent than others and emphasize to a greater extent 

men’s responsibilities and position them in a supportive and 

cooperative relationship with women. Others are predicated much 

more strongly on dominance and control over women, often with 

men's success and honor viewed through the lens of their ability to 

do this. Violence or threats are strategically used to achieve this 

position over women, teach them gender hierarchy and punish 

transgressions.  

Conclusion: 

 Laila's life reveals how perceptions of women change over 

time. She becomes a rational, self-made woman by starting an 

orphanage and a school. Khaled firmly believes that education 

could be a game changer and a lifesaver. The resurgence of these 

ideas comes as a surprise from a man author, and as Simon de 

Boueveir calls it, from ‘immanence to transcendence. ‘The concept 

of patriarchy has to fade over time but, unfortunately, gets deep-

rooted to be shaken hard.It is fostered by tradition and religion. 

 The Taliban executed Mariam, and Laila built an orphanage 

in her memory. Laila and Tariq play their part in making the new 
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country in their little ways. Laila surmises, "Mariam is never very 

far; she is here, in these walls they’ve repainted, in the trees they’ve 

planted...in these pillows and books and pencils. She is in the 

children's laughter…But mostly Mariam is in Laila's heart, where 

she shines with the bursting radiance of a thousand suns”.(402). 

Khalid Hosseini has deftly worked on the themes where the defeats 

of women characters are also the stories of victory. 
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Abstract 

Today in the technological world, people face various 

environmental problems in the name of development like global 

warming, pollution, climate change, ozone depletion, deforestation, 

acid rain, and ocean acidification. In the postmodern time, people 

have to suffer from the corona pandemic, which is the outcome of 

anthropogenic activities. Everyday activities of humans are 

degrading the quality of Nature that has a threatening remark on 

existence. To get attention or to make readers aware, Arundhati 

Roy has written many works that demonstrate how human 

activities are degrading the environment, how upper-class people 

exploit the lower-class people, and man's domination over women. 

Arundhati Roy articulates her views in a satirical manner that man's 

small steps are responsible for future devastation. This study 

objectifies the concern for Nature, women, and society through an 

ecocritical lens that takes the postmodern and ecofeminist aspects. 

This paper is intended to sensitize readers about environmental and 

social troubles like the wiping out of birds, animals, fishes, and 

trees, the uselessness of nuclear testing, steel and mining factories 

are established, the predicament of zoo animals, women's 
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exploitation and social inequalities based on class, gender, race, 

and sex. All these social injustices are highlighted in Arundhati 

Roy's novel. The present study examines the ecocritical aspects 

such as Postmodernism, Ecofeminism, and the human versus 

Nature themes in The Ministry of Utmost Happiness. 

 

Keywords: Environment, Factories, Pollution, Wipeout, Zoo. 

The Domination of Nature 

 Arundhati Roy is a passionate environmental activist who 

actively participated in many ecological movements and wrote 

about ongoing environmental problems to inform her readers. In 

her non-fiction, she includes factual deteriorating conditions of 

ecological issues such as rising globalization, climate change, 

scum-laden rivers, hazards of urbanization, deforestation, and 

pollution. In her novel, The Ministry of Utmost Happiness (2017), 

she highlights various social, cultural, and environmental issues 

that have been prevalent in society for a long time to till today.  

     In The Ministry of Utmost Happiness, Arundhati Roy draws 

attention to the global environmental challenges and contributes to 

ecological writings. She is conscious of the disappearance of white-

backed vultures due to the intoxication of diclofenac. Diclofenac is 

used in muscle relaxation in domestic animals to enhance dairy 

production. The vultures, natural scavengers, eat the flesh of dead 

animals, and the diclofenac reaches the vulture's body which 

deadly harms them. The greed of human beings to get more and 
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more profit in milk production caused the extinction of vultures and 

other species.  

      Arundhati Roy is compassionate toward modernized India. She 

writes that the supermarket culture or modernization was adopted 

in India with great zeal. Thus, globalization and urbanization have 

emerged as a process of deforestation. She writes, "skyscrapers and 

steel factories sprung up where forests used to be, rivers were 

bottled and sold in supermarkets, fish were tinned, mountains 

mined and turned into shining missiles. Massive dams lit up the 

cities like Christmas trees. Everyone was happy" (Roy 98). Such 

activities are affecting the climate change and natural season cycle, 

causing climate change, melting glaciers, and rising temperature. 

The emission of poisonous gas and industrial wastage are polluting 

the natural phenomenon and human health. The emission of 

greenhouse gasses, industrial waste, and other toxic gasses disturb 

the ecological food chain, affecting entire ecosystems. All these 

things are gradually killing the natural cycle of the universe.  

     Another blow to domination over natural species by human 

beings has been displayed through the suffering of animals in zoo 

parks. The zoo authority members pretend to be well-wishers of 

animals, but the fact is that authority members satisfy their greed 

by entertaining visitors. The condition of zoo animals is seriously 

flawed. Arundhati Roy narrates the scams faced by zoo animals 

"there was an Indian rock python in every cage in the snake house. 

Snake scam. There were cows in the sambar stag's enclosure—deer 
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scam. And there were women construction workers carrying bags 

of cement in the Siberian tiger enclosure. Siberian tiger scam. Most 

of the birds in the aviary were ones you could see on trees 

anyway—bird scam" (Roy 235). 

 Furthermore, Arundhati Roy portrays the miserable 

condition of those animals and birds used in scientific labs for 

testing. Animals such as mice, monkeys, rabbits, frogs, and pigs are 

used for testing new products in science. These animals are given 

electric shocks and injected with unnecessary chemicals to test the 

outcomes. Arundhati Roy comments on the genetic modification of 

animals. He writes that "these days one is never sure whether a bull 

is a dog or an ear of corn is a leg of pork or a beef steak. But 

perhaps this is the path of genuine modernity?"(Roy 299). 

      Thus, it's clear that The Ministry of Utmost Happiness 

highlights the environmental degradation that human beings for 

their selfish needs have caused. Today the whole world is facing 

many environmental problems such as global warming, climate 

change, rising temperature, melting icebergs, changing weather 

patterns, ozone layer depletion, extinction of species, the 

disappearance of flora and fauna, ocean acidification, and acid 

rains are the outcomes of human anthropogenic activities.  

The Domination of Women in The Ministry of Utmost 

Happiness 

     In The Ministry of Utmost Happiness, Arundhati Roy portrays 

the harsh conditions of women and gender issues deeply rooted in a 
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patriarchal society. Arundhati Roy does not believe in writing 

about fairy tales, romance, and fantasy; instead, she unveils the 

brutal realities of society. Therefore, most of her works outline war, 

religious, political, capitalistic, nationalistic, environmental, and 

women issues. Arundhati Roy presents feministic issues in the 

dominant male culture. The present novel, The Ministry of Utmost 

Happiness, highlights women's injustice, sufferings, plight, and 

conflicts with the outside world. It is widespread in a patriarchal 

society that women have to suffer man's violence; as Arundhati 

Roy noted that "what she needs, I'm sorry to say, is two tight slaps. 

This modern approach of yours doesn't always work. At the end of 

the day we’re all animals. We need to be shown our place" (Roy 

232). It is the simplest thing for men to beat women for no reason.  

 

      Along with the domestic violence against women, Arundhati 

Roy underlines the sexual harassment of women. In India, the cases 

of sexual harassment are increasing day by day that are affecting 

women. She noted that "cutting my skin with a knife blade. 'so, you 

think you are a great heroine?'...two are holding my hands, and two 

are holding legs. 'we want to give you a gift for your party'…they 

all raped me many times" (Roy 423). Sexual harassment is not only 

about intimating and touching of women's body, but sexual 

harassment can be verbal and visual. When someone comments 

about their body, displaying naked pictures, bullying, and obscene 

gestures come under sexual harassment. The same happens with 

Tilo in the novel, The Ministry of Utmost Happiness. Tilo was 
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harassed through verbal expression because of her dark complexion 

by a group of noisy men called "Oye! Hampshire madam! Hey! 

Niggar madam!" 

The Social Ambience in The Ministry of Utmost Happiness 

    In the present novel, Arundhati Roy underlines the most crucial 

aspects of contemporary Indian society, such as the caste system, 

gender issues, and religious differences. In the whole story of the 

novel, the marginalized and oppressed characters continuously 

fight for their identity, rights, and equality in their society. A 

character in the book, Nimmo, states, "for us, the price-rise and 

school-admission and beating-husbands and cheating-wives are all 

inside us. The war is inside us. Indo-Pak is inside us. It will never 

settle down. It can't." Arundhati Roy writes about upper-class and 

lower-class conditions, "but even if I was President of America, 

that world class Brahmin, still would be on hunger strike for the 

poor. I don't want dollars. Capitalism is like poisoned honey. 

People swarm to it like bees. I won't go." 

Conclusion 

 Arundhati Roy's well-known novel The Ministry of Utmost 

Happiness underscores the environmental, societal, and feministic 

issues with great salience. She highlights the political violence, 

resilience, corruption, capitalism, queer politics, social division, 

gender identity, social hierarchy, power, religious issues, women 

issues, environmental issues, and social inclusivity. Like this, 

Arundhati Roy drives most of the problems under one roof and 

showcases the world's harsh reality through a fictional story. 
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Arundhati Roy presents that environmental issues such as 

deforestation, pollution, and climate change are increasing daily. 

Still, not the commoner or policymakers are conscious of these 

problems. The human species are blinded by industrial 

development, globalization, and urbanization. The lust for success 

has made human beings cruel. Therefore, they are not able to find 

what is wrong and what is right. Humans do not think about 

Nature's welfare and animals' emotions. Not only are men 

degrading the quality of Nature, but ultimately, they are destroying 

themselves. Humans need to take care of societal stigmas and the 

environment; otherwise, the whole of humanity will be in danger.   
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Abstract: 

The Diary of a young girl or The Diary of Anne Frank is a journal 

by a Jewish girl who spent two years along with her family 

members in a concentration camp during World War II. The work 

brought out the suffering of people in a concentration camp. Later 

the work becomes classic in war literature. The Diary was later 

translated into 65 languages. The Diary was made into a play that 

premiered on Broadway in October 1955, and in 1956 it won both 

the Tony Award for best play and the Pulitzer Prize for best drama. 

A film version was directed by George Stevens and was produced 

in 1959. A new English translation of the Diary, published in 1995, 

contains material edited out of the original version, which makes 

the revised translation nearly one-third more extended than the 

first. She also talked about her desires for the future, including 

turning into a columnist or author. Notwithstanding the journal, 

Anne wrote a few short stories and gathered a rundown of 

"delightful sentences" from different works.  
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Introduction: 

         The Diary of a Young Girl, or The Diary of Anne Frank, is 

the journal by Anne Frank, a Jewish adolescent who chronicled her 

family's two years (1942 – 1944) sequestered from everything amid 

the German control of the Netherlands during World War II. The 

book was distributed in 1947, two years after Anne's demise in 

inhumane imprisonment, and later became an example of war 

writing. 

The Diary Of A Young Girl June 14, 1942- September 27,1942: 

          June 14, 1942, is Anne's thirteenth birthday celebration; 

among different presents, she gets a diary. The Diary turns into her 

associate and replaces having a dear friend. She delivers every one 

of her entrances to Kitty, the companion. 

          Her family emigrated to Holland from Germany in 1933, so 

her dad could work and be far from the risk of the Nazis. But even 

in Holland, the Jewish announcements were highly stringent. All 

Jews needed to wear a yellow star and pursue leads concerning 

where they could shop, go to class, be outside, have sorts of 

amusement they could take an interest in, and even who they could 

visit. Every part of their lives was controlled.  

          The family gave their things to their companions to hold for 

them until the war finished. She realized that sometime the family 

might need to seek refuge, yet she felt it would not be for some 

time. Tragically, that day came sooner than she had foreseen. On 

Sunday, July 5, 1944, the SS went to the Frank house with a call-up 

notice. At first, Margot and Anne thought the request, which 
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implied an individual would be taken to a death camp, was for their 

dad, yet they understood the request was for Margot before long.  

          The family had been deciding to seek refuge alongside the 

Van Daan family. These designs were climbed so that Margot 

could remain in isolation immediately. Miep, who was ready to go 

with Mr. Straight to the point, and her significant other Henk 

helped them by taking a portion of their assets to the concealing 

spot.  

         The trouble of this move was expanded by the nearness of 

Mr. Gousmit, who leased the upstairs rooms in the Frank house. He 

obviously couldn't know about the family's designs. Thus they 

needed to go about as though all was typical in his quality.  

          In the long run, the family would be imparting the rooms to 

the Van Daan family so that it would be a tight fit. There were two 

upper floors in the building which housed the two families. Just 

five individuals knew about the concealing spot; they were Mr. 

Kraler, Mr. Koophuis, Miep, her significant other, and Elli Vossen. 

These individuals all worked for Mr. Forthcoming; they made it 

feasible for them to get sustenance and different things for a living.  

         After a few days of cleaning, the rooms fit the family. Mrs. 

Forthcoming and Margot had a troublesome time acclimating to 

their new condition. Anne and her dad were too busy unloading and 

putting the rooms to consider it. They must be tranquil, particularly 

amid the hour's alternate laborers in the building. They additionally 

needed to cover the windows so that nobody could see into the 

rooms, yet the family was acclimating to their new environment.  
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           At that point, the Van Daan family went along with them 

sooner than was foreseen. It was either arrive more shortly than 

required or not have the capacity to escape by any stretch of the 

imagination. The family comprised Mr. Van Daan, Mrs. Van Daan, 

and their child Peter, who was fifteen years of age and apathetic.  

            Anne is yet feeling put upon by the grown-ups in the 

"Secret Annex.”From her perspective, all that she does gives them 

cause to address her. If she is talking, she appears, on the off 

chance that she is calm, absurd, etc. She and her mom particularly 

have a troublesome time getting along. 

September 28, 1942- December 22, 1942 

               Now in her life, Anne is burnt out on being the individual 

who is singled out for censure by the grown-ups in the "Secret 

Annex," as she calls the concealing spot. She feels put upon by 

nearly everybody in the loft, her mom, her sister, and above all 

else, Mrs. Van Daan. Mrs. Van Daan has an assessment of 

everything that is said or done by those living in the "Secret 

Annex."  

             Anne discusses how every individual from the gathering 

has adjusted to the washroom circumstance in the upper room. 

Since no bath is accessible to them, they must scrub down in the 

place based on their preference.  

            The days turn out to be long for the families. It is at night 

times after the specialists have gone home when they have 

managed the chance to move around a bit; however, they should 

talk in murmurs. Just on Sundays and occasions, they can have a 
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multi-day in which development is permitted throughout the day 

because the specialists don't come on those days.  

            Anne additionally relates how they endeavor to keep their 

spirits up by commending birthday events and occasions. They are 

not ready to celebrate as they did previously but make great 

dinners. Additionally, Anne and Peter endeavor to interest the 

others by sprucing up in senseless ensembles involving garments 

they and the others have conveyed to the "Secret Annex."  

             She additionally trusts in her journal how Elli, who 

functioned for Mr. Straightforward, has agreed to accept a 

correspondence course in a secretarial school. The genuine 

understudies are Anne, Margot, and Peter, who will learn 

shorthand. One reason for this course is to figure out how to write 

code.  

            The family had a near disaster on October 20, 1942. They 

knew the fire dousers would have been filled, yet not the correct 

work date. So, they were unnerved when they suddenly heard a 

sound ideal outside the way to their rooms when they had been 

moving around as ordinary. They had been eating with Elli as their 

visitor when this happened. Accordingly, the entire gathering went 

quiet then Anne and her dad went on the way to tune in. They 

heard somebody endeavoring to get access to the rooms, which was 

exceptionally startling, yet were mitigated to discover it was Mr. 

Koophuis. He shrouded them in the storage room and was just 

endeavoring to get in to take Elli home. The hook to open the 
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entryway had turned out to be stuck, causing the families' upheaval 

heard outside the entrance.  

              In November, the gathering chooses to take in an eighth 

individual; he is a dental practitioner named Albert Dussel. Miep 

knows him and the families feel he will fit in pleasantly with their 

gathering. He, at first, appears to be extremely pleasant and makes 

a decent attempt to coexist with everybody. He is astounded by the 

living course of action in the storage room; he had no clue it was as 

huge as it might have been. Margot is moved to a camp bunk, and 

Mr. Dussel is relegated to impart Anne's space to her. Mrs. Van 

Daan presents him with a rundown of standards for living in the 

"Secret Annex."  

                Anne discovers that the Gestapo is going house to house, 

gathering together Jews to take to the inhumane imprisonments. 

She can see the general population strolling in lines while the 

guards are oppressive to them at night. She feels remorseful that 

she is warm and safe in her concealing spot while her companions 

are being removed. 

January 13,1943-July 26,1943: 

             Anne is yet feeling put upon by the grown-ups in the 

"Secret Annex ."From her perspective, all that she does gives them 

cause to address her. If she is talking, she appears, on the off 

chance that she is calm, absurd, etc. She and her mom particularly 

have a troublesome time getting along.  

            The building they have been staying in has been sold, and 

the new proprietor needed a voyage through the building. He and 
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his modeler had Mr. Koophuis indicate them around the building. 

This was fortunate as Mr. Koophuis is one of the general 

populations helping the Franks and Van Daans. He demonstrated to 

the new proprietor each room aside from the upper chamber. He 

asserted that he didn't have the key to open the way to the loft. The 

new proprietor appeared to acknowledge Mr. Koophuis's 

clarification.  

             Two new issues are tormenting the families. The first is the 

kids exceeding their garments and have no chance to get new 

clothes. Additionally, the grown-up's apparel is ending up very 

worn. The other issue is the absence of crisp sustenance. Miep tries 

to bring them vegetables when she can, yet the entire nation is 

inadequate in nourishment. The measure of apportions every 

individual is designated has been cut; thus, the gathering must 

subsist on beans and incompletely ruined potatoes.  

Rauter, who is German, delivered a discourse on the radio 

expressing that every one of the Jews must leave German-involved 

nations by July 1. Anne feels the Jews are being dealt with like an 

undesirable creepy crawly by the Germans.  

               The people who have been helping the Franks and Van 

Daans are ending up sick, which causes worry about how the 

families will get the things fundamental for their survival. Another 

issue this unforeseen development included an imperative 

gathering Mr. Forthcoming had arranged for Mr. Koophuis to lead. 

Mr. Koophuis had a drain on his stomach, so Mr. Kraler needed to 

show the group. Lamentably, Mr. Kraler did not know the points of 
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interest at the gathering, and there wasn't whenever to offer them to 

him. This circumstance caused Mr. Blunt a lot of pressure. He felt 

better when tuning in to the gathering by putting his ear to the floor 

given to him. He did this until the point that the awkward position 

wound up insufferable then Anne and Margot needed to have his 

spot.  

                   Mr. Vossen, who helped the gathering stay in contact 

with the outside world, has been determined to have malignant 

growth. This is a dazzling hit to Anne and the others. They likewise 

needed to surrender the radio that was their connection to what was 

going on in England. Through Koophuis, who is well currently, 

they are attempting to get their hands on a secret little radio.  

                The entire time all these inside quarrels are being played 

out, the news on the new radio empowers the gathering tunes in, 

and; it appears the Allies are making strides. Mussolini 

surrendered, and there was a discussion of Turkey joining the 

Allies. 

July 29,1943- December 22,1943: 

                 The uplifting news that has gotten through the radio is 

the Fascist party has been banned in Italy, and the military is 

freeing the nation of the gathering. The families trust this news will 

help turn the tide of the war.  

                     On September 10, 1943, Anne and the others learned 

Italy had surrendered to the Allies. This is cause for celebrating, 

not just among those living in the "Secret Annex" yet for many 

individuals around the globe.  
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                  There is likewise more sickness among the individuals 

who are helping the families. Anne's dad has chosen the young 

ladies and needs to learn Latin. He has Elli arrange the exercises 

through a mail agree school. He is also resolved to give Anne a 

Bible for St. Nicholas Day so she can learn about the New 

Testament. Margot isn't glad about this, yet Mr. Blunt is proceeding 

with it in any case.  

                 Anne loses her pen, which her grandma had given her at 

nine years old. She finds that it had been accidentally roasted on 

the stove with the earth from a portion of the mildew-covered 

beans she had been cleaning.  

                   For St. Nicholas day, December 6, 1943, Anne and her 

dad composed ballads for everybody as a blessing. They put the 

lyrics inside a shoe of every individual from the gathering; the 

boots are then put into an improved container. The others are 

excited with their endowments and appreciate finding and perusing 

their sonnets. 

December24,1943-Feburary14,1944: 

                There is also, in February 1944, talk of the English 

invading Holland. Everyone is concerned about what this would 

mean for the people of Holland. Would the Germans fight to 

defend their hold on the country, or would they leave? They hear 

rumors that the Germans will flood Holland. This would be 

disastrous to the people; even if you did not live in an area that 

would be underwater, it would have serious consequences. The 

consequence to the group would be the possible collapse of the 
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building they are living in. It is an old building that is not very 

structurally sound. If three feet of water come into the building, it 

might collapse. They decide the best course of action would be to 

stay in the building if the invasion occurs. The group also tried to 

plan a way in which Mr. Koophuis and his family could come and 

stay with them in the "Secret Annex." 

               At the end of this section, in February 1944, Anne decides 

that her and Peter Van Daan's relationship has changed. Peter looks 

at her differently, as if he is taking a new interest in her. He also 

confides to Anne that he admires how she can speak up and let 

others know how she feels. Peter is quiet because he has difficulty 

expressing himself, so Anne is a sort of role model for him. She 

tells him that her speaking up often causes her to be misunderstood. 

Also, she feels she talks too much. 

               This section of the Diary shows Anne having a 

breakthrough in her understanding of her mother. It also brings to 

light the possible invasion of Holland by the English and how the 

group will try to deal with it. Anne and Peter start a new 

relationship in which Peter expresses what he admires about Anne. 

February 16,1944-March 20,1944: 

              In March of 1944, the gathering conditions became 

somewhat grimmer. The general population who had been 

providing them sustenance coupons had been gotten. This implies 

the capacity to get meat, margarine, fat, and oils has been cut off. It 

makes the ladies be innovative cooks, the outcomes which are not 

highly compelling. Likewise, to add to the nourishment deficiency 
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is the failure of Miep, Mr. Koophuis, and Elli to go looking for 

them. Miep and Mr. Koophuis are sick, and Elli simply does not 

have room schedule-wise to go shopping.  

               Henk, Miep's significant other, has come to visit them and 

tells the gathering of life outside the building. He tells them the 

story of attempting to get assistance from a specialist for Miep's 

calm. The best way to secure a solution from the specialist is to call 

and inform the specialist regarding her manifestations. At that 

point, the specialist gives out the medicine, even if Henk lands 

inside the hour given to him. The prominent individuals observed 

by the specialist are the general population with genuine diseases.  

            The gatherings, in this area, manage sustenance deficiencies 

and another break-in. Anne and Peter are investigating their 

fellowship on a more profound dimension. In the meantime, the 

general population who help them is encountering their 

preliminaries. 

MARCH22,1944- APRIL18,1944 

             This subject has been a wellspring of consistent stress for 

every one of the general populations living in the working as they 

have had a few burglaries happen. In any case, on April 9, 1944, 

Easter Sunday, the issue hit home as at no other time. Dwindle had 

heard a noisy clamor first floor and went to examine. What he saw 

was a board that was out of the entryway. He went upstairs to 

motivate whatever was left of the men to help explore what was 

happening. They found a few men sneaking into the working to 

loot it. Mr. Van Daan yelled out that he and the other men were the 
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police. The criminals fled, kicking in a board set to cover an 

opening. As the men endeavored to supplant the board, a married 

couple stopped by and saw what was happening. They mixed up 

the men of the "Mystery Annex" for the criminals. They went to 

report the break-in to the police. This caused dread among the 

occupants of the "Mystery Annex ."They must be thoroughly 

tranquil as they tuned in to the police looking through the building. 

The police went up to the entryway of the storage room and 

observed that the entrance was safely bolted. They left the building. 

However, the individuals from the gathering did not know whether 

they would return soon. So, they spent from Sunday until the point 

that Tuesday morning was living in dread. None of them could 

genuinely rest; for they were confident the Gestapo would appear 

and remove them at any moment. 

                Because of this event, a few individuals from the 

gathering have changed their every day propensities. Mr. Dussel 

does not sit in Mr. Kraler's office at night, and Peter checks the 

house a few times each night to ensure it is secure. Mr. Kraler and 

Henk likewise upbraided the men for standing up to the criminals. 

They felt that the men of the gathering's activities were indiscreet. 

They advised them that as Jews, they didn't have any rights and 

should acknowledge whatever destiny happened to them.  

                   Another occurrence came to pass for Peter on April 15, 

1944. He generally bolts the front entryway during the evening. 

Peter likewise must open the entrance before Mr.Kraler and 

alternate specialists land for work every day. He overlooked on this 
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specific day to unbolt the entryway. Mr. Kraler was compelled to 

utilize the neighbor's kitchen window to enter the working from the 

back. He was angry at the general population living in the "Mystery 

Annex ."Subside felt dreadful because he believed he had 

disappointed everybody.  

                There is much energy and pressure in the "Mystery 

Annex ."The thieves put the most pressure yet because of the police 

looking through the building. Dwindle's pass in opening the 

entryway caused more worry for everybody. In any case, Anne is 

excited that she and Peter appear to have gone to comprehension in 

their relationship. 

APRIL21,1994-JUNE5,1944: 

 Anne has been completing a lot of perusing. A large portion 

of it is history, and she wants to go through the books to make 

family trees of the decision families in Europe. She is additionally 

composing a ton of short stories and has any desire to see them 

distributed. Anne says that she might want to write a book entitled 

Het Achterhuis after the war; this implies toward the rear of the 

house. She might want to utilize her journal as an asset for the 

book.  

                She and Peter's relationship has advanced to such an 

extent, to the point that both of them thought it best she revealed 

her to her dad about it. He didn't respond in an incredible way she 

had trusted. Rather than being steady, he told her he felt she ought 

not to go upstairs to visit Peter all the time. Even though he realizes 

Peter is a decent young fellow, he is yet a high school kid who 
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probably won't have control of himself. Pim feels it depends on 

Anne to control how far the relationship goes. She advised this to 

Peter, urging Peter to address her dad himself. He did and was told 

essentially indistinguishable things from what Anne was told. 

Anne's dad is apprehensive both would experience passionate 

feelings.  

           Anne goes up to Peter's room at night to see him. This 

frustrates her dad and makes her somewhat angry with her since 

she ignores him. Anne chooses to think of her dad, a letter 

clarifying that she is free of her folks. She, in this way, feels she 

has the privilege to do whatever she supposes is best for her. She 

additionally reveals to her dad how she needed to adapt to her 

sentiments of hopelessness independent from anyone else because 

neither of her folks needed to encourage her. This letter upset her 

dad, who went up against her about its substance. He disclosed that 

she had two guardians who adored her and were dependably there 

for her at whatever point she required them. He likewise 

communicated to her how much her letter hurt him. He said, "I 

have gotten numerous letters throughout my life; however, this is 

unquestionably the most horrendous!" Anne felt embarrassed about 

herself after that and acknowledged she was so self-included that 

she didn't see the circumstance as it seemed. Her dad excused her 

and consumed the letter.  

            The general population of Holland trusts that England will 

attack and spare them from the Germans. Anne figures these 

individuals ought to acknowledge England is endeavoring to spare 
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its territory and individuals. The gathering has also gotten word 

about the spread of hostility to Semitic emotions throughout the 

nation. There are gatherings of individuals who accuse the Jews of 

giving endlessly privileged insights to the Germans. These insider 

facts uncover the names of individuals attempting to encourage the 

Jews. These Christians are being sent to death camps considering 

their endeavors to help conceal the Jews.  

            They discover the destiny of the vegetable man, who had 

concealed two Jews in his home. He was found and removed. She 

feels horrible about his future and that of the Jews in his house; 

however, she additionally thinks about how her family and the 

others in the storage room will get their vegetables. The family 

needs to decrease much further on the measure of sustenance they 

devour. Breakfast has been wiped out, and lunch will be porridge 

and bread. For dinner, they will have fricasseed potatoes and 

perhaps two or three times each week a vegetable or lettuce.  

            Since the warm climate season is beginning, the storage 

room is ending up hot. They are not permitted to open windows 

since this may attract thoughtfulness regarding the building. The 

sustenance is turning sour, and tempers are expanding alongside the 

temperature.  

            The people living in the "Secret Annex" must persevere 

hardship, including new exercise confinements, absence of 

nourishment, and expanding heat. Anne and Peter's relationship 

causes pressure on Anne and her dad. They additionally discover 

hostility toward Semitic sentiments is developing in Holland. 
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JUNE 6,1944 -AUGUST 1,1944: 

              His hotly anticipated intrusion has happened; it is D-day, 

June 6, 1944. The families are uncertain whether to trust it; they 

had been deceived before by reports of preliminary arrivals. Yet, 

they hear on the radio a location by General Eisenhower; he is 

addressing the French natives. He lets them know, "This is D-day. 

Solid battling will come now; however, after this, the triumph. The 

year 1944 is the time of finish triumph; good fortunes." This news 

originating from General Eisenhower persuades them the intrusion 

is genuine. They are overjoyed; it is excessive to appreciate. They 

may sooner rather than later be free again to experience their lives 

as they did before the war.  

             Anne praised her fifteenth birthday celebration on June 13, 

1944. She got a few presents from the others alongside gifts from 

Miep, Elli, and Mr. Kraler. Anne finds out about the fearlessness of 

Winston Churchill on her birthday. He was on a torpedo watercraft 

visiting French towns that had been freed when the vessel he was in 

shelled the coastline. Anne felt this was a bold activity for 

Churchill and that he seems, by all accounts, to be intrepid. She 

might want to imitate this kind of conduct. Being without dread 

appears to her a definitive in valor.  

                 Anne, at long last, goes to the acknowledgment that 

Peter cherishes her not as a sweetheart but instead as a companion. 

Despite everything, he has an incredible fondness for her; it is only 

that he can't get himself to trust her the way Anne envisions a beau 

would.  
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                 She yearns to be outside with nature. Anne had not been 

keen on nature before. She needed to seek total isolation; however, 

now, it is a considerable enthusiasm of hers. She perceives this 

intrigue as claiming she has not been permitted to go outside the 

whole time she has lived in the "Secret Annex."  

                   They learned on June 23, 1944; the English had begun 

the assault on Cherbourg. This implies Anne and the others could 

be accessible by October 10, 1944. This brings a feeling of 

expectation and expectation to everybody. The awful news is that 

the potato supply is lessening, so they are currently compelled to 

tally precisely what number of potatoes every individual is 

permitted daily.  

                    The battling is going exceptionally well for the Allies. 

The Germans are beginning to empty non-military ladies and their 

kids to Germany and parts of Holland nearer to Germany. Anne is 

feeling cheerful about what's to come.  

                       The family is given a lot of strawberries from Mr. B., 

the central agent for the business. They utilize the berries to make 

squeeze, sticks, and jams. One day as they were handling the 

strawberries, the doorbell rang. This terrified the gathering since 

they had been not staying silent while they worked. They thought 

they were distant from everyone else in the building and could be 

somewhat more intense than expected. Subside rapidly went down 

the stairs to see who was at the entryway. On the first occasion 

when it happened, Henk landed to disclose to them it was only the 

postal worker at the entrance. The second time Peter and Anne 
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tuned in from the stairs, hearing no development; Peter hollered out 

"Elli!" as there was no answer, he called her name again. This time 

Mr. Koophuis instructed them to return upstairs quickly because 

the bookkeeper was in the building. This was startling for 

everybody living in the "Secret Annex."  

                  Anne is upbeat, claiming that an officer of the German 

armed force had tried to execute Hitler. She felt this demonstrated 

how disheartened alternate fighters were with how Hitler 

coordinated Germany through the war.  

                 She likewise goes into a long section about how there 

are opposite sides to her identity. The one that everybody sees of 

the cheerful, silly young lady and the other of the genuine Anne. 

She constantly experiences considerable difficulties keeping up the 

glad side; at that point, she turns into the crabby Anne. She is 

Anne, who is constantly being reprimanded by the grown-ups in 

the gathering.  

                   This is where the journal closes with Anne endeavoring 

to make sense of her home in her family and the world. She is 

energized at the possibility of leaving the " Secret Annex" and 

carrying on with a typical life. The others in the gathering are 

likewise anticipating the finish of their imprisonment and 

disconnection. They are, for the most part anticipating living 

whatever is left of their lives without dread. Shockingly, we realize 

that the expectation was lost and that every one of them, aside from 

Mr. Blunt, kicked the bucket in the death camps. 
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Conclusion: 

           Composed of knowledge, amusingness, and insight, the 

Diary turned into a great of war writing, customizing the Holocaust 

and offering a moving story about growing up. To many, the book 

was additionally a wellspring of motivation and expectation. 

Amidst such difficulty, Anne powerfully expressed, "regardless, I 

accept, disregarding everything, that individuals are great on the 

most fundamental level." 
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Abstract 

Literature is an effective tool for the dispersal of ideology. It has 

long been used to persuade or deter the public from switching 

ideologies. Literature has had a strange power from time 

immemorial to shape political preferences, narratives, and 

sometimes even personal moral preferences. Since the beginning of 

time, literary Hegemony has been used publicly and surreptitiously 

to institutionalize tyranny. The political word Dalit refers to India's 

atrocities against marginalized people. In India, academic literature 

has purposefully ignored Dalits since dawn. In master tales of 

Indian social order, they were either ignored or depicted as useless 

untouchables. The situation began to improve with the entrance of 

the British, culminating in humanitarian efforts by some writers 

influenced by Gandhian ideology. The arrival of Dalit writers on 

the Indian literary scene in the post-independence era marked a 

significant shift. Texts from ancient religious tradition, Bhakti 

movement texts, Pre-independence era texts, and Post-

independence era texts to determine the range of representation 

given to Dalits in literature and, as a result, to reveal the politics of 

representation in literature. 
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Keywords: Dalits, Politics of representation, Master narratives of 
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Introduction 

 Literature fosters debate on both the victorious and defeated 

parties' politics. It is an effective technique for representing 

marginalized people. It is the most successful method of 

destabilizing politically powerful and ideologically dominant 

hegemons. Through writing, untold experiences of marginalized 

groups are made visible. According to Sartre, Sartre "is a tool, with 

dual action: first, it mirrors the oppressor and second, it guides and 

inspires the oppressed."  

 The continual conflict between oppressor and oppressed is 

correctly detected and analyzed by the modern intellectual world 

among the various extant binaries in the cosmos. The oppressed 

would seek respite from the oppressors' authoritarian grip, who 

would then utilize their force and intellect to maintain their 

dominance. "When you're the oppressor, you see blood tears." 

(Cheran: 71) Regardless of time and place, oppressors, individuals 

in positions of power, and oppressed, people without power, are 

archetypal manifestations of the human psyche. 

 Oppressed communities exist linguistically, socially, and 

politically outside contemporary society's dominant power 

framework. India, as a country with a wide range of cultures and 

religions, has long witnessed the fight between oppressors and the 

oppressed. The hegemonic power structure established a social 
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hierarchy, transforming the Indian mindset into a perverse system 

of inequality and atrocities. The insanity reached a climax in the 

form of a legalized social structure that had cast downtrodden 

people outside society and reduced them to a low status no better 

than that of animals. These groups were not part of the ancient 

Indian society's Varna system. After being stripped of their social 

position and human rights, these people became powerless and 

untouchables throughout time. 

 Dalits have been the most oppressed, killed, downtrodden, 

tortured, and purposefully ignored in India since ancient times. 

They were denied their right to exist and relegated to the status of 

enslaved people. The Vedic Hegemony allowed anybody to dispute 

the social system. Dharmasastras were powerful enough to excuse 

their sad situation with nonsensical concepts such as "past sins" and 

"God's will." 

 Dalit is a political word that refers to individuals who have 

been socially, culturally, and economically repressed due to a well-

planned political strategy. This plan was promoted in early Vedic 

literature, and later books like Puranas, Smritis, Brahmanas, 

Sanhitas, Tantras, and epics backed it up. In modern times, 

literature has given voice to the plight of Dalits, forcing a cruel 

society to recognize them as humans. Contemporary theorists 

highlight the politics entrenched in the literature. 

 History shows that power politics are to blame for the plight 

of specific communities. The Aryans colonized India, resulting in 
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Vedic literature. Apaurusheya was the appellation given to the 

Vedas (divine). As a result, they were unable to be questioned. 

Their power was unrivaled. This was the politics of establishing a 

single group's supremacy over others. Many researchers argue that 

what was once thought to be the ultimate truth is deceptive. 

"The whole character of these compositions and the circumstances 

under which, from internal evidence, they appear to have arisen are 

in harmony with the supposition that they were nothing more than 

the natural expression of the personal hopes and feelings of those 

ancient bards of whom they were first recited. In these songs, the 

Aryan sages celebrated the praises of their ancestral gods (while at 

the same time, they sought to conciliate their goodwill by a variety 

of obla. 

 The Upanishads are the more critical intellectual books. 

They also use pejorative phrases to describe "Sudras." Chandala is 

compared to a dog in the Chandagya Upanishad. Rama is referred 

to as the Maryada Purushottama in Ramayana. He is shown as the 

best man who acts morally in all situations. Rama slays many 

groups of Rakshas, according to the scripture. Rakshas were 

autonomous tribal clans who lived in the 'Aranyas' (forests). They 

are portrayed as monsters on purpose. The Ramayana mentions no 

Rakshasa as invading Ram's territory to cause havoc. Ram, in 

reality, moves from place to place, meeting and killing these 

primitive people. Shabuka is a Sudra mentioned in the Ramayana. 

He was a man who desired God's devotion. After aBrahmin’s son's 
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death, he claims that his kid died because a Sudra was engrossed in 

praying to the Almighty, which he considers very condemnable 

behavior. Rama, the Maryada Purushottama, beheads Shambuka 

after learning this. 

 The Mahabharata is the most famous and widely read text. 

It is one of the most important stories in Indian social history. It 

tells the legend of Parashurama, the famous vengeful sage. When 

his father orders him to behead his mother, he does it willingly. She 

is later resurrected by placing the head of a 'Matangini' (low caste 

woman) on her body. This dramatic episode tells the story of a 

father, his loyal son, and the poetic justice that follows. Still, it says 

nothing about the Matangini, who was killed to save Parshurama's 

mother. 

 Geeta defines Dharma as "Tasmat Shastram Karyakarya 

vyawasthito" (That works according to Sastras). The predicament 

of the Dalits was not addressed in Bhakti literature that flourished 

in Maharashtra during medieval times. 

 

Dnyaneshwara (1271-1296), the author of the most famous work 

Bhawart Deepika, a commentary on Geetha, kicks off the saint 

movement. Geeta, a Hindu sacred scripture, is the source of his 

philosophy's inspiration. According to Dnyaneshwara, 

Sastrachi Ek Braman tuj (The only Proof is Shastra)  

Karyakarya viweki/ sastrechi karawi parahki//  

(Based on Shastra, good and evil should be judged)  
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Sandhai shudragrahi aaghavi/jarhi pakwanne atithi karavi  

Tiye dwije kewi sewawi/ Dubla jarhe// (3-216)  

(However, there is delicious food cooked at the house of Sudras, 

others should not eat it).  

Nana chadal stri mandarasi/ aaleya sanyasyapasi  

Maj laj jaisi Uttama teya (16-175)  

(It is enormouslydishonorable to see Chandala women entering 

Sanyasi).  

Aata tamasache ling/ aumkhal chang/  

Dawleya matang/ sadane jaisa (18-548)  

(One should avoid the house of Matang though it is good)  

Pai dwijesi parauti dhawane nahi Sudrate/  

evm chaturvarnyachi uchite dawili karme (18-880)  

(Sudra should attend to others, that is his only duty shown by 

Chaturvarnas) 

 Another Bhakti movement poet is Chokhamela (1265-

1368). Chokha Mahar is the name given to the first Dalit 

congressman. His writings reflect some hostility at first, but he 

eventually becomes a part of the conventional social consciousness 

under the influence of earlier religious scriptures.  

 Eknath (1533-1599) was a saint of the lower castes who 

was well-known for his compassion for the oppressed. His 

writings, too, show little interest in changing the heinous social 

order. He claims, 
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Tukaram(1592-1650) has its place in the future tradition of Bhakti 

Sampradaya (community).  

Ambedkar writes, "no saint.  

 The titles with which saints are addressed reveal the upper 

caste ideology's political objective. All low caste-born saints are 

known by their castes, such as Gora-Kumbhar, Chokha-Mahar, 

Rohidas-Chambhar, Sawada-Mali, and Nama-Shimpi. In contrast, 

caste-born saints are recognized by their salutations, such as 

Eknath-Swami, Dnaneshwar –Mauli / Maharaj, and Ramdas 

Swami. 

 In Tamil Nadu, "Pallu literature" refers to Dalit literature. 

Pallars have been involved with agriculture since prehistoric times. 

They were farmers. While working, they had a habit of singing 

tunes. This helped them to feel less tired. Maharashtra follows a 

similar tradition. It's called Bhallari, and it's presumably the same 

as Pallars. The Bhallaris are not philosophical works. They are 

thematically sporadic songs that describe peasant life nowadays. 

 There is also a group of Non-Dalit writers who contributed 

to Dalit literature. Prominent among them are Arundhati Roy, 

Amitav Ghosh, Vikram Seth, Rohinton Mistry, Vikas Swarup, and 

Aravind Adiga. Potheri Kunhambu, a novel by Saraswati Vijayam, 

initially written in Malayalam and later translated into English by 

Dilip Menon, speaks about the plight and suffering of Dalits and 

criticizes the caste system. Mulk Raj Anand could publish his first 

novel, "Untouchable" (1935), only after being rejected by more 

than a dozen publishers. He went on to write Coolie (1936), Two 
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Leaves and a Bud (1937), The Old Woman and the Cow (1960), 

and The Road (1961) after the success of Untouchable. Anand 

seems to have realized the pains, frustrations, and aspirations of 

Dalits. He further appears to be working under the influence of 

Gandhi, who undoubtedly worked for the welfare of Dalits. 

Untouchable exposes the evil effects of untouchability and its 

social, moral, psychological, and philosophical aspects. E.M. 

Forster observes,A variety of non-Dalit authors has also 

contributed to Dalit literature. Amitav Ghosh, Arundhati Roy, 

Vikram Seth, Vikas Swarup, and Rohinton Mistry are among them. 

Saraswati Vijayam's work Potheri Kunhambu, initially published in 

Malayalam and later translated into English by Dilip Menon, 

discusses the pain and suffering of Dalits while also criticizing the 

caste system. Mulk Raj Anand's first work, "Untouchable," was 

only published after being rejected by over a dozen publishers. 

 He went on to write many more novels after the success of 

Untouchable. Anand appears to understand Dalit hurts, frustrations, 

and aspirations. He also seems to be influenced by Gandhi, who 

was concerned with the welfare of Dalits. Untouchable explores the 

negative consequences of untouchability and its social, moral, 

philosophical, and psychological implications. According to E.M. 

Forster, 

“The sweeper is worse off than an enslaved person, for the 

enslaved person may change his master and his duties and may 

even become free, but the sweeper is bound to his master and 

forever born into a state from which he cannot escape and where he 
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is excluded from social intercourse and the consolation of his 

religion. Unclean himself, he pollutes others when he touches 

them”. (E. M. Forster iv) 

 Children of God (1976) by Shanta Rameswar Rao centers 

on Dalits and realistically depicts caste injustice. Dalits had never 

protested their mistreatment for generations until great leaders 

sprung up from among their ranks to motivate them to resist. 

Dangle observes, "Dalit literature is marked by revolt and 

negativism since it is closely associated with the hopes for freedom 

by a group of people who, as untouchables, are victims of social, 

economic and cultural inequality ."(qt. Mukherjee: 1) 

 Dalit literature is now a significant form of literary 

expression. It has risen to a position of prominence. Dalit writers' 

main concerns are Dalit characters and Dalit experiences. Under 

the influence of Ambedkar’s charismatic leadership and post-

modern literary theories, new Dalit literature confronts upper-class 

ideologies and concentrates on neglected areas. Dalit literature is 

primarily anti-exploitation, with writing serving as propaganda for 

the struggle. They are both philosophically and stylistically radical. 

Bama's Karukku (1992), in which Bama chronicles her journey 

through caste-ridden society, marks the beginning of Tamil Dalit 

writing. According to Bama, 

“We must be strong. We must show by our resolute lives that we 

believe ardently in our independence. I told myself that we must 

never allow our minds to be worn out, damaged, and broken in 

believing that this is our fate. Just as we work hard so long as there 
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is strength in our bodies, so must we strengthen our hearts and 

minds to survive.” (59) 

 Annabhau Sathe was the one who brought Maharashtra's 

literary scene to prominence (1920-1969). He was born into a low-

caste family. He spent a day and a half in school. He was asked to 

sit outside the class since he was untouchable. He stormed out of 

the school, never to return. This man went on to write 35 books, 15 

short story collections, a drama, 12 screenplays, and ten ballads. He 

was a political communist activist. "The world does not rest on the 

hood of 'Shesha' (the snake), but on the palms of the laborers,"  

 Fakira, his most famous story, is named after the 

protagonist, a low caste (Mang) who battles the British and the 

selfish, hypocritical caste members that support them. The 

endeavor to make Mangas proud of their caste was successful. 

Maharashtrian Mang, also known as Matang, is leading a social 

movement known as the "Fakira Brigade." Sathe's novel 

Waranecha Wagh is another well-known work. The majority of his 

books are set in the countryside. He has a distinct writing style. 

Some of his writings have been translated into English, while 

others are in the process of being done. 

 In general, marginalized people are not represented in 

literary works. They aren't considered human enough to be 

mentioned. The literature written by caste people is described with 

scorn wherever they appear. The Dalit people are not well 

represented in pre-British texts. They are said to contrast the worst 

aspects of society. However, the pre-independence era seems to 
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have sparked sympathy for Dalits. The Gandhian ideology 

impacted their writings. One of the most striking qualities of these 

texts is that they were all written by and for Dalits, regardless of 

caste. Dalit literature by Dalit writers, who write with extreme 

intensity, shows an accurate picture of Dalits and is therefore 

labeled as Protest Literature. 

 Dalit autobiographies have become the most popular trend 

in Maharashtra, bringing significant change to the literary world. 

These books are distinguished by their realistic depictions of the 

narrator's experiences. These appear to have fulfilled a variety of 

purposes. It could push others to comprehend the condition of 

oppressed populations on the one hand and give voice to the 

writers' sorrows on the other. The protagonists and antagonists in 

these stories are neither heroic nor villainous. They are genuine 

people who impact the writers' life and intellectual processes. 

 Daya Pawar (Mahar) penned his autobiography under 

Baluta, translated into Hindi, German and Italian. He speaks of his 

life in Mumbai and in rural. He goes on to say something 

innovative about his experiences. This is, nonetheless, a truth of 

life. Acceptance is required. 

 Furthermore, all the wicked ideas and deeds in the book are 

the fault of the established caste. They will not be able to live an 

everyday life because of society. Life's complexities are so 

immense that imagining them is more agonizing than dying. The 

purpose of this book is unmistakable to spread anti-hegemonic 

ideology. “The book would open our eyes to new truths of life and 
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lead us closer to humanity. What else is the purpose of literature?” 

(P L Deshpande). 

 Laxman Mane (Kaikadi) penned his autobiography Upara, 

which translates to The Outsider in English. 'Upara' literally refers 

to "non-native." Kaikadis are nomadic nomads who move from one 

location to another to earn a living and graze their donkeys. All 

Dalit autobiographies are characterized by realism. The residents in 

these communities speak the same language that Mane does in the 

text. "Lakshya tuzla Mayala Jadhav lagu de," an enraged father 

yells at his son (let the donkey fuck your mother). The author 

appears to be unconcerned with societal moral codes. There is an 

attempt to prove that he is unconcerned with traditional morals 

every time. 

 Sharankumar Limbale (mixed caste) wrote Akkarmashi, 

translated as The Outcaste in English. It's about a boy born to a 

'Mahar' woman and a 'Lingayat' guy. As a result, he becomes an 

outcast. As a 'Mahar,' he must endure great humiliation before 

becoming an 'Akkarmashi.' He had to live in terrible poverty as a 

single parent child of an untouchable, which forced him to think 

only about the next meal. The book asks the most fundamental 

question in social ethics: What is morality? 

 Thus, modern Dalit writers demonstrate their fearlessness in 

probing the caste people's established morality, ethics, and 

institutionalized Hegemony, exposing them as hypocrites of the 

first water. As a result, Dalit literature is considered protest 

literature. They demonstrate against any heinous institutional 
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structures and values. They do not appeal to the caste people's 

thinking, as did the authors of Gandhi's period, but instead rebel 

against them in their fights. They discuss the areas of life that are 

often overlooked. Their literature is based on personal experience 

rather than speculation. Their writings become known for their 

authenticity and vibrancy. Because their publications undermine 

Brahminic rule, motivate Dalit masses to revolt, and drive Dalit 

intellectuals to consider, they become political. 
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Abstract 

With rising portmanteaux such as Ecosophy and ecolinguistics, a 

significant trend that aims to blend ecology with multiple 

disciplines continues to be on the ascent since the last century. The 

recent challenge to the anthropocentric worldview is a crucial 

motivation for such blends. With the upheaval of "genetic 

information," the information system that formerly bolstered and 

maintained anthropocentrism is now challenging its tenets. The 

term eco refers to the critical relationships between humans and 

nonhumans, between microscopic and macroscopic worlds. 

Ecolinguistics studies the relation between eco and how we 

communicate about ecological entities and processes. Many studies 

have revealed how language and communication influence the 

environment and its nonhuman inhabitants. Critical Discourse 

Analysis (CDA henceforth), for instance, has exposed the role of 

language in reducing and promoting racism, social inequalities, and 

sexism. In a larger framework, Ecosophy provides intellectual and 

empirical insights that can give succinct access to unmuted 

communications in a more-than-human world by participating in 

more-than-mammal philosophies of survival, living, and dying. The 

paper will explore Dona Haraway's notion of SF (an abbreviation 

for speculative fabulations, string figures, speculative philosophy, 

and situated feminism) and Gregory Bateson's relational thesis of 
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"double descriptions" to unite 'eco' and 'language' with each other. 

This will be done by suggesting alternative ways of approaching 

CDA and possible linguistic renovations (for instance, Prof. S. 

Veeramani’s notion of relexifying terms to promote environmental 

sensitivity and awareness). 

 

Introduction 

 Transcending anthropocentrism in multiple disciplines is an 

emerging trend in our knowledge production. It is not just a 

theoretical but also an existential moment where such 

transcendence occurs.A signature of the same has classical roots in 

various oriental philosophical schools and religions, but its modern 

version is primarily based on scientific and ecological thinking. 

Scientific thinking is well known to us owing to its presence in 

almost every quotidian dimension of our living. Scientific thinking 

is known to be repulsive of normatively; however, to follow this 

trend holistically, we must ask an important question - what is 

ecological thinking? The German biologist Ernst Haeckel described 

the notion of ecology and also coined the same term for the very 

first time:  

By ecology, we mean the body of knowledge concerning 

the economy of nature – the investigations of total relations 

of the animal both to its inorganic and to its organic 

environment, including, above all, its friendly and 

damaging ties with those animals and plants with which it 

comes directly or indirectly in contact. (Hughes 7) 
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 The intertwining of living and non-living, human and 

nonhuman environment is the subject matter of ecology. Ecological 

thinking considers various conditions and networks responsible for 

the existence and functioning of a particular phenomenon. Unlike 

scientific thought, it becomes normatively active in taking 

relationships to the center.While natural ecology is rich with 

geographical diversity, ecological thinking in a similar tone takes 

particularities of epistemic and ontological relations into account. 

Such thinking can scale various disciplinary and social artifacts and 

study their theoretical and experimental consequences. To give a 

taste of ecological thinking, a recent paper published by the Santa 

Fe Institute shows that some colleges are mammals, and others are 

like cities (Phys Org). 

 What does ecological thinking imply? Environmental 

thinking has consequences for epistemological (theory of 

knowledge) and disciplinary (field of expertise). One of the most 

radical aspects of such thinking is the denial of many scientific and 

Western ways of thinking about relationships and nature. Lorraine 

Code has observed that Anglo-American epistemology seeks to 

determine:  

…the particularities of epistemic location or the purposes of 

specific epistemic projects. Such epistemologies have 

commonly modeled their inquiries on simple, everyday 

sensory perceptions of "medium-sized" physical objects or 

stylized, idealized conceptions of science and the scientific 

method. Typically, too, they presuppose an autonomous, 
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rational, adult, individual knower who is everyone and no 

one but whose identity is epistemologically irrelevant. (146-

147)  

 The knower and the known in such an epistemology gain 

relevance by justifying both a priori and normative standards. It 

scales not only mesoscopic entities but also designs microscopic 

entities for mesoscopic ends. The medium-sized objects are then 

constructed through a mesoscopic terrain of epistemic boundaries 

of rationality which a particular kind of adult human endows at a 

specific level of health and autonomy. This methodology divides 

the knower from the known and arrests ecological thinking that 

seeks to nip this method in the bud.Ecolinguistics is an 

interdisciplinary venture that is grounded in environmental thought. 

Linguistics at large can be viewed from three perspectives: 

1. Independent 

2. Structural 

3. Ecological 

 Independent linguistics suggests that it is meant for 

cognition and is independent of social and environmental contexts. 

Structural linguistics offers that the world as we know it and 

experience it is constructed by language. Ecological linguistics 

suggests that language is deeply interconnected, making it a 

constructor of the world and something built by the world. 

Amongst the three, ecolinguistics has the possibility of carrying 

radical propositions and methods to tackle the theoretical and 

environmental crisis we are going through, which challenges many 
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epistemological definitions and standards opted by other views 

(Stibbe). 

Ecolinguistics 

 Ecolinguistics focuses on how language sculpts our 

environmental commitments (i.e., carving environmental entities 

and processes) in our theories and policies. According to Arran 

Stibbe, ecolinguistics is an extension of Critical Discourse Analysis 

(CDA henceforth) (Stibbe). CDA studies how language 

interrogates society and its role in how sociological processes such 

as racism, sexism, power relations, and cognitive linguistics are 

promoted or reduced. CDA is characteristically anthropocentric and 

explains how human relates to humans. The idea of Activation and 

passivation is an instance of the same attempt to study the role of 

communications in our environmental understanding. Van 

Leeuwen describes the two as follows: 

Activation occurs when social actors are represented as an 

activity's active, dynamic forces. Passivation occurs when 

they are described as 'undergoing' the training or 'being at 

the receiving end of it .'[Activation] may be realized by … 

transitivity structures in which activated social actors are 

coded as an actor in material processes, behavior in 

behavioral techniques, senser in mental processes, sayer in 

verbal methods, or assigner in relational methods… [when 

activated] the social actor in question is most clearly fore 

grounded. (Stobbe 33) 
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 In the poultry industry, chickens are interrogated with 

passivation or low Activation (Stibbe168). Chickens are committed 

to as a passive entity in their chronicles; for instance, chickens are 

'shackled,' 'exposed to steam,' 'hung upside down, and so on. 

Shockingly, this linguistic pattern continues to exist in People for 

the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) (Stebbe168). It matters 

how we noun and verb the environmental entities and processes. 

Environmental communication and language give philosophy and 

other disciplines a chance to commit ethically. Words make 

commitments, but communication is made with. Note the 

difference between 'by' and 'within the previous sentence. When the 

communication is 'made with, we understand the ecolinguistics as 

relational. 

Relational Ecolinguistics 

 In Language and Environment, Edward Sapir shows the 

non-relational ecolinguistics in which the term ‘environment’ had 

not acquired its ecological meaning as stated by Haeckel (Sapir). 

The non-relational ecologism signifies merely the physical and 

social surroundings of humans. This shows that the confluence 

partakes in ecological and philosophical perspectives in 

establishing the contours of its concern and analysis. Relational 

ecolinguistics can have multiple ways of doing CDA. It is 

necessary to note that CDA is not free from criticism. CDAs have 

been argued to be naïve in assuming the particularity of a discourse 

analysis pertains to what people think. Knowingly and 

unknowingly, data manipulation has been primarily recorded in 
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CDA (Breeze 502).CDA being textual, commits not only to 

anthropocentrism but also to the ‘confirmation bias’ that human 

communications embody (Stebbe190).Lastly, CDA passivates its 

audience unintentionally. In the globalized world, exposure to 

multiple discourses seldom renders a particular CDA incomplete or 

unimpactful (Breeze508). 

  Ecolinguistics need not indulge in any existing patterns of 

CDA; in fact, many obstacles that ecological thinking overcomes 

are present in CDA. Just as meetings are essential to organize an 

event, discussions of disciplines and ecolinguistics and 

epistemology, science, and philosophy are necessary for any 

organized thought dealing with the ecology of domains and crisis 

of ecology. The anthropologist Gregory Bateson emphatically 

equates ecological crisis with the problem of epistemological 

errors. Bateson measures the core of epistemological error as 

follows: 

Let us now consider what happens when you make the 

epistemological error of choosing the wrong unit: you end 

up with the species versus the other species around it or the 

environment in which it operates. (Bateson340) 

 The linguistic root of the ecological crisis shows that the 

map is not the territory that Bateson also argued to be a problem of 

environmental concern. Western philosophers and academic 

disciplines' model of communication assumes a model that 

supports the anthropocentric idea of objectivity and rationality 

(Bowers 2012). Ecological intelligence, which Bateson argues for, 
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pushes forward the proposal that knowing is part of a more 

crowded and complex information exchange. Thus, what we as 

mammals with neocortex deal with as ways of living, philosophies 

do not explore information and communication, and other 

academic disciplines involve a collective and dynamic view of 

information exchange. The next step in ecological thinking is to 

explore no mammalian and microscopic communications, 

information exchange, living, and dying. One of the many ways 

this marginalization or skewing of communication potential occurs 

is the heavy use of nouns in our languages. Bateson opines that: 

…the genetic script probably contains nothing resembling 

the nouns or substantives of human language. I expect that 

when the almost unknown realm of processes whereby 

DNA determines embryology is studied, it will be found 

that DNA mentions nothing but relations. If we ask DNA 

how many fingers this human embryo will have, the answer 

might be, "Four paired relations between (fingers)." And if 

we ask how many gaps between fingers, the answer would 

be "three paired relations between (gaps)." Only the 

"relations between" are defined and determined in each 

case. The relata, the end components of the relationships in 

the human world, are perhaps never mentioned. (Bateson 

157-158) 

 Relational ecolinguisticshas to focus on linguistics and 

philosophy. Ecosophy refers to being conscious and active in two 

things – the way we know and naming what we know. In quoting 
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what we see, we not only reduce its relations and dynamic nature 

but also freeze the power of that particular way of learning. 

Relational ecolinguistics provides a better way of naming and 

knowing than non-relational ecolinguistics, which only follows one 

specific form of knowing and calling. 

Speculative Fabulations 

 The limitations of CDA, as indirectly shown by Bateson's 

proposal in the last section, will also be explored herein. In this 

section, various ways in which new language trends can be used to 

create a form of opening ecological insights.S. Veeramani, in 

Relexification of English Towards Eco Linguistics, argues that 

linguistics and, by that token communicational channels play a very 

significant role in ecological conditions. He proposes green 

language signifying how English use brings anthropocentric grey 

linguistics (Veeramani).In doing so, he offers an innovative 

framework to carefully work within the languages we already use. 

 Gabriella Vigliocco has argued that the ontological 

commitments made in linguistics within a mammalian framework 

are incomplete and non-ecological (Vigliocco). Her ecological 

approach pushes forward a multimodal approach to language 

learning and processing. She argues that language studies focus on 

Indo-European language due to the historical practice of studying 

spoken languages. She argues that Indo-European languages are 

capable of arbitrary form meaning, largely independent of context 

and wholly dependent on symbolic systems that are manipulable at 

abstract levels of representation.  
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 The random property of Indo-European language acts as the 

standard of existing structures and categories to understand and 

theorize other mammalian and human languages. The non-arbitrary 

mappings of mimetic, idiophonic, and sound-symbolic linguistic 

properties are either subsumed in pre-existing classifications and 

structures or dismissed entirely. She claims that the primary reason 

for this methodology is the ignorance of face-to-face 

communication and embodied aspects of interaction, but the 

problem has many more theoretical dimensions. Face-to-face 

communications make language embodied, affective, and a 

converging point for multiple communicational channels that are 

non-characteristic of language studies' existing practice. A more 

embodied and multimodal study of language would include other 

mammalian languages from sub-Saharan Africa, Korean, and 

Balto-Finnic, to name a few (Vigliocco). 

 In Staying with the Trouble, Haraway describes speculative 

tabulation as a “mode of attention, a theory of history, and a 

practice of wording” (Haraway 230).As illustrated in the previous 

section, the way we use language and communicational channels 

has an impact on not only our world of human-mammalian 

capacities but also on no mammals and the microscopic world of 

micro-entities and processes; speculative tabulations provide a way 

of normalizing scientific thinking with ecological intelligence. 

Haraway proposes and advises us to create multispecies storytelling 

for such normalizing trends and practice companionship with 
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entities that are not usually thought of by culture or science. She 

calls this normalizing method SF: 

SF is a sign for science fiction, speculative feminism, 

science fantasy, speculative fabulation, science fact, and 

string figures. Playing games of string figures is about 

giving and receiving patterns, dropping threads, and failing. 

Still, sometimes finding something that works, something 

consequential and maybe even beautiful, that wasn't there 

before, of relaying connections that matter, of telling stories 

hand upon hand, digit upon digit, attachment site upon 

attachment site, to craft conditions for finite flourishing on 

terra, on earth. (Haraway 10) 

 How we passivate and activate stories to relate with other 

species and forms of life has a vital role in what ecolinguistics can 

contribute. A two-step goal can be established to expand relational 

ecolinguistics within our current language use. Firstly, we must 

recognize the existing communicational channels and not reduce 

them into a distinct pattern of linguistics, as Vigliocco has argued. 

Secondly, our goal should be to promote ways of suspending the 

grammatical patterns of talking, relating, and committing to using 

language. The best way to achieve the second goal is to indulge in 

interdisciplinary studies, and the best way to achieve the first goal 

is to submit to non-disciplinary ways of thinking and to know.  

 SF is not something that is done by aware intellectuals but 

also an inherent and inevitable outcome of ontological 

commitments made by any system of knowledge production. 
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Consider how CDA argues for the Information Deficit Model (IDM 

henceforth). IDM contends that the lack of knowledge and 

information leads to inaction and disbelief in climate change and 

other ecological crises we are witnessing. Moser and Dilling reveal 

that models like IDM are insufficient as it commits human beings 

into a fantasy of “little scientists” who have no identification with 

values and beliefs apart from empirical certitude (Moser and 

Dilling164). The speculative fabulations of humans being "little 

scientists" can be expanded with relational ecolinguistics and 

counter-stories to reveal what more can be thought of to commit 

carefully and holistically. This may mean taking inter-disciplinary 

and even non-disciplinary ventures. 

Conclusion 

 Ecosophy and ecological intelligence provides intellectual 

and to think not just more-than-human and more-than-mammal 

stories of living and dying. The paper shows that CDA's ability to 

study the relationship between language and social processes 

marginalizes ecological awareness. To promote, activate, elevate, 

and celebrate more-than-human and more-than-mammalian stories 

of living and dying is to challenge scientific speculations and 

definitions of humans and other entities. Banu Subramaniam in 

Ghost Stories for Darwin shows how in an essential sense, we end 

up doing speculative fabulations when indulging in both 

interdisciplinary and non-disciplinary ways of thinking and 

knowing (Subramaniam). The following comments by 

Subramaniam will end the paper’s intentionssuccinctly: 
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I believe we need not only science fiction but fictional 

sciences—imagining other configurations of knowledge 

making, reconstructing alternate inter-and a-disciplinary 

lenses, new conceptual practices, and more engaging plots 

and stories located in the interdisciplinary fissures of the 

sciences and the humanities. (Subramaniam 72) 
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Abstract 

The self-narratives of Dalit writers are gaining momentum 

in recent times, as issues related to human rights have occupied the 

central stage. The narratives, in the form of poems, novels, and 

memoirs, bring about the culture of the Dalit people, which also 

aims to liberate themselves from the age-old oppression based on 

caste. The Dalit community was pushed to the margins, and their 

tales of suffering were considered unworthy to be written about. 

Still, the emergence of Dalit literature has enabled them to voice 

out their suppression and the ill-treatment inflicted upon them for 

ages, especially on Dalit women. Thesewomen are subjugated by 

the name of the caste they had inherited by birth, making them 

socially and economically underprivileged. Even more, they suffer 

multiple discrimination due to their gender. The paper titled 

"Rebellious Celebration as a Response of Dalit Women’s 

Oppressive Experiences in Bama’s Sangati” aims to bring out the 

living reality of the Dalit women within their community and the 

mainstream society by the patriarchy, and it records their responses 

against the tribulations imposed upon them.  

 

Keywords: Dalit Literature, Feminism, Culture   
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 Dalit literature is an oeuvre that emerged as a literary 

response to the everyday oppression in the name of caste, initially 

in the Marathi language. Soon, it spread among other regional 

languages all over the country. The form and content of Dalit 

writing are immensely subversive, which challenges the traditional 

literary norms. Hence, it became a radically new and different form 

of literature, and the mainstream academic world acknowledges its 

unique attributes. 

The new style of Dalit writing was pioneered by Dalit 

writers like Idayavendan, Abhimani, Unjairajan, Vidivelli, 

Anbadavan, Gunasekaram, Imaiyam, women writers like 

RajamKrishnan and C. S. Lakshmi, or Ambai, Sivagami and Bama 

showed a significant shift in the representation of the subjugation 

of women in terms of caste, economics, gender which led to 

violence and exploitation against Dalit women. More than the men 

in the Dalit community, women are oppressed at multiple levels, 

and the inclusive oppressive experience of Dalit women is 

portrayed in their writings. 

The genre of life writing also became an essential 

component in Dalit literature since the publication of the Marathi 

Balute by Daya Pawar in 1978. Following this, the genre was 

spread over other literary and linguistic arenas, including Tamil, 

Hindi, Telugu, Gujarati, Kannada, and Punjabi as literary 

productions. In Tamil, the genre was adopted by Bama, a 

prominent Tamil Dalit feminist writer who engages in an 

ideological debate on contextual Feminism Feminism through her 
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personal experiences in her oeuvre. She was brought into the 

limelight with the publication of her autobiographical novel, 

Karukku, in which she recorded her struggle of being born into a 

Dalit community and her suppression experience. Sangati, her 

second published bookin 1994, chronicles the living reality of Dalit 

women as not simply a "narrative of pain and sorrow" but the 

testimony of "caste-based oppression and resistance” (Rege 14). 

Casteism and Feminism Feminism are the two explicable 

aspects that intersect in Bama's writings. She records her contempt 

and resistance by defying the traditional method of writing an 

autobiography or a novel. Her writings are aimed to “represent the 

possibility of creating a counternarrative to the hegemonic 

historiography dominated by the majoritarian, national, official, 

and patriarchal discourses” (Haider 334).The Dalit community, in 

general, is subjugated in the name of caste. Still, the plight of the 

women in the community is more remorseful because they are 

doubly suppressed and exploited because of their gender within 

their community and the upper-caste community. So, in her 

narrative Sangati, Bama has made a willful attempt to record the 

bi-fold suppression of womenand the imposition of violence and 

exploitation upon them at multiple levels.  

The Dalit women are doomed to suffer forever due to their 

social and economic conditions. Additionally, they suffer being a 

woman, and the amount of suffering and exploitation differs from 

individual woman to woman. So, Bama “struggles to establish 

individual voices even as they articulate narratives representative of 
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a community” (Haider 338), which is why she represents characters 

with their names and an event or experience associated with the 

different kinds of sufferings they undergo. 

Bama examines the different ways in which Dalit women 

are oppressed and their coping strategies. Though they tend to live 

under the same community strictures, each adapts to other “coping 

mechanisms” (Still 104). The narrative captures various events, 

anecdotes, memories, and experiences the author heard and 

witnessed. In each of them, she depicts the women's response to 

their oppressive experiences. They are highly conscious of their 

subjugation and manage to respond in whichever way possible. 

The patriarchy ensures all sorts of inequalities between men 

and women in thecommunity. The gender roles are fixed when they 

are infants, and then the discriminatory treatment begins. The 

narrator records, "if a boy baby cries, he is instantly fed, and they 

are breastfed longer, but it is not so in the case of girl babies. When 

they become bit older, boys are given respect” (7). Even when 

playing, girls are not allowed to play boys' games. "Girls can play 

cooking or marry; they can play games with stones and shells. But 

if they go and play boys' games like kabaddi or chellaangucchi, 

they will get roundedly abused.  

Boys are offered more food than the girls and allowed to do 

whatever they like. For girls, "they must stay at home and keep on 

working all the time, cleaning vessels, drawing water, sweeping the 

house, gathering firewood, washing clothes, and so on" (7). Due to 

the imposed household labor, though the white priests offered free 
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education, the male children in the community were able to attend 

for a while, at least. Still, female children could not because they 

had enough to do at home, tending the babies and doing all the 

household work. So, one could see where all the violence and 

discrimination start. 

Regarding economic inequality, Bama says, “the women in 

any case, whatever work they did, were paid less than the men. 

Even when they did the same work, they were paid less” (18). And 

the main problem and why they were unable to manage the 

household expense was because men don't provide the money they 

get paid out of their work. They were not even allowed to ask for it; 

if they asked, they would be beaten up. As the women are forced to 

meet up the financial needs of the household single-handedly, they 

suffer. 

The women toil in the fields even during the time of their 

pregnancy. When Bama asks her grandmother why they don't stay 

home till they deliver the baby, she says, "if they stay at home, how 

are they going to get any food? Even their cows and calves will die 

of hunger” (6). This exact pin points out that women are the 

family's sole breadwinner.   

In the case of Mariamma, when she was sexually abused by 

an upper-caste landlord, she was asked to shut her mouth, 

refraining from telling the truth. The woman said to her, "it is best 

if you shut up about this. If you even try to tell people what 

happened, you'll find that it is you who will get the blame; it's you 

who will be called a whore" (20). After that, when the same 
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landlord falsely accused her, her words were not believed. She was 

forced to take up the blame and pay the penalty. The fate of 

Mariamma is as same as for any woman who faces the same trial in 

the community. Women cannot claim justice, and whatever the 

men say is final. Mariamma’s grandmother reckons that “once you 

are born a woman, can you go and confront a group of four or five 

men? What do we know about justice? From our ancestors' times, it 

has been agreed that what the men say is right” (28).  

Further violence and exploitation occur within the 

community in the name of marriage for women. A woman was 

beaten to the pulp for eating before serving her husband first, even 

while carrying a full-grown baby. The narrator's mother reckons 

that “it’s not so easy to get away, once you are married. Once 

you’ve put your head in the mortar, can you escape the pestle? No, 

she must continue to suffer until her head rests on the earth at last” 

(44). Just because a woman married a man, she was treated like a 

slave and an object of pleasure to him. They are not safe even with 

their men and suffer physical and sexual assault daily. 

Observing the living reality of the women in the 

community, the narrator wonders how they could gain the physical 

and mental stamina to survive the deliberate exploitation and 

violence imposed upon them. Then, she ponders over the life of her 

grandmother Vellaiyamma and wonders how she manages to live 

her life with dignity while surviving the fate of her irresponsible 

husband. 
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Vellaiyamma was left alone with her two daughters after 

her husband left her without a word. She waited for him to return, 

but when that didn’t happen even after years, she sold her “tail" to 

feed her children when there was a terrible famine. She told herself 

that she had "become a corpse without a husband" (5), but she 

didn’t give up. She accepted the harsh reality and managed single-

handedly to care for her two children and serve her community as a 

midwife.  

Women like Rakkamma and Kaaliamma, whenever gets 

abused by their husband, they would “give it back to him, word for 

word”(61). The narrator reflects, saying that "our women have an 

abundant will to survive however hard they might have to struggle 

for their last breath. Knowingly or unknowingly, we find ways of 

coping in the best way we can" (68).It is like the following saying, 

“if a man sees a terrified dog, he is bound to chase it. We continue 

to be frightened; everyone will take advantage of us. If we stand up 

for ourselves without caring whether we die or survive, they’ll 

creep away with their tails between their legs” (66).The rebellious 

response of the women be like, “if he shows the strengths of his 

muscles, she reveals the sharpness of her tongue” (66). 

Despite the suffering, the women actively take part in 

communal activities. They enjoy and celebrate whenever they can. 

"Even if there's no kanji to eat, the women can never be stopped 

from singing loudly and ululating" (17). The women thought they 

left at dawn and hardly ever came back until after dark, “they still 

went about laughing and making noise for the greater part. They 
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sang all the time to work, too, so that the woods rang out to the 

sound of their laughter as they made up songs and words to tease 

each other” (76). 

The narrator seems to grow up witnessing the sorry plight 

of her community women from her childhood. So, when she grows 

up, she questions, “why can't we be the same as boys? We aren't 

allowed to talk loudly or laugh noisily; even when we sleep, we 

can't stretch out on our backs nor lie face down on our bellies. We 

always have to walk with our heads bowed, gazing at our toes. You 

tell us all this rubbish and keep us under your control. Even when 

our stomachs are screaming with hunger, we mustn't eat first. We 

are allowed to eat only after the men in the family have finished 

and gone. What, Patti, aren’t we also human beings?” (29). 

The narrator reckons that, unlike women, men, “even if they 

work hard, they still have their freedom. They still control their 

women, rule over them, and find their pleasure. Within the home, 

they lay down the law; their word is scripture" (59). But, “a 

woman's body, mind, feelings, words and deeds, and her entire life 

are under his control and domination” (68).Additionally, they also 

suffer “sexual humiliation” (Grey 42), which is not in the case of 

Dalit men. Ultimately, she realizes that “it is we who must uphold 

our rights. We must stand up for ourselves and declare that we too, 

are human beings like everyone else. If we believe that someone 

else will come and uplift us, then we are doomed to remain where 

we are, forever" (66). 
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Thus, Bama has painted the picture portrait of the individual 

stories, anecdotes, and memories of the sufferings of Dalit women 

in a way that evokes not only the sympathy of the readers but also 

how certain women gloriously rebel to assert their rights in the face 

of ill-treatment and injustice. And the way these women carry 

themselves, suffering under the strictures of society and patriarchy, 

offers a valuable life lesson for any women who suffer the same 

from a different community.  
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Abstract 

This Paper studied the poems which consciously or unconsciously 

dealt with literary imagination and its happy consequences on the 

one hand and the pain and misery of losing either temporarily or 

permanently on the other. This Paper provided a critical overview 

of this poet's preoccupation with the essential elements of poetry. It 

was beginning from William Shakespeare, with whom we never 

associate a dearth of imagination, to the English Romantic poets 

such as Wordsworth, Coleridge, Keats, Byron, and W.B. Yeats, 

who is considered the last of the Romantics. 

 

 

Keywords: Literary imagination, elements of poetry, absence of 

vision, Romanticism. 

 

 Sonnet 85 of William Shakespeare and Circus Animals 

Desertion of W. B. Yeats provided a solid frame to study the 

English Romantic poets concerning their preoccupation with poetic 

creativity. Shakespeare, the illustrious Elizabethan, and William 
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Butler, Yeats a note worth modern provided the dissertation two 

significant time frames but dealt with one critical commonality: 

imagination, creative visions, and concrete expressions. 

Apart from dealing with 19th-century English Romantic 

Poets, the project will also use W. B. Yeats' 'Circus Animals 

Desertion' is a relevant co-text foregrounding the same trauma. 

Yeats was considered the last of the Romantics or the Decadent 

Romantic. His poem also deals with imagination and transports a 

poet to a newer world that affords them significant perceptions. In 

two sonnets of William Shakespeare addressed to Christopher 

Marlowe, Shakespeare records the trauma of a poet devoid of 

imagination. Shakespeare uses the word muse to delineate the 

power called imagination. Those two sonnets will be used as a 

framing devise the joys of imagination and the pain of losing it. 

Shakespeare’s Sonnet 

 William Shakespeare, the most excellent writer of the 

occident, can never be associated with a crisis about creative 

expression. He is considered to be the standard and limits of 

literature. Still, even in his early phase, even he had undergone a 

trauma associated with a schism between creative vision and 

verbalizing it. In his sonnet addressed to Christopher Marlowe, 

Shakespeare expresses his trauma in no uncertain terms. In this 

sense, sonnet 85 is a unique one. The sonnet's first line is "my 

tongue tied muse in manners holds her still" this very clearly states 

that Shakespeare suffers from a creative stasis. When a poet is 

tongue-tied, there will be no articulation of unique modes of 
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perception that we associate with poets. The crisis of creativity 

happens on two accounts. One, his lack of creativity, and two, an 

enervating inferiority complex when he compares himself with 

Christopher Marlowe. One can say confidently that it is not mere 

jealously but an acute recognition of Marlowe's greatness. 'The 

golden quill of Marlowe' thinks good though and writes good 

words, but in Shakespeare's case, he can think good thoughts but 

cannot express them in beauteous forms in order words; between 

his creative conception and poetic creation, there falls a pathetic 

shadow. Shakespeare, at best, can only cry amen when people 

praise Marlowe's genius. He even says he wishes to add more 

compliments, but this poem is not merely about Shakespeare's 

admiration of Marlowe but a low appraisal of his inefficiency. Now 

even the words of praise Shakespeare says are at a conceptual level 

only, so he says, 'but that is in my thought. ‘In a Shakespearean 

sonnet, the couplet often clichés the argument. More often than not, 

the critical statement of the sonnet is made in the couplet. In 

keeping with that tradition, Shakespeare tells Marlowe that his 

silence regarding Marlowe's greatness should not be misconstrued 

as a lack of approval. Shakespeare claims that expression is his 

problem; whether it is admiration for Marlowe or his creative 

visions through the medium of language is his severe handicap. 

The inability to express or tangibly verbalize the hairy nothings of 

innovative ideas can be the worst experience for a poet. In his Ode 

to sadness, it is significant to note that Coleridge says that his grief 

cannot find an outlet through a sigh, tear, or word. 
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Wordsworth’s Ode on Intimation of Immortality 

 Being the central figure of English Romanticism, William 

Wordsworth was an example of a man dominated by a moral ideal. 

To imagine an experience is one thing, and to produce it is quite 

another. Wordsworth achieved this by combining these two 

extremes. According to him, the task of poetry is to show the 

greatness of simple things in life. His conscious mission as the 

interpreter of Nature gives us unity to his poems. Wordsworth 

stands apart from his contemporaries in passages of lofty 

imagination expressed in haunting rhythm with noble simplicity. 

The higher level of consciousness, which is invariably present in all 

great poetry, is culminated in intellectual Beauty in Wordsworth. 

Imagination for Wordsworth was an awful power, which rose from 

the mind's abyss Like an unfathered vapor and usurped the light of 

the senses (49, 50). And it is the mind, as part of the Nature it 

perceives, that gives us confidence in the reality of ourselves and 

the external world through what Wordsworth calls "Joy." 

 The Ode on Intimations of Immortality is, by common 

consent, regarded as one of the most outstanding achievements of 

Wordsworth. The reader's first impression of the poem is to use the 

words of Bernar-Groom, 'one of lofty and mysterious beauty. (The 

Unity of Wordsworth’s Poetry 224). To the attentive reader, the 

whole verse sufficiently explains itself; but there may be no harm 

in adverting here to the poet's particular feelings or experiences on 

which the poem's structure partly rests. Wordsworth said in his 

Memoirs:   
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        "Nothing was more difficult for me in childhood than to admit 

the notion of death as a state applicable to my being. I have said 

elsewhere: 

                                           "A simple child  

                          That lightly draws its breath,  

                          And feels its life in every limb. 

                         What should it know of death!" (We Are Seven 1-4) 

But it was not so much from the sources of animal vivacity that my 

difficulty came from a sense of the indomitableness of the spirit 

within me. I often could not think of external things as having 

external existence, and I communed with all that I saw as 

something not apart from but inherent in my immaterial Nature. 

Many times while going to school, I have grasped at a wall or a tree 

to recall myself from this abyss of idealism to reality… That 

dream-like vividness and splendor which objects of sight in 

childhood is an-evidence of a prior state of existence… 

 

 Wordsworth wrote the Ode at the height of his poetic 

powers and yet conscious of its gradual decline. Nature had been 

the primary source of his poetic inspiration. It was the source of 

those "visionary experiences" which Wordsworth regarded as the 

source of the deepest illumination. Undoubtedly, they were to him 

the most accurate and valuable thing in life. However, around 

1802, he was faced with a severe spiritual crisis. For Romantic 

poets, imagination was associated with spirituality. He found that 

the source of his inspiration, vision, was drying up, his visionary 
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experience was becoming less and less frequent, and the 'celestial 

light' that he had once seen in Nature could no longer see. The 

realization that "something" was missing, that Nature had somehow 

lost its magic, oppressed him and troubled his mind with obstinate 

questions. 

 From the point of view of the evolution of thought, the 

poem can be divided into three parts. The first part consists of 

stanzas 1-IV. It is written in a mood of obstinate questioning and 

states the spiritual crisis which overwhelmed the poet. He says 

there was a time in his childhood when every ordinary of Nature 

appeared clad in heavenly light, giving it that splendor and life-like 

vividness that characterizes the objects perceived in a dream. It was 

a divine vision which is imagination. He confesses that the 

beautiful items of Nature's bounty- the colorful rainbow, the 

beautiful rose, the enchanting moon in a cloudless sky, water 

reflecting the myriad stars- are still present. The creatures of the 

earth are blessed with the supreme gift of happiness. The animals 

call out to each other to share in the joy abounding all over. The 

heavens, too, seem to join in this celebration and laugh with joy at 

the merry-making of Nature. The earth appears to be adoring 

herself with the gayest hues and fragrance on the happy occasion of 

the sweetest May morning. Stretching fat and wide are the exotic 

valleys filled with colorful flowers, loving gifts of Nature. Children 

run here and there, gathering them. Deep among the valleys, the 

sun shines brightly, shedding its welcome warmth on the beautiful 

scene. Even the baby is invigorated by the surrounding freshness. 
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Energy and happiness seem to well up in him as he leaps on his 

mother's arm. 

 The poet, then, regrets that now those glorious imprints are 

not so fresh and vivid as they were in the past. He does not find that 

beauty now, in the advanced years, at any place and any time, 

which he enjoyed in every ordinary thing of Nature in his early 

childhood. In stanza IV, he records that he has lost his imagination 

and bemoans it lose by questioning, 

                         Whither is fled the visionary gleam?  

                                 Where is it now, the glory and the dream? (57, 58) 

 These lines vividly express Wordsworth’s disappointment 

over the change in him and his attempt to find an answer to his 

nursery. After a manful effort to override the sensation of fearful 

anxiety, he feels that all is in vain, hence the cry of pain for the 

departed glory. It is as if Wordsworth had suddenly lost his visual 

capacity. His efforts to recapture the marvelous childhood moments 

when everything had taken on a divine appearance are now vain. At 

that time, even everyday things appeared to don a glorious aura of 

brightness and splendor. This brightness seemed to be missing 

when he looked at the same objects. He feels that while all of 

Nature enjoys the happy occasion of spring, he is a stranger to the 

joyous company. He hopes to renew his childhood connections 

with Nature but finds that he is too old for that kind of pleasure. 

Moreover, he sees a solitary tree in a deserted field, the full 

realization of his helpless condition, which strikes him with 
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nostalgic poignancy. Every detail of Nature seems to reinforce this 

idea. 

 The second part consists of stanza V-VIII, which examines 

the nature of this glory and explains it through a theory of 

reminiscence from a prenatal existence. Using Plato's idea of a 

prenatal existence and the doctrine of gradual loss of celestial 

power from Henry Vaughan, Wordsworth tries to explain why, 

how, and where this splendid vision fades away with time. The 

soul's previous existence and recollection of immortality remain to 

cling to it even after birth. During childhood, the "splendid vision" 

is with us, and it clothes all the objects we see in celestial light, 

reminding us of our immortal source. This vision, however, fades 

away with the advancing years. The flashing of this visionary 

gleam becomes less and less frequent until, in manhood, it 

disappears completely. Cares and anxieties obscure the growing 

child's imagination, and soon he forgets his divine origin. 

The last three stanzas constitute the third part of the poem. Critics 

term this part as "a consolation." The post consoles him with the 

thought that life still has meaning and value, although the vision 

has perished. The picture does not pass totally. Man still recollects 

his prenatal past. Even though these prenatal recollections are 

vague, they sustain us and constitute the fountain of the light of all 

our beings. In stray moods of tranquillity, we catch a glimpse of the 

far-off sea from which we have strayed. Old age has got its 

compensations. 
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 For one thing, it has endowed the poet with a philosophical 

mind. He loves Nature more than before, but it is a love chastened 

through the experience of the frailty and the changes in human life. 

Old age has brought him rich human sympathies so that the 

humblest natural objects can be for him suggestive of the thoughts 

that lie too deep for tears. 

Keats’ Ode to a Nightingale and Ode on Grecian Urn 

 Keats is a unique phenomenon in the history of English 

Romanticism in more ways than one. For one thing, he represents 

an outstanding balance of Classicism and Romanticism. The highly 

imaginative and emotional matter is enclosed in the form of perfect 

beauty. The music and melody of the Romantics are combined with 

the well and highly wrought expression of the Classicists. Love of 

Beauty is Keats' 'differentia,' and he loves beauty wherever he finds 

it- in Nature, in medieval legends, in the ancient world of the 

Hellas, and in female anatomy. Unlike his contemporaries, he 

keeps aloof from the stirring events of the day, which leave behind 

no trace in his works. He was the first to die, but even in his youth, 

and within the short period of four years, he attained such heights 

that the only poet who merits comparison with him is Shakespeare. 

 In Odes to a Nightingale and Ode on a Grecian Urn, Keats 

moves from the world of self-consciousness to a world of self-

forgetfulness created by imagination to the world of self-

consciousness once again controlled by Reason. An Ode to a 

Nightingale, he chooses to fly away with the bird into the world of 

the spirit after understanding the futility of practical life. Romantic 
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flights of imagination are not escaped roots but are ones that 

establish a vital contact between material life and spiritual life. The 

world of the nightingale is the world of ideal consciousness happily 

probing the world's mysteries and finding out the spiritual truths; 

the poet shares the joy and freedom of the nightingale. He wishes 

to be in that state of ideal consciousness forever. But the pulls of 

the material existence are so powerful that they relapse to ordinary 

practical consciousness making him exclaim forlorn,which is an 

expression of loss of the ideal conscious and the grief consequent 

on it. The nightingale then is not a physical bird but the viewless 

wings of poetry. 

 In Ode on a Grecian Urn, Keats describes using Reason in 

the first stanza that the urn is the sylvan historian who has 

transformed real life into ideal life. Still, when imagination takes 

control of him and Reason is rendered ineffective, the poet can be a 

part of the urn world, which has portrayed an ideal social life in it. 

All that human relations should be ideally is shown on the urn. 

Moving into the dynamic world of imagination, the poet 

comprehensively understands an ideal world with society as its 

center. In the poem, also there is a relapse to mundane 

consciousness when he utters the words cold pastoral. The poem 

gives Keats a grand vision of poetic truth and poetic beauty of the 

same. His sojourn in the urn world provides them with an ideal 

image of wisdom and joy, but he will have to come back to this 

world with all its problems and complexities. The expression Cold 

pastoral is then a state of the pathetic divide between the natural 
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world and the ideal world. The relapse into mundane consciousness 

is usually an experience of trauma through the poets may still be 

able to fly using the viewless wings of poetry. 

Circus Animals Desertion 

 W.B. Yeats is the finest of British poets in the modern age. 

G.S. Frazer claims for him the position of a major English poet. 

He equates him with Donne, Milton, and Wordsworth. He 

considers him superior to Browning, Tennyson, and Arnold. 

Further, he asserts that the poetry of Yeats would be more popular 

than the poetry of either T.S. Eliot or Ezra Pound. Yeats has written 

on varied themes such as ancient legends, mythology, folklore, 

politics, history, and love. He has been regarded as a greater myth-

maker; he invents myths or tries old ones in the changed context. 

Both in theme and writing, his early poetry is Romantic, and the 

latter is Realistic. The use of Irish mythology and folklore 

electrified all of Europe and has a rare fascination for them. They 

become aware of a new lyrical voice. That is why he was called the 

last of the great Romantics.  

" The poem deeply talks about his lack of creativity or loss of 

imagination, which is the fountain of creative potency. The verse's 

beginning lines clearly say that Yeats has lost his creative potential 

to create poetry. 

      I bought a theme and sought it in vain, 

      I sought it daily for six weeks or so. (1, 2) 

 Yeats's search for the theme is his search for his lost 

imagination, the process of seeking shows that he has lost that 
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maximum capacity that had made him write poetry. He sought the 

theme for six weeks, and after searching for the music, he realized 

that he had lost his creative power. We can say these lines are a 

poet's realization of something g which he has lost. The expression 

'broken man' is significant in the poem; it represents Yeast’s broken 

consciousness. The poet sees things differently and is unique in his 

perception compared to a layperson. This individual perception has 

been broken for Yeats; being a broken man, he can no longer hold 

his thoughts in coherence. He must be satisfied with the emotional 

coherence that he still has intact. Then, Yeats states that his 

previous works have been created from his imagination, but now he 

has to face his loss. Expressions like ''Circus animals'', "stilted 

boys," "that burnished chariot," and "Lion and women"   refers to 

his creative potent, and these supreme potent cherished him. Still, 

now he thinks that the circus animals have deserted him. In the end, 

Yeats contrasts the fantasy world of the circus with reality.  

    Since Yeats cannot find a theme, he can only "enumerate 

old themes" he recalls his writings about a sea rider. "The 

Wanderings of Oisin" is an early work of Yeats, and here it 

delineates the story. A repeat of "vain" emphasizes the bleak 

outlook held by Yeats as a result of his loss of ideal consciousness. 

The words "battle," "embittered," and "old and starved" have 

powerful negative connotations. He also shows his desire to join 

the world of imagination from the lines "starved for the bosom of 

his fairy bride," and it is a symbol for the world of his poetic 

creativity and his desire to return. In the third stanza, Yeats focuses 
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on the "half-crazed" Countess Cathleen, another of the many circus 

animals on show. The understanding of her as Yeats' poetic 

creation gives a greater sense of the anxiety felt by him when he 

realizes his loss of imagination. In the fourth stanza, Yeats focuses 

on how these mythical figures decorated the memories in his mind. 

In the final stanza, the poet again focuses on his frustration and 

self-loathing. After confirming the "pure mind" of the past poets 

who created "those masterful images" of the symbolic circus 

animals, Yeats questions his intellect and creativity. He defiles his 

imaginative mind by metaphorically describing it as "a mound of 

refuse or the sweepings of a street, / old kettles, old bottles, and a 

broken can, / old iron, old bones, old rags, that raving slut / who 

keeps the till ."This powerful imagery of useless objects and the 

repetition of "old" express the disgust with which Yeats views his 

inability to create. Yeats feels that his "ladder" to the elevated 

world of artistic creation is "gone.”Despite his frustration, he 

resolves to continue in poetry by deciding to "lie down where all 

the ladders start, / in the foul rag-and-bone shop of the heart" (39, 

40). This final statement closes the circle of the poem by returning 

to his resolution above to use his "heart" as his poetic theme. Yeats' 

ability to write a brilliant poem out of his poetic frustration is the 

great irony of this piece. 
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Abstract: Diasporic literature is one of the areas of post 

colonialism that covers almost all diasporic aspects of literary 

genres and from all nations. Diaspora literature depicts senses and 

sensibilities. Alienation, nostalgia, trauma, dislocation, 

displacement, memory, immigration identity crisis, 

multiculturalism hybridity, and transnational’s of the immigrant 

community in the works of Michael Ondaatje. I have collected the 

works of Ondaatje like Poetry and novels like the Collected Works 

of Billy the Kid, coming through Slaughter, In the Skin of a Lion, 

Running in the Family, the English Patient, Anil's Ghost, The cats 

Table, and Warlight. The present article deals with the diasporic 

experiences in the works of Michael Ondaatje using textual 

analysis and Discourse analysis. Ondaatje, a diasporic writer, has 

gone through various diasporic problems he describes in his fiction. 

Thus, Ondaatje's works reflect the diasporic aspects of the 

diasporic community of the world in his works. Thus, Ondaatje 

explores forced and voluntary diaspora. Hybridity and 

transnationalism are recurring themes in his works. The identity 

crisis occurred due to the displacement and dislocation of the 

characters in his novels. Canada is a multicultural country where 
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Michael Ondaatje took his citizenship and became a citizen of 

Canada, depicting multiculturalism in his books. Transnationalism 

becomes a prominent theme after globalization, and diaspora is the 

oldest theme since the moving away of Jews in 586 BC. However, 

Ondaatje is a famous diasporic writer who won the Booker prize 

for his novel The English Patient (1992), expressing diasporic 

issues extensively. 

 

Keywords: diaspora, alienation, hybridity, identity crisis, 

transnational’s, nostalgia. 

Michael Ondaatje is the most renowned author in the world. 

He is also a prominent figure in the South Asian literary part of 

Canada, including the most famous writers such as 

ShyamSelvadurai, Rohinton Mistry, Moyez G. Vassanji, Bharati 

Mukherjee, and Anita Rau Badami. His literary production is 

creative, and his versatility is impressive as a writer. He has 

possessed some technical innovations which are globally 

acclaimed. He is a leading Canadian writer representing the 

Canadian immigrant community in Canada. Like Michael 

Ondaatje, thirty years later, writers like M.G Vassanji and Rohinton 

Mistry started writing novels representing diasporic community 

voices.   

Coming Through Slaughter(1976) is a novel by Michael 

Ondaatje based on the lives of jazz pioneerBuddy Boldenand 

photographer The story is set in New Orleans, Louisiana, circa 

1900. This novel focuses on themes of alienation and immigration 
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of jazz musician Buddy Bolden. It won the Books in Canada First 

Novel Awardin 1976. This novel portrays the story of two 

historical figures, Buddy Bolden, a New Orleans Jazz musician in 

1907, and E. J. Belloq is a photographer of prostitutes and 

musicians. To create the novel's central theme, Ondaatje goes to 

America to collect information about Bolden, visits his home, and 

meets his friends and Family. Hence, Michael Ondaatje is a 

researcher. Ondaatje's novels include both facts and fantastical 

elements. He departs from the truths and fictionalizes thestory of 

this novel. The book focuses on the relationship between creativity 

and self-destruction, which becomes the theme of this novel. He 

leaves his wife Norah and his two children and vanishes almost for 

two years, but his friend, a police officer, named Webb, finally 

discovers him. He spends his last twenty-five years of life in East 

Louisiana State Hospital. He eventually becomes mad and 

paranoid, suffers a lot of mental illness in the hospital, and dies in 

1931. 

Running in the Family(1982) is a semi-fictional memoir that 

deals with the childhood life of Michael Ondaatje in Sri Lanka. The 

novel Running in the Family depicts the theme of hybridity, 

alienation, and memory since the author gives photographic 

evidence of people from many countries. They were the Dutch, 

Portuguese, British and other Europeans who were enchanted by 

the charm of the green atmosphere of coconut trees surrounded by 

the crystal-clear waters of the blue ocean. An author is a hybrid 

man of Tamil-Burgher Sinhalese origin, and by tracing his 
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ancestry, the author frames his own identity. This novel is a journey 

to recognize the author's ancestral roots. Lalla, the grandmother of 

Michael, is of Dutch origin, and Mervyn belongs to a hybrid culture 

of Burgher-Sinhalese - Tamil source. Mervyn Ondaatje comments 

that the husband is brown and the wife is white. Racial hybridity is 

found in this novel.  

Ondaatje’s novel In the Skin of a Lion (1987), set in Canada, 

explains transnational issues, the migrant's condition, their 

transformation, transnational identity, and diasporic elements. 

Immigrants come from India, Sri Lanka, Nigeria, Australia, New 

Zealand, and Kenya to build Canada's major cities. In the Skin of a 

Lion is a prequel novel to The English Patient, and the same 

characters are used in the sequel The English Patient, such as 

Caravaggio and Hana. Patrick Lewis is the hero of this novel. The 

immigrant's adaptation to culture and language acquisition is one of 

the story's highlights. In the Skin of a Lionis a novel about initial 

migrants in Toronto in Canada. This novel won theCity of Toronto 

Book Awardin 1988, finalized for the Ritz Paris Hemingway 

Award for best novel of the year 1987 in English, and won the first 

Canada Reads competition in 2002.   

Michael Ondaatje's The English Patient (1992) is a famous 

example of cultural hybridity. Cultural hybridity reflects 

throughout this novel. The English Patient portrays multiple 

cultures, which become the symbols of nations such as India, 

Canada, Italy, British, and Hungary. That is why The English 
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Patient presents a picture of hybridity and transnational’s. Kip, a 

character who defuses bombs, is an Indian of Punjab origin, but he 

likes western culture and thinks and acts as if he is a westerner. He 

falls in love with Hana, a Canadian nurse, and courts her. Though, 

he is Indian in blood and color. But his choices of life, food taste, 

things, etc., are all western. So, he is a hybrid man. Hana finds the 

features of foreignness in Indian man.  

He has got features of both Indianness and foreignness. He 

is good at diffusing bombs bravely. His intellect can compete with 

the westerners. Hana is a character who cures the soldiers' wounds 

and takes care of Almasy. She falls in love with Kip. Almasy, the 

Hungarian cartographer who hides his identity by saying that he is 

an Englishman wounded in WW2, is indeed the English Patient in 

the novel who is also the story's protagonist. Caravaggio is also an 

essential character in the book. The English Patient(1992) won the 

Booker Prize.  

In the novel Anil’s Ghost (2000), Ondaatje records 

transnationalism, alienation, and Anil's struggles to find out her 

own identity.Even though by birth, she is a Sri Lankan. She goes to 

Britain to study and later goes to America to check on fellowship 

and comes back to Sri Lanka as an anthropologist to investigate the 

crime which occurred during the civil war. But she struggles to get 

accustomed to her own culture and language. She no longer can 

speak Tamil or Sinhala, which is only a trace in her memory. Her 

choices, food, and attire are of the west. She is no more a Sri 
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Lankan but a hybrid and transnational woman. She experiences 

displacement and dislocation as an immigrant in her homeland Sri 

Lanka.  

Michael Ondaatje’s Divisadero is the fifth novel published 

in 2007. The title Divisadero is the Spanish word meaning division; 

the Divisadero was the dividing street line between San Francisco 

and the fields of Presido. Or it may be derived from the word 

divisor, which means to gaze at something from a distance. As the 

title suggests, the division of Family is depicted in the novel by 

Ondaatje. The book records the lives of the three people who split 

from Family and voluntarily moved away across foreign countries, 

like France, California, and England, to meet their expectations and 

experience some diasporic migration to Parisandthe conditions of 

the diasporic people. This novel is set in California and France.  

The novel is narrated in three parts. The first part, 'Anna, 

Claire, and Coop, ' focuses on familial love, the illicit relationship 

between brother and sister, and physical, emotional, and 

psychological wounds. The second part, 'The family in the cart,' 

details how both Anna and Coop run away from the Family 

searching for their goals, but the adopted daughter only takes care 

of the disappointed father, and the third part is 'The House in Demu 

.'The third part focuses on the memory and French poet Lucien 

Segura's early years as a boy and his married life. In some sections, 

the narrators of the novel are Anna and the third-person omniscient 

narrator. This novel was awarded Governor General's Award for 

English fiction in 2007 and shortlisted for the Scotia Bank Giller 
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Prize in 2007. Ondaatje also worked with Daniel Brooks to create a 

play based on the novel Divisadero in 2011. 

The Cats Table (2011) is a novel by Michael Ondaatje. It 

contains both factual and fictitious aspects. The epigraph is taken 

from Joseph Conrad’s short story Youth. The book is based on the 

voyage called diasporic migration undertaken by Ondaatje at the 

age of eleven. For three weeks, he sets sail from Colombo to 

London to live with his divorced mother via the Suez Canal and the 

Mediterranean Sea. Both have not seen one another for years. It 

throws light on the voyage of the immigrants of Sri Lanka to 

London for searching the opportunities in Britain. So, the novel 

depicts the journey of the east to the west in search of opportunities 

or to meet their ends. The protagonist of the story is Mynah, who is 

Ondaatje himself. He gets two choices to study either in the east, 

i.e., Colombo, or in the west, i.e., London. But he prefers to look in 

the west, i.e., London. After reaching England, the immigrants on 

the ship named Oronsay experience a sense of dislocation, 

alienation, and dispersion. The novel blends the ideas of past and 

present, memory and imagination, fact and fiction, and history and 

identity. For the immigrants in London, the homeland always 

remains a memory, and the journey is an inescapable exile. 

Immigrants will never think that they belong to the host land or 

England.  

Warlight (2018) is a novel by Michael Ondaatje published 

in 2018. This novel is set in post-World War II in London when 

England was recovering from World war. It deals with the aspects 
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of memory, nostalgia, guilt, survival, identity, kidnapping, and 

military operations during the Second World War. The story of the 

novel is narrated in flashbacks. The narrator is Nathaniel, who is 

the protagonist of the book. The characters in the novel are 

mysterious because they do not behave as they appear to and have 

double names. The Darter, whose real name is Norman Marshal, is 

a smuggler and imports greyhounds and explosives, which were 

prohibited in England during that time. The Moth, whose real name 

is Walter, is a member of the activist group and gets killed in an 

attack,. But Rose disappears when he tries to search for her. The 

novel begins with leaving the children in the care of someone and 

concludes with the hope of seeing the mother in person going 

unfulfilled. Finally, for children, parents remain a mere memory. 

Novel War light was long-listed for the Man Booker Prize in July 

2018.Michael Ondaatje’s verse novel The Collected Works of Billy, 

the Kid: Left-Handed Poems, published in 1970, records and 

explains prominent events in the life of Billy the Kid alias William 

Boney and his clash with Sheriff pat Garret. The book describes 

Boney's exploits after the Lincoln Country war.  

To conclude, Diasporic writer Michael Ondaatje's works 

extensively deal with diasporic issues like alienation, nostalgia, 

memory, migration, hybridity, dislocation, displacement, identity 

crisis, multiculturalism, and transnational aspects, and he represents 

a diasporic community of the world. Hence Ondaatje, in his works, 

tries to give voice to the suppressed and repressed voices of 

diasporic people around the globe. 
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Abstract 

Hindu Mythology is the cornerstone of our rich ancient Indian 

culture, where many folktales and folklore are transmitted through 

generations. Girish Karnad classically attempts two folktales from 

the Karnataka myth and translates them into English. In this play, 

Naga-Mandala, he uses some supernatural elements and gives them 

a humanistic touch. The present paper is an attempt to raise socio-

cultural issues through Indian mythology. Karnad meticulously 

observes the image of patriarchal tyranny and the oppressed status 

of women in our Indian society.He highlights the rustic background 

of contemporary times where protagonists are the leading 

representative of a gender-based organization. It is a frame 

narrative myth with multiple endings dealing with the social, 

cultural, psychological, superstitious, and religious aspects of 

Indian society. 

 

 

 

Keywords: Mythology, Socio-cultural issue, Patriarchy, folktales 

 

 A myth initially associated with some supernatural stories 

which may be fictitious and speculative but passed on for 

generations. Karnad, an eminent dramatist, has enriched our post-
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colonial Indian drama, and lots of material is adopted from 

folklore, fables, myth, legends, and folk stories that intence to 

shape our ancient Indian culture. He seems to believe that myths 

and folk narratives are inherent in social codes and cultural 

influences. About his play, as Karnad says in the Author’s 

Introduction of three plays: 

 

Naga-Mandala is based on two oral tales I heard from A.K. 

Ramanujan. These tales are narrated by a woman, usually the older 

woman in the family, while children are fed in the evenings in the 

kitchen or put to bed. 

(Pandey Ganesh.166) 

 

 Karnadhas weaved two oral tales from the Kannada 

language, translated them into English by himself, and created a 

new play, Naga-Mandala. In this play, he presents contemporary 

problems of Indian society. He says:“That is only the least of the 

reasons for dedicating this play to him.”(N.M. Preface) 

 

 In Naga-Mandala, Girish Karnad uses elements from 

traditional theatre to weave together two oral tales handed down by 

women storytellers. The nature of verbal stories is paradoxical in 

that they have an existence of their independence from the teller 

and yet depend on being passed from one person to another to live 

through generations. Ensconced within this is the story of Rani, 

who makes up a tale to fill the void in her life. Rani’s predicament 

poignantly reflects the human need to live by fiction and half-

truth.(N.M. Back cover) 

 Indian society follows the traditional patriarchal family 

orders; the male head of the family takes all decisions and also sets 
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the marriage according to them. In this play, Rani’s family is also 

an orthodox family who believes in an arranged marriage. They 

feel satisfied with finding a rich boy for their daughter. The boy's 

name is Appanna (any common name), and the parents were dead 

earlier. His name is Appanna. As the story clears to man, “The 

young man was rich, and his parents were both dead.” (N.M.06)In 

our Indian society, parents always find a rich and reputed boy for 

their daughter. They behave that after marriage, their daughter will 

be happy with him because he can fulfill all their daughter's wishes, 

but they forget that there are more important things besides money 

to make life prosperous and peaceful. 

 In this play Naga-Mandala, the tale is narrated by a 

particular character, 'Story .'The thought has arisen in a woman's 

psychology that her husband does not love her and has an illicit 

relationship with another woman. This story delineates the typical 

mindset of our society towards the woman and the inharmonious 

relationship between a couple. As is apparent in the words of 

Appanna, Appanna: Look, I wouldn't say I like idle chatter. Do as 

you are told, you understand? (N.M.7) 

 In Naga-Mandala, Rani is a protagonist and heroine, having 

two images; one is a suffering bride another is a divine incarnate. 

According to the first image, Karnad portrayed her as a caged bird. 

The whole day husband locked her in his house. So that she could 

not go and meet anyone when Kurudevva wants to meet her, he 

says, “She won’t talk to anyone. And no one need talk to her.”(14). 

Here, Appanna represents the male-oriented society of India, who 

dominates his wife and does not want her to go outside and talk to 

anyone. As Ramanujan notes: 
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 Myth and folk tales in a patriarchal society primarily 

represent the male unconscious fear and wishes and are patriarchal 

constructs and, in this sense, 'man-oriented.'(Mohan Anupama) 

 

Appanna is a man of wealth who has no interest in his wife, so he 

lives with a concubine. As we know that he has no parents, so 

nobody can stop him from going on the wrong way. He comes 

home only at noon, takes lunch, and then returns to her. He ordered 

Rani, “I’ll be back tomorrow at noon. Keep my lunch ready. I shall 

eat and go.”(06). Here, Karnad exposes the tyrant nature of men, 

their manly mindset, and their inappropriate behavior towards 

women, where the females become a pawn of chess in society. 

Here, Rani remains as a maidservant in her own home. She sweeps, 

mops the floor, washes clothes, cooks food, cleans utensils, and 

follows the orders of Appanna. He does not care about her wife. 

Even she has to live alone at night, and when she told to Appanna, 

he says: 

 

Rani:Listen – (fumbling for words) Listen – I feel – frightened – 

alone at night 

Appanna:what is there to be scared of? Just keep to yourself. No 

one will bother you.(N.M.07) 

 Rani is innocent, and she respects her husband as a typical 

Indian Pativrata Nariwhile she knows he does not love her. 

Commenting on Rani's miserable condition, P. Dhanavel observes: 

She is treated not even like a maidservant. She is locked in the 

house like a prisoner; she is worse, still not allowed to speak with 

her husband by him.(Panday Ganesh.176) 

Karnad highlights the stereotypical psyche of typical Indians who 

believe in some superstitious things, but it works magically and 
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also humanizes the supernatural elements. At the beginning of the 

prologue, there are Flamesand The Song(consider the woman and 

her sari)chatting with one another at midnight and showing the 

common family problems. Then Kurudevva, a blind woman, is 

related to the best friend of Appanna’s mother.She was amazed that 

Appanna had “got himself a bride, and he still goes after that 

harlot?” (N.M.8).Therefore, she suggeststo Rani how she takes 

favor of her husband. She gives her (Rani) twopieces of magical 

roots that she had already used to win her husband. She instructs 

Rani, "Go in. Start grinding it. As usual, Appanna comes to have 

lunch. Rani mixed the roots into the curry, but as soon as she 

mixed,the paste became red and looked sinister. She has not dared 

to give it to her husband. She cries out: 

 Oh my god! What horrible mess is this? Blood. Perhaps 

poison. Shall I serve him this? That woman is blind. But he isn't. 

How could he possibly not see this boiling blood, this poisonous 

red? And then, even if he doesn’t see it – how do I know it is not 

dangerous? Suppose something happens to my husband? What will 

my fate be? That little piece made him ill. Who knows…?(16-17) 

 While in this dilemma, she has poured curry into the ant-

hills in front of the house. As she ran it, Naga tasted it and fell in 

love with her. Here the play turns into a new direction. 

 The name of this title, Naga-Mandala, is not related to 

humanity, but it is a serpent, as the name suggests. In our Indian 

mythologies, Naga or Snake is worshipped as a god. Sometimes in 

Indian mythology, the Naga is considered a half-human and half-

snake, symbolizing wealth and prosperity.The play is centeredon 

folktales, and it can be noticed that the serpent plays a significant 

role in Hindu mythology. In the observation of Ganesh Pandey, 

"Naga in Indian Mythology and even in Indian tales is referred to 
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as the power of creation. As it becomes an effective principle of 

creation and provides confidence in Rani.”(169). The whole 

narration revolves around a woman and a serpent, where we can 

see a woman’s husband has two discontiguousroles as anestranger 

at noon and as a belovedat midnight.In Naga-Mandala, the unique 

character Naga has performed a significant part as a lover. 

Everynight he disguises himself as Appanna and woes Rani. As the 

narrator ‘Story’ explains:  

Story:  As you know, a cobra can assume any form it likes. That 

night, it entered the house through the bathroom drain and took the 

shape of – (The cobra takes the shape of Appanna. To distinguish 

this Appanna from the real one, we shall call him Naga, meaning a 

‘Cobra’”. (18) 

 Rani is confused about observing the dual nature of 

Appanna; at noon, he looks arrogantly at her, but at night he 

behaves to her like a beloved and loving husband. She says, "You 

talk so nicely at night. But during the day, I only have to open my 

mouth, and you hiss like a ……..stupid snake”.(22) When Appanna 

gets the news of Rani’s pregnancy, he assaults and casts blame 

upon her for treason. He called her 'whore' and 'harlot .'He starts 

questioning her: 

 Aren’t you ashamed to admit it, you harlot? Tell me who it 

is. Who did you go to with your sari off? You haven’t? And yet 

you have a bloated tummy. Just pumped air into it, did you? And 

you think I'll let you get away with that? You shame me in front of 

the whole village; you darken my face, you slut -!”(N.M.33) 

 

 Karnad projected the parochial attitudes of men towards 

women through the character of Appanna. It has been going on for 

centuries that women have to prove their innocence. For example, 
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Ahalya, the wife of Rishi Gautam, had to prove her innocence. Sita 

also had to pass the fire ordeals after coming to Lanka. Here, Rani, 

the innocent wife of Appanna, has to prove herself by snake 

ordeals. But Appanna, who enjoys adultery with the concubine 

openly, but nobody notices him, even the panchayat judging Rani's 

virtue, does not see any flaw in him. He is unnoticed and 

unquestionable in the whole play. Rani takes the oath and wins; 

‘Cobra slightly slides up her shoulder and spreads its hood like an 

umbrella over her head.’ (39). She gets the victory, and her life 

transforms into a real queen. After the Snake Ordeal, "She is not an 

ordinary woman. She is a goddess incarnate." (39). Hence, 

Appanna is not satisfied, but she is taintless in the panchayat; 

therefore, everybody considers her a "Mother Goddess." 

 

 Karnad gives a humanistic touch to a reptile, who loves 

Rani, disguiseshimself as her husband, and gives her everything. 

Appanna, Rani's husband, always ill-treats her and Naga (Cobra) 

that only a reptile has given her everything as the real husband and 

proves to be a savior. After proving her innocence, 

Appannaapologizes to Rani and starts living with her.Naga, who 

cannot bear the separation of his beloved, commits suicide and 

sacrifices himself only for the happiness of Rani. Karnad’s vision 

regarding human nature and other creaturesis the opposite in this 

play.Bhagat Nayak remarks; “The cobra is more understanding and 

human in the beastly form than Appanna the beast in human 

form.”(Panday Ganesh.174) 

 Karnad has described the paradoxical status of his heroine 

Rani. In the first half of the play, he portrays her character as a 

subdued and repressed typical Bhartiya Nari, and in the second 

half, he represents her as a modern empowered woman who 
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astutely creates her world and lives with her choice.Analyzing the 

status of the protagonist in Naga-Mandala, Preeti Chouhan says: 

 Girish questions the patriarchal system, which demands the 

loyalty of women but not of men. In this feministic play,the 

protagonist struggles for her identity in the dark society and 

challenges old norms and traditions.  

(Chouhan 39) 

 At the end of his play, Karnad uses the three ending through 

the different characters like; Story, a narrator, Flames, and a Man 

who is the listener. Firstly, after the 'snake ordeal,' Appanna and 

Rani live together without quarrel; it is a happy ending where 

“Rani lived happily ever after with her husband,child, and 

servant.”(40). Secondly,when story narrates the emotionalsacrifice 

of a Naga. Despite being a reptile, he commits suicide only for his 

steadfast love Rani, "Finally, Naga ties a tress into a noose and 

placed it around his neck." (43) Andlastly, when a Man extends it 

through his fantasy to save Naga life by Rani’s thick and long 

tresses she says; “This hair is the symbol of my wedded bliss. Live 

in there happily, forever.” (46) 

 In conclusion, Karnad has successfully depicted the 

contemporary model of traditional Indian families and societies. It 

is a domestic play with frame narration and beautifully interwoven 

with two folktales. Rashad Khan, a reviewer, says, "Girish Karnad, 

through Nagamandala, exposes the exploitation and incarceration 

of women that occurs through the institution of marriage.”Through 

his fantasy and experience, he skillfully depicted the image of a 

woman as an oppressed wife, an incarnate one, and a queen. The 

female protagonist delineates with the dichotomy figureas a 

subjugated marginalized woman, and another is a modern woman 

who lives with her social values. In his play Naga-Mandala, Karnad 
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deflates the conventional system of patriarchy and advocates the 

female authorities. In our Hindu Mythology, as the title of this play, 

Naga-Mandala, Naga (Cobra) is the symbol of fertility, power, and 

creation. Still, Karnad has portrayed him as the epitome of 

humanity. Evaluating his play, Makarand Paranjape comments: 

a fine play, powerful, gripping, and exciting…….It uses tradition 

creatively and sensitively, dipping into the rich storehouse of our 

heritage to create a new work that entertains us, replenishes us 

culturally, and challenges us and our modernity.(N.M.Backcover) 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this research is to help students improve their 

academic writing skills by changing the existing strategies 

considered ineffective at solving this kind of problem. This 

research was about enhancing students' academic writing skills 

through contextual activities. Vocabulary building is essential to 

language development, and learners with good vocabulary skills 

use language confidently and fluently. The role of vocabulary in 

language development and production is significant since it is 

considered the basic building block of any language. A learner 

with a good range of speech always uses the vocabulary fluently 

and effectively. The address is critical in developing writing skills 

too. Any writing becomes effective only when it is written using 

different kinds of lexis. Especially in the paper, the choice and 

range of words a learner use present the proficiency level. Entry-

level tertiary learners find it difficult while attempt writing tasks 

because of their limited vocabulary. This paper proposes 

strategies teachers in the classroom can use to improve the 

vocabulary level of the learners. This paper also tries to 
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incorporate methods and techniques that could help learners 

enhance their active vocabulary stock and the status of their 

comprehension skills. The extended objective is to help them 

learn vital communication skills for daily life and in their 

profession.  

 

Keywords: Language development, Fluency, Strategies, Active 

vocabulary, writing skills. 

Introduction 

 Vocabulary is a crucial component in learning a language 

and serves as the basis upon which language ability is built. 

According to Linse (2005), vocabulary growth is significant and 

vital in language development. Solid vocabulary knowledge in a 

language helps the learner utilize the language constructively and 

fluently and improve the four language skills. Learners of a second 

language confront numerous problems in their language 

acquisition, including a lack of confidence, reluctance, and a lack 

of vocabulary. These difficulties can be successfully solved by 

studying vocabulary. Knowing a diverse vocabulary allows 

students to utilize acceptable words that fit the situation and 

construct accurate sentence structures appropriate for discussion. 

Schmitt (2000) emphasizes the significance of vocabulary, 

claiming that it is the most critical factor in improving 

communicative competence and developing second language 

acquisition. Vocabulary is also essential for proper learning and 

using a second language and as a tool for writing and speaking. 
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Because learning a new language is time-consuming, learners 

frequently acquire grammatical structure rules far faster than 

vocabulary. Learning new words often necessitates practice and 

drills so students may recall them when needed. As a result, new 

words offered in context frequently assist learners in learning and 

understanding the meaning and usage of the words based on the 

contextual clues provided. This paper suggests ways teachers might 

employ in the classroom to help students increase their vocabulary. 

This paper includes ideas and techniques that can help learners 

improve their active vocabulary supply, as well as their 

comprehension skills and, as a result, their writing competency. 

 Contextualization has emerged as a significant trend in 

language learning and instruction. The idea of studying, teaching, 

and practicing a language in isolation is supplanted by the concept 

of utilizing it in real-world circumstances and contexts. The 

importance of context in language acquisition has propelled 

language learning to new heights since students are actively 

involved in the classroom with real-time and contextual exercises 

that help them better understand the language. The growing 

importance of vocabulary acquisition in language learning and 

teaching has resulted in fresh insights into the Contextualized 

Vocabulary Acquisition process. In contrast to the explicit method, 

in which learners are forced to memorize words in isolation, this 

strategy is used to acquire vocabulary in a second language. One of 

the difficulties that learners have when learning a language is their 

inability to retain words even after many interactions. They could 
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learn new words by reading books and newspapers, but they didn't 

seem to be able to recall or use them. Contextual learning is 

essential in these scenarios. 

Literature Review 

 The role of vocabulary in language learning has become 

equally significant as the other four skills since it is the essential 

element in language acquisition and the critical aspect of language 

proficiency (Richards &Renandya 2002; Schmitt 2000). 

Moghadam & et al. (2012) further supports the idea that it is a vital 

and essential element to enhance the overall language acquisition 

and proficiency. Without vocabulary, one cannot be a proficient 

user of the language, which can have a devastating effect on the 

conversation produced in real-time situations, says Alqahtani 

(2015). In second language learning, vocabulary is considered an 

essential skill to master since it helps one understand and 

reciprocate. Moreover, the wide range of active and productive 

vocabulary allows the learner to create and frame more spoken and 

written discourse texts. This is reinforced by Raimes (1985), who 

argues that insufficient vocabulary leads learners to face severe 

problems in writing and, without vocabulary knowledge, learners 

fail to understand and comprehend the language properly (Nation, 

2001; & August et al., 2005). PinesPikulski and Templeton (2004) 

suggest that a good range of vocabulary and the ability to use it to a 

greater extent help students succeed academically and 

professionally. Contextual learning can be promoted to help 

learners learn a new language and store it as active and productive 
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vocabulary. The context clues help learners understand the usage 

and infer the meaning of the new words they come across while 

listening to someone or reading something. The newly learned 

vocabulary from context also helps them retrieve those words when 

needed from their memory (Schmitt, 2008). This allows learners to 

retain the words' long-term memory (Folse, 2006). This kind of 

vocabulary development supports learners in developing their 

writing skills. Karakoc (2017) opines that a desired amount of 

vocabulary is needed to learn the target language and also to write 

the language. Vocabulary learning happens when the words are 

given in a specified and well-defined context. This kind of 

exposure provides ample opportunity for learners to understand the 

syntactic and semantic usage of the words in an appropriate 

context. In addition, learners also get good practice and can learn, 

memorize, and use the words in the context of the language. So that 

learners can retain words in their long-term memory to use them 

frequently—Rapaport (2004), p.1. 

Methodology 

 Contextual listening, learning, and applying the words in 

the appropriate context of usage are the prime objectives of this 

proposed vocabulary development strategy. Learning something 

should be retained in the long-term memory and used for the future. 

So, to have a good word retention language teacher, engage 

students with different kinds of activities for a better outcome. To 

obtain the desired learning outcome, the proposed method in the 

figure shows that language learning should take place in context. 
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That urges the learners to listen to a conversation or discussion in a 

specific context to familiarise themselves with the contextual 

words. During this, the learners note down new words. A test based 

on listening can be conducted to check their word retention. Then 

learners are asked to categorize the words as nouns, verbs, 

adjectives, subject phrases, and object phrases. Listening in context 

and building vocabulary stock lead to long-term word retention. 

Since the learners learn words in appropriate situations, the failure 

of retention would be comparatively less with other types of 

learning. Finally, learned words should be applied in contextual 

writing. The proposed method helps learners learn new vocabulary, 

infer the meanings from the given context, and retrieve those words 

in different communicative situations from their previously 

encountered ones. The language teachers can experiment with the 

proposed vocabulary teaching strategy in the second language 

classrooms to have a better outcome and improve the learners' 

vocabulary level. The following activities can be given in the 

classroom to help second language learners enhance their active 

vocabulary stock and thereby apply those newly learned words in 

contextual writing. These activities are graded from guided to 

unguided. This strategy will help students build confidence in 

developing their vocabulary. 

Activity 1 

Increase Repository – Learners can listen to audios on specific 

topics, including share market, buildings, technology, 

transportation, and functions. While attending, learners are 
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expected to jot down words related to the specified theme. After 

jotting down the words, they can add a few more comments 

relevant to the article. Students can recall words from memory, 

which can increase productivity. If the topic is design engineer, 

students can add vocabulary like proximity, pixels, serif, serif, and 

more. As an extension exercise, idiomatic expressions connected to 

the topic, such as In a nutshell, Back to square one, bottom line, 

back to the drawing board, can also be taught. 

Activity2 

Find the Hint – A cloze test on the same theme as the learners' 

previous listening can be used to assist them in remembering the 

newly learned words in their long-term memory and understanding 

them in context. Students can be given a listening script with gaps 

to help them find the appropriate words. Students will be 

encouraged to provide terms that would fit in the context because 

the passage's context is familiar to them. This task will assist 

students in retrieving words from their repository, improving their 

competence and ability to recognize new words using contextual 

clues. 

Activity3 

Word String – Learners can be instructed to write as many 

associated words as feasible in a minute based on the listening 

subject. They can be asked to make new words by adding prefixes, 

suffixes, adverbs, adjectives, verbs, homonyms, connotations, and 

so on. This expands their vocabulary repository's contextual 

vocabulary. 
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Activity4  

Writing an online Post – Students can be asked to create a short 

internet post on a topic of their choice, keeping the concept from 

the preceding activities in mind and share it on social media, which 

will expose students to more comments, peer interactions, peer 

corrections, and feedback, increasing their exposure to the target 

language, vocabulary, and its function in writing abilities. 

Discussion 

 The proposed strategy aims for long-term word retention 

and appropriate usage. Students should concentrate on one specific 

skill to achieve the desired result when learning a new language. A 

second language learner would gain proficiency in vocabulary 

development using the methods and activities described above. 

Listening in the proper context propels a language learner to the 

next level. Because the goal of the word identifier activity is to 

recall previously learned words and learn new words in context to 

remember them for future use. The Cloze test aids in the 

understanding of sentence cohesiveness and identifies when 

accurate words should be used in context. The activity word 

categories assist learners in rethinking and remembering previously 

learned words. Because of the theme and parts of speech 

categorization, this also aids learners in comprehending words with 

greater cognition. 

 The critical elements in efficient written communication are 

improving word stock and categorizing those words. Learners can 

utilize the contextual terms, grammatical structures, and phrases 
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learned in the primary tasks to write an online post. Traditional 

methods of speaking and socializing with others have significantly 

decreased. It is done through internet posts rather than socializing 

with others. On social media, which is becoming increasingly 

popular, critical thoughts on a specific issue of interest are 

expressed. As a result, young learners are drawn to such platforms 

as a learning tool. Learners can practice their writing abilities by 

incorporating learner-centered activities such as making an internet 

article. This helps them learn the language by allowing them to 

express themselves. Learners become more independent due to 

such assignments, and they gain knowledge through peer 

interaction, peer correction, and feedback. This type of learning 

exposes students to the target language while allowing them to join 

a group and share their experiences. Because of the many tutorial 

techniques, these ideas would improve learners' abilities to generate 

compelling writing pieces. These activities would also represent 

word retention and contextual usage in writing. 

Conclusion 

 Using these strategies to teach vocabulary to engineering 

students at the tertiary level has created a supportive environment 

that encourages them to use appropriate terminology in writing 

contexts and learn the language efficiently. The activities 

mentioned have also created interest among the second language 

learners because they gradually take them from listening to the 

words to the next level of using them in writing skills. The tasks 
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help them contextualize the context more effectively and enrich 

their vocabulary. 
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Abstract: 

Rabindranath Tagore is a prolific writer in the colonial nationalist 

period of India. His play Mukta Dhara portrays the cruelty of 

machine civilization through the tyrannical rule of King Ranajit of 

Uttarakut over Shiv-Tarai. He restricts the water flowing from the 

waterfall, Mukta Dhara, by constructing a dam across it with the 

help of a royal engineer, Bibhuti. The play's protagonist, Abhijit, 

who is on his spiritual quest for his existence, realizes that he can 

succeed in his spiritual exploration only by breaking the barrier and 

freeing the water, which eventually leads to his death in the end. 

This research focuses on how the geopolitical theory of Hydro 

politics plays a crucial role in the play as the hegemonic rule 

chooses water as a tool to dominate the people.  

 

 

Keywords: Hydro-politics, hegemonic rule, geographical 

dominance. 

 

Introduction: 

 English literature heavily influenced the other part of world 

literature, and its tentacles are deeply rooted in their writings using 
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colonization. One such is Indian writing in English, which emerged 

as a tool to express their nationalist feelings. Treatment of 

colonization and opposing the British government. Their works 

were embedded with such themes published during colonial and 

postcolonial eras dealing with the aftermath of colonization. Some 

predominantly varied writers portrayed the colonial nationalist 

period of India. One such remarkable writer is Rabindranath 

Tagore, who pioneered the genre of poetry and drama during 

colonial rule. 

 Tagore is praised by every prominent writer of his time, and 

the claim includes, "He admired Shakespeare, probably he admired 

Ibsen, probably also Maeterlinck; and he knew his Kalidas very 

well. He would try his hand at drama like them – yet it could not be 

like quite like them." (Iyengar 122) shows his depth of 

uncompromisable dramatic and literary qualities in his works. 

 His works, precisely, his plays are the best representation of 

the writings of the colonial nationalist period works where most of 

all their works shared common themes concerning their attitude 

toward freedom from British rule and the inner conflicts that Indian 

society was facing in the pre-Independence era. Every possible 

writer involved devotion to Gandhi and his noble values of non-

violence incorporated in their works; Tagore was no exception. 

 Tagore’s plays present the mindset and the condition of the 

people in the fictional setup but with the subject theme and actions 

in the space conveying the actual truth of the natural world with a 
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spiritual and philosophical thread. One of the plays is Mukta Dhara 

which explains the injustice imposed on the people of Shiv-Tarai 

By the king of Uttarakut Ranajit and fighting back against them in 

a non-violence spirit of Dhananjay, which shows Tagore's 

admiration for Gandhi way similar to Indians fighting back against 

British in a non-violent manner. 

“Mukta Dhara" by Tagore is widely regarded as one of his most 

delicate pieces of writing. This was a well-knit and compact 

structured play, written and performed in 1922. It has been often 

viewed under the lens of Tagore's critique of the colonial 

exploitation of the British. Many critics interpret that this play also 

elucidates Tagore's admiration for Gandhi's non-violent spirit 

through the character Dhananjai Bairagi and his repulsiveness of 

the machine civilization in favor of humanism. The nature of 

Dhananjai Bairagi has been considered a reference to Gandhi's non-

violent spirit against British rule in India. However, by many, this 

play is acclaimed as complex as it deals with Tagore's 

interpretations of science and the notion of nationalism. 

 Rabindranath Tagore’s Play “Mukta Dhara” Under the 

Lens Of Hydro politics: Mukta Dhara is undoubtedly one of the 

masterpieces of Rabindranath Tagore. It is famous and symbolical 

of all plays of Tagore, with layers of references that reflect 

Tagore's opposition to colonial rule. Major Skyes translated the 

play from Bengali into English. The play takes its name from the 

mountain stream name Mukta-Dhara located in the fictional 

country of Uttarakut, which accurately means free-rivulet. It's a 
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mountain spring; its waters rush down the slopes of Uttarakut, a 

province uphill, and irrigate the plains of Shiva-Tarai. The drama is 

filled with suggestions not just on modern politics but focuses on 

many other issues that unveil the fashionable world. It focuses on 

the problems like the misuse of science by man, the mad pursuit of 

enjoyment, worship of machines, race pride, and race prejudice. 

 The play is set in a mountain region Uttarakut, ruled by the 

despotic King Ranajit, who relies on Shiv-Tarai for financial 

support. Ranajit attempts to regulate his power over the province 

Shiv-Tarai by restricting water to Shiv-Tarai people with a strategy 

to build a dam across the waterfall Muktadhara. The play 

chronicles the hostilities between the citizens of the two states and 

the non-violent resistance of a singer-sage of Shiv-Tarai, 

Dhananjoy Boiragi, to Ranajit. In the backdrop of the play's events 

mammoth Machine built by the royal engineer Bibhuti is set, which 

is a central motif of the space. 

 This play, for instance, serves as one of the most exemplary 

epitomes concerning hydropolitics. To Arun P. Enhance, 

hydroponics is "The systematic study of clash and mutual support 

between nations over water resources that transcend international 

borders"(3). Mollinga, P. P. categorizes water politics under four 

divisions, namely "the everyday politics of water resources 

management," "the politics of water policy in the context of 

sovereign states," "inter-state hydro politics “and” the global 

politics of water"(12). The provision and supply of drinking water 

per capita are insufficient and are decreasing worldwide. The 
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causes associated with both quantity and quality are quite a lot. 

They include local scarcity, limited availability, and population 

boom. Still, it is also affected by human activities like 

overexploitation of water resources, environmental degradation, 

pollution, and climate changes due to global warming. 

 It impacts the global economy as globalization has 

contributed to the country's economy abundantly with the increase 

in trade and manufacturing of goods like food, energy, and 

resources. It is evident that real-world issues like the Jordan River 

dispute, and the War over Water, are an exact paradigm of cross-

border issues between Jordan, Israel, Palestine, and Lebanon.  

 It also closely resembles the dispute between Egypt and 

Ethiopia over the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam, which costs 

about $4.5 billion. Africa's largest water canal, with its reservoir 

sizes more significant than the city of London, has become a 

national symbol and identity in both countries. Egypt has resisted 

the dam, scared that it will decrease the water availability from the 

Nile.In the last decade, it has been the case with India too, when 

India started building a water bank called Kishanganga Dam, thus 

reducing 33% of water to Pakistan, which it receives from the 

Jehlum River. Pakistan is also constructing the identical sort of 

dam known as Neelum Jehlum Dam. After the Indo-Pak Treaty in 

1960, Ravi and Sutlej Rivers became the possession of India, while 

Jehlum, Chenab, and Indus are affiliated with Pakistan. 
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 These tiffs indicate Hydro-hegemony, which means 

supremacy at the river basin level; it can be better defined as 

hegemony at the river basin level that occurs where control over 

cross-border flowing of water is tallied by the most potent factors 

that affect it, that can be attained by enforcing water resource 

control policies.  

 This issue gave rise to the concept of water privatization, 

which involves the commercialization of water that provides a safe 

and feasible distribution of water flow from private establishments 

instead of making the public sector provide this facility.  

 The concepts of Hydropolitics with factual world issues can 

be seen in Tagore’s Mukta Dhara. The play centers on the tension 

of hegemonizing power that the king attempts to impose on the 

people of Shiv-Tarai by restricting the water to them. King Ranajit, 

with the royal engineer Bibhuti, constructs a dam across the 

waterfall Mukthadhara to control the water flowing towards Shiv-

Tarai taking advantage of the geographical aspects. The people of 

Uttarakut, too, being on the king's side, enjoy the dominance over 

the Shiv-Tarai people opposing them from having water. 

 In their research article, Molle et al. rightly point out that 

"flows of water are flows of power" (328). It is widely debated that 

dams are built initially to serve as water banks to avoid floods and 

to be used for human needs, but in the long run, construction 

shifted to geo and hydro politics. The play exuberantly depicts the 

infrastructural violence inflicted upon the Shiv-Tarai citizens by the 
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tyrant ruler Ranajit with water as the symbolic power and weapon 

to subjugate the geographically discriminated land and its people 

by depriving water to them. 

 Ranajit distorts the territorial power and benefitting the 

upstream and downstream dynamics of his land Uttarakut and 

subdued Shiv-Tarai to his favor causing a power imbalance 

between the two states. 

 The play goes parallel with world issues reflecting the water 

crisis in society; the water crisis has quickly transitioned from 

marginal concern to heated debate that is difficult to escape in a 

short time. It also became a significant factor in political violence 

that led to masked or transparent savagery at multiple scales. The 

Hydropolitics era ranged from 1948 to 1967 that emerged gradually 

in the early postcolonial period just after independence in possibly 

most nations. The geographical infrastructures like water bodies 

and landscapes became significant assets in the contribution of the 

nation's economy and growth in the process of nation-building. 

Physical frameworks like landscapes and water bodies were 

utilized to simultaneously homogenize the country's power to 

underplay other integral parts of the nation's identity when identity 

politics eventually entered the game. 

 It is a vital consideration for every state as water is the 

fundamental basis for survival. So the significance of being a 

potential nation bureaucracy over water for stock and supply 

develops as crucial. A prosperous nation's focus always relies on 
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the genuine regulation of hydraulic civilization, that is nation's 

control over its population in terms of water distribution. The term 

hydraulic civilization is coined by German-American historian Karl 

August Wittfogel in his work "Oriental Despotism: A Comparative 

Study of Total power" (1957). 

 The notion of hydraulic civilization and bureaucracy gave 

rise to the hydraulic empire. The term hydraulic empire, also 

termed hydraulic despotism or water Monopoly Empire, is a social 

democratic or aristocratic government structure that maintains 

power and control through exclusive control over access to water 

which demands centralized coordination and specialized 

bureaucracy. Water dynasty is the frequently associated concept 

with these notions. A water dynasty is a political body typically 

described as a system of hierarchy and control based on class, race, 

caste, and other prejudices. 

 In a way, Uttarakut promotes a hydraulic empire or water 

dynasty through Ranajit's totalitarian advances over Shiv-Tarai. 

 The construction of the dam by the king is seen as a 

significant conflict in the play. Water is not only presented as a 

prominent symbol, but also Tagore associates spiritual significance 

with it. Though Ranajit's repressive hostile actions make Shiv- 

Tarai people enormously suffer and feel dejected, the youth citizens 

of Shiv-Tarai follow non- violence instead of acting aggressively 

against the king's autocratic rule directed by a spiritual guide 

Dhananjay Bhairongi which is evident by random discussions 
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among the citizens in the course of the play. Abhijit, a successor to 

Ranajit, feels reluctant toward the king's authority and sympathizes 

with the Shiv-Tarai people's plight. He also helps them with every 

obstacle threatening the people of Shiv-Tarai, like demolishing the 

Nandi pass built by the ancestors of Uttarakut to restrict the people 

of Shiv-Tarai from passing through their land just like Ranjit. It is 

figured as domination overages. At the same time, Abhijit feels a 

spiritual connection with the waterfall Muktadhara, and he is 

troubled to see the water imprisoned in the dam constructed by 

Bibhuti. Abhijit is constantly on a quest for spiritual salvation and 

the meaning of his existence. Abhijit's search for his existence was 

noted by Ranajit, which he shares with his minister in a 

conversation about Abhijit, "Yes, I know. In the night, he began to 

visit the source of the waterfall alone. Once I surprised him and 

asked him what the matter was and why he was there. He said I 

find my mother's tongue in the murmurs of this water.”(10) 

 He figures that only by freeing the water from the dam can 

he reach his aim of spiritual attainment. Unfortunately, he is swept 

along with the force of water and united with his mother-like figure 

of nourishing water body from where he is begotten. Abhijit's keen 

devotion and spiritual attachment to the waterfall Muktadhara are 

evident in his view: 

 Every man has the mystery of his inner life somewhere in 

the outer world. The secret of my life has its symbol in the 

waterfall of Mukta Dhara. When I saw its movements shackled, I 
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received a shock at the very root of my being; I discovered that this 

throne of Uttarakut is a dam built up across my life's current. And I 

have come out into the road to set free its course. (26) 

 The issue of Hydropolitics entered the world scenario when 

the nations transformed the colonial stage into the postcolonial era, 

where the development and modernization progressed as a new 

strategy and became the nucleus of new policies of global powers 

in the newly independent states. These motivated leaders of 

recently independent states to implement modernity in their new 

government policies. It soon became an inescapable choice for all 

leaders in their nation's development process. Most of the concept 

of modernization and development in the new government policies 

is embodied in the dam projects and land reforms. But the first 

prime minister of the republic, India, Jawaharlal Nehru, insisted 

that such policies like dam construction are acknowledged as 'child 

of colonialism,' a way to refine and amend the colonized states to 

control space, water, and thereby people to centralize the power. 

 Likewise, in the play, Ranajit's construction of the dam, 

along with the support of a scientist Bibhuti who engineers the 

dam, intends that the people of Shiv-Tarai would become entirely 

dependent on the king Ranajit's mercy. Suppose the king decides, 

at his own will, to restrict the flow of the waters at any time of 

Mukthadhara into Shiv-Tarai. In that case, he has only to shut the 

gates of Bibhuti's dam, and the people of Shiv-Tarai would then 

never be able to cultivate the crop and reap no harvest. 
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 Bibhuti's dam is thus intended to fetter and govern the 

waters of Mukta Dhara. The bitter faculty of misrule of Ranajit 

showcases the profound sense of hegemony. It is portrayed in 

Bibhuti's statement; "No, the pressure of water cannot break my 

embankment: the cry of hunger cannot sway my Machine.”(5) His 

dominating attitude and egocentric mindset are reflected in his 

statement, "My object was to make Man triumphant over the sands 

and water and stones, which conspired against him. I had no time to 

worry my mind about what would happen to some wretched maize 

fields of some wretched cultivator in some place or other.”(5) 

 He is supposedly reluctant towards the suffering of the 

people because of his act of constructing the dam, and he is ardent 

in the pride of his achievement, which he claims as: 

Curses? When laborers became scarce in Uttarakut, I had all the 

young men over eighteen years of age from every house of Pattana 

village brought out by the king's command. A significant number 

of them never returned to their homes. My Machine has triumphed 

against the storms of Mother's curses. He who fights God's power 

is not afraid of man's male diction. (6) 

 On the philosophical level, the play traces poetic justice at 

the end as the oppressive forces are defeated. Freedom wins a 

victory, thereby bringing out the meaning of the play so clearly: 

"Although it is not heavily underlined, the meaning of the play is 

clear: Human values are paramount and to ignore this truth is to 

canter towards self-destruction" (Iyengar-135). The play vividly 
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displays the concept of hydroponics by positioning Uttarakut as a 

water dynasty when it deliberately takes the life and freedom of the 

Shiv-Tarai people for granted. It illustrates the ill-treatment of 

Shiv-tarai in the hands of Ranajit and his ancestors, though their 

situation eased after Abhijit became the Governor of Shivtarai. The 

play finely depicts the control over the liquid power as a mode to 

conquer and colonize to establish one’s own rule. 

 The hydro political landscape of transboundary river basins 

has been majorly affected by the water shortage. Hydropolitics 

deals with water politics, symbolizing the complex relations and 

interactions among states that share river basins. Hydropolitics 

should be studied not only as the change in the hydrological system 

but also as coexistence with institutional capacity to smooth the 

change. Due to various factors suitable from environmental to 

geopolitical issues, transboundary basins could become budding 

sources of conflict. 

 The play also coincides with the world disputes like the 

Jordan River dispute, Egypt and Eithopia's water conflict, and 

India's issue over the construction of Krishnaganga Dam across the 

Jehlum River with Pakistan, which was discussed earlier. All share 

the common problem of sharing water with their terms in a country 

rich in water resources has its supremacy over the nation. 

 In the play Mukta Dhara, Abhijit's sacrifice puts an end to 

the hydro political issue that puts the innocent, subjugated lives of 
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people at stake with its act of self-revelation in the quest for his 

spiritual freedom, which goes true with Sanjay's statement: 

Somehow he had come to know about a weakness in the structure, 

and at that point, he gave his blow to the monster Machine. The 

monster returned that blow against him. Then Muktadhara, like a 

mother, took up his stricken body into her arms and carried him 

away. (78) 

 Whereas with the actual world conflicts regarding hydro 

political disputes, the possible solution to this emerging strife in the 

world would be signing treaties with precise mentioning of time 

intervals for which all the nations that have its source and impact in 

the flow of water, especially when it runs between or among 

countries transcending borders. In the extreme case of a quarrel, 

humanity should be taken into account as the water is the essential 

thing for all the humans who have taken birth in this world and 

deserve their rights; in such critical cases, such treaties and 

agreements could be exercised and should be executed flawlessly 

in every aspect with the acceptance of every concerned national 

authority. 

Conclusion: 

 Amiya Chakraborty comments that "Tagore's play is the 

play of feeling, not of action.”(P 123) True to the words of Amiya 

Chakraborthy, Tagore's play is tightly woven with intense emotions 

and passions. On the other hand, the brutal nature and narrow-

minded nationalistic viewsof Engineer Bhibuti and the 
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revolutionary struggle of Abhijit to find the ultimate motive of his 

life contradicting Bhibuti's nature balances the play driven by 

conspicuous zealous and impulsive characteristics conveyed by the 

characters. Tagore's play Mukta Dhara, written in the colonial era, 

contemplates the real-world issues of the postcolonial period even 

before the actual problem is about to sprout shortly. This indicates 

the richness of literature discussing the advanced topics in the last, 

which goes beyond merely reflecting the society in the particular 

times. In this prospect, it is awakening how vital to know about 

historical events that would play a pivotal role in understanding and 

providing solutions to modern-day challenging, unsettled issues 

where literature has its crucial. 

 

 The play presents the tyrannical rule of Ranajit over Shiv-

Tarai, who tries to subdue them by restricting their water, 

indicating the theme of Hydro-politics as the water is taken as a 

tool to control the Shiv-Tarai people. This water conflict gave rise 

to the situation of dominance and the tendency to be subjugated. 

However, this tension in the play was diffused by the act of crown 

prince Abhijit by destroying the dam which controlled the water by 

sacrificing his own life. 

 Tagore's this thought of water conflict is predicted in the 

colonial period, which later became the issue of the postcolonial 

period in the process of nation building with boundaries after the 

independence of nations, especially in the countries where water 

flows among two or three nations also affecting the local territories 
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which dealt with the same problem and if not handled properly it 

would to the worse effect of global domination as water bodies 

typically help to form national borders of countries and several 

nations tend to share the access to rivers and lakes. The universal 

truth is that water is essential for survival and fuels the nation's 

economy, commerce, and trade. The problem of hydroponics crops 

when the geographically supreme country with its rich water 

resources attempts to arrest the water in the name of saving for 

their nation. 

 There has been a heating debate going on that supply of 

water has the potential to influence geopolitics, diplomacy, and 

conflict, and it is widely speculated that hydro-politics will 

determine and shape 21st-century world peace. In the case of the 

Nile River, which has run through dozens of countries over the 

years, it could be said such a situation is more prone to conflict in 

sharing the water. In these cases, hydro political issues should be 

tackled well through water resources management when the 

condition worsens in drought due to the rising problem of global 

warming and with government policies over water sharing and 

water laws. 

 Water conflict management has taken a step forward with 

the idea of 'virtual water,' a phrase coined by John Anthony Allan, 

and it is agreed we can sustain world peace with the virtual water 

trade. The concept of virtual water expatriates is that before the 

water gets transferred to the dependent or deficient nation; water in 

the soil is exchanged for agricultural products. 
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 This project contemplates the Hydropolitical issue in the 

play Mukta Dhara. This research paper thoroughly studies the play 

Mukta Dhara by Rabindranath Tagore under the lens of 

Hydropolitics, a post-colonial perspective. In the coming age, this 

play can also be viewed under the subject of Blue Humanities or 

Bio-political point of view as this play serves as the source for 

plenty of resources in various titles. It can also be revised in the 

broader sense, such as Environmental Scarcity Theory and the 

Regime Theory regarding transboundary river basins. In the future, 

this topic can also be studied broadly under Bio-political themes 

and with the Eco- Criticism theory. 
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Abstract: 

In recent years there has been a significant trend toward the use of 

technology and its integration into the curriculum. In particular, the 

use of audio-visual material in foreign language learning is 

increasing rapidly due to the increasing importance of 

communication techniques. Using audio-video by foreign language 

teachers can be beneficial in stimulating and promoting the target 

language. The study emphasizes audio-visual assistance as a 

comfortable instructor in language acquisition to adopt English in a 

fun way that encourages learners to learn and enjoy teaching by 

teachers. The benefits of using audio and visuals, maintaining 

attention, and motivating students to attend lectures are enormous. 

Teachers need to innovate their pedagogical approaches to make 

language training effective. Today, teachers no longer rely on 

traditional teaching methods but use a variety of techniques for 

language teaching. Audio-Visual aids are widely used for academic 

purposes and play an essential role in education. It is commonly 

recognized that using audio-visual aids contributes to students 

learning. A variety of tools allow students to learn a language 

quickly and effectively. In addition, using these aids in teaching 
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English is very important as it can encourage students' participation 

in class activities and thus in the language acquisition process. This 

modern era is rich in an audio-visual environment. As teachers, we 

must face the fact that this drastically changes our student's 

attitudes toward language acquisition.  

 

 

Keywords: audio-visual aids, technology, language acquisition. 

 

Introduction: 

 Technology is one of the main factors that help students 

learn a language more effectively. As technology advances, new 

technologies have been introduced into language learning. Teachers 

are now using different audio-visual tools, such as YouTube, to 

facilitate the learning process for students to learn their target 

language. This modern technique is usually one of the best ways to 

use research to improve learners' speaking skills with low English 

proficiency. As teachers, we need to innovate our teaching and 

learning processes so that our students learn better with the right 

approach. Audio-visual materials in English lessons are the best 

way to teach today's students. Teaching materials are essential in 

the teaching and learning process. Language teachers use various 

educational tools to make classroom activities exciting and 

interactive. According to Ranasinghe and Leisher (2009), 

integrating technology into the classroom begins when teachers 

prepare lessons to use technology in a meaningful and appropriate 
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way. Technical tools need to support the curriculum and do not 

dominate the curriculum. Effective integration of teaching 

materials and methodologies improves the learning environment. 

Advances in technology have paved the way for innovative 

classroom practices. Technical advances in the production of 

audio-visual aids for classroom use are remarkable. Listening and 

speaking activities require audio-visual aids. Teachers are 

responsible for using audio-visual media for effective teaching and 

learning. Ranasinghe and Leisher (2009) point out that technology 

can never replace the human brain but can help and expand it. Most 

EFL teachers know that the accent, rhythm, and intonation of 

native speakers used in audio material is problematic for college 

students. The student's approach to audio-visual resources and 

support must be aware of this context. Understanding students' 

views of these learning materials pave the way for the necessary 

changes in classroom teaching and learning to enrich audio and 

visuals effectively. Because audio-visual resources are designed 

and introduced to improve student's language skills and stimulate 

effective language acquisition. A creative platform for English 

language learning equipped with audio-visual aids is encouraging 

for successful language acquisition. Audio and video aids are 

appropriate resources to teach and effectively learn English. It is an 

open secret that audio-visual aids provide optimum services to 

energize both the learner and the teacher in the teaching and 

learning process. H. Einich (1985) claims that teaching the English 
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language using audio-visual tools is excellent for bringing variety 

and adaptability into the classroom. 

Audio-Visual Aids: 

 Audio-visual aids are also known as teaching aids. Sound 

means "hearing," and sight means what is found by "seeing." So, 

all these aids, which try to make knowledge clear to us through our 

senses, are called "audio-visual aids" or Teaching aids. This 

learning material makes learning situations as realistic as possible 

and gives us first-hand knowledge through the organs of hearing 

and vision. Therefore, any device that can be used to make learning 

experiences more concrete, practical, realistic, and dynamic can be 

considered an audio-visual medium. We learn through our sense 

organs. The senses are the path of knowledge. All the sense organs 

help us to make sense of the environment. Most of the knowledge 

we absorb in school comes through our ears and eyes. Educational 

tools can make theoretical, oral, and dull subjects more natural, 

exciting, and valuable. The truth is that audio-visual devices help 

improve the senses of sight and hearing and chart the learning 

process. In audio-visual aids, “eyes and ears work together." 

Audio-visual aids are educational devices that communicate 

messages more effectively through sound and images. Audio-visual 

aids stimulate sensory organs such as the ears and eyes and make it 

easy for the audience to understand the message quickly. 

 Audio-visual aids are used to enhance teaching, increasing 

the accuracy, clarity, and effectiveness of ideas and skills 

communicated. They allow learners to VIEW, LISTEN and 
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LEARN; Learn faster, learn more, and remember longer. Audio-

visual aids to help complete the learning, dynamics, classification, 

and triangulation process. Complex and abstract concepts can be 

made clear through cleverly designed teaching aids. They are 

teaching aids in which eyes and ears are used together. For 

example, LCD projector, movie projector, TV, computer, VCD 

player, virtual classroom, multimedia, etc. 

Audio-Visual Aids in the Teaching and Learning Process: 

 Audio-visual, in general, makes teaching and learning 

impactful and empowering and creates a linguistic environment for 

students (Daniel. 2013). According to Bhatti (2019), teachers 

should use more audio-visual aids to improve learners' speaking 

skills, as activities performed with audio-visual aids can help 

learners practice language freely and spontaneously with the help 

of audio-visual aids. A motivated English teacher with a new 

perspective is desirable for students as they often include that 

perspective using a set of language learning activities. Current 

technological developments have created new opportunities for the 

development of virtual audio-visual aids in the English classroom. 

Language speakers who aren't native speakers rely much more 

highly on audio-visual aids to assist their learning. It is 

undoubtedly a transparent way to empower students to produce a 

high speaking proficiency. Recent trends in technology have 

allowed a wider variety of tools and applications to be used for 

teaching and learning. Audio-visual aids have made their mark by 

creating many new applications for students and teachers, such as 
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YouTube, Google Classroom, Zoom app, and many others. 

Students and teachers can access many of these applications easily 

and use them in achieving 21st-century learning effectively as it 

helps contextualize the learning process. 

Role of Audio - Visual Aids: 

      Sound and image play an essential role in every society. The 

first audio display had its origins in the Paleolithic, when it had 

more magic than quantum artistic functions. It has been used to 

convince the elements and prevent disasters. With the development 

of society, the quality of sound and image is increasingly enhanced, 

and its role is increasingly changing in the direction of aesthetic 

perception. In our modern world of technological comfort, we are 

surrounded by audio devices and video; however, its function is 

very different from the old onetime. The magical process of music 

has been replaced by listening with joy, and today it can be heard 

almost anywhere, not just in performances ceremonial part but 

under all circumstances. Murphey (1992) states that "people listen 

to audio and video at home or in their cars, and we're exposed to it 

even in public places because it has the potential to affect our 

moods." These are Glade and malls and supermarkets to relax and 

spend as much time as possiblebuying food and clothes. We are 

barely aware of what it takes to listen while focusing on our work 

or going out to dinner because we do not hear or receive the 

message the author is trying to share with us. So, Audio-visual is 

often underestimated, and many people don't understand how it can 

be used in teaching to help learners absorb better. 
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In an everyday lecture room environment, boredom and distraction 

without problems affect young adults more than different first-year 

students as they input their youngsters with exclusive dreams. 

However, without none doubt, they generally tend to entertain them 

through audio and films. These relatively advanced strategies in 

lecture room sports might decorate the capacity to study a language 

without problems, as a few songs and movies generally tend to 

cope with troubles that are thrilling to younger human beings. 

Information, concept, and enjoyment are propagated through audio-

visual coaching using the massive use of communicational Media. 

The look at the difficulty becomes extra understandable and 

thrilling through an audio-visible approach to coaching. It 

additionally offers practical revel to the first-year students, seizing 

their interest and allowing a higher knowledge of the language. 

They appeal to the thoughts of the learner thru the visible-auditory 

senses. Mere chalking and speaking me might now no longer 

deliver fingers in developing a hitting environment for the second 

language acquisition. 

 As a place with inside the curriculum, the Audio-visible 

approach of masteringisn'tacquainted with many human beings due 

to its profound uniformity, frozen final results, and pointed account 

of facts. But they’re ignorant of using coaching aids to enthusiasm, 

strong point, and hobby to any coaching and master state of affairs 

and revitalize the difficulty. According to Stephen Krashen (1982), 

five reasons are excellent acknowledged and often mentioned are 

the center and affective clear out speculation. According to 
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Krashen's enter Hypothesis, new and surprising vocabulary is 

obtained while its importance is clarified to the learner. Meaning is 

found by giving extra linguistic conventions along with photos, 

illustrations, regalia, and actions. This consequences what Krashen 

claims as understandable enter that the linguistic enter is placed 

forth the intelligible to the second language learner. Krashen argues 

that the quantity of coherent entries corresponds to the amount of 

vocabulary obtained. 

 Thus, consistent with Krashen (1989), "vocabulary is by the 

way exhaled through testimonies because, not unusual place 

vocabulary and syntax sustained within side the testimonies given 

which means to much less acquainted vocabulary and photograph 

Illustration, clears the boundaries of the which means of surprising 

words." There is proof that the photograph instance collected mass 

to assist the analyzing procedure by clarifying the means of 

incoming verbal information. This which means is vital to the 

purchase of second language vocabulary. Audio-visible aids within 

the double language study room are steady with each of Krashen's 

hypotheses. Krashen's Second Hypothesis, Affective Filter reason, 

is likewise tied to applying track within side the second language 

study room. 

 For this reason, the quantity with the linguistic enters, 

which is acquired from the surroundings, relies mainly upon the 

learner's impact. These are their internal emotions and attitude. 

Negative emotions, functioning similar to a clear out, can save you, 

the learner, from making widespread use of the linguistic enter 
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from the studying surroundings. Therefore, if the learner is anxious, 

unmotivated, or lacks confidence, language acquisition could be 

limited. Consequently, it's far within the hobby of the second 

language trainer to facilitate surroundings that conjure up OK 

emotions. Music does precisely that. 

 Audio-visual methods in the second language classroom are 

not only relevant to linguistic theory and psychology but also 

relevant to research. First, the focus is on psychological research 

before delving further into audio-visual research in  second 

language acquisition. Psychographic research into the audio-visual 

method that supports the use of its tools in the second language 

classroom comes from psychology. Language acquisition and root 

memorization represent distinct types of creative learning. Changes 

in lesson rhythm also contribute to optimal learning and memory, 

as the time allotted for new entries, repetitions, and retrievals 

coordinates with how the human brain stores images. Many 

educators recommend rotating and matching the presentation of 

new material with frequent changes in the classroom hours. 

Contrasting can be looks, changes in speech patterns, learning 

games, moment activities, art exercises, stories, and music to boost 

the class's mood or reduce the intensity of the training. Central. 

These breaks help create a positive emotional atmosphere in the 

classroom and prevent students from falling asleep or daydreaming. 

Benefits of Audio-Visual Aids: 

 Using audio-visual aids in the learning process allows 

students to have better correspondence. Using sight and sound for 
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valid cases; can help students practice the target language. The use 

of audio-visual devices in the classroom benefits both teachers and 

students. It provides learners with different activities that help them 

acquire the target language. This means that learners have access to 

a broader range of knowledge and improvements to practice 

listening and speaking. The Internet has transformed the tutoring 

system from a teacher-centered teaching method to a student-

centered learning method.  

 The article reveals that audio-visual can be used to 

stimulate language acquisition effectively to achieve the following 

goals: Create a relaxing atmosphere, restore a positive learning 

state, provides a multi-sensory learning experience that improves 

memory, and increases attention by creating short bursts that 

energize excitement and add an element of fun. And it also 

stimulates interest in the classroom and contributes to creating an 

actual learning situation inside the school. However, audio-visual 

aids play a significant role in the organization process, but 

prioritizing the selection of appropriate aids is difficult for a 

teacher. We can conclude that proper teaching aids facilitate a 

suitable learning structure. Due to the wide range of multimedia 

and computer resources, language teachers emphasize the audio-

visual method as an easy task for innovative language learning and 

teaching. 

Conclusion:  

 Technology cannot be isolated from society. Audio-visual 

aids are powerful instructional tools that help develop a student's 
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language skills. Using audio-visual aids in the language classroom 

can enhance students` motivation to learn the language. Many 

teachers stated that audio-visual aids increased students’ 

participation and engagement in the classroom. Language teachers 

all over the globe have been able to motivate and captivate the 

interest of even the weakest and the naughtiest of students with the 

assistance of audio-visual aids in their classrooms. Thus, this article 

has elucidated the benefits of audio-visual aids in stimulating 

effective language learning. 
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Abstract: 

The Persian Language was introduced in India during Delhi 

Sultanate.  It occupied an important place over time in the socio-

cultural life of India.  It reached its zenith under the Mughal rule 

when all forms of arts and literature contributed to its further 

development.  Not only as a language of expression, but Persian 

also served as Delhi Sultans' and Mughals' court language.  The 

introduction of the Persian language in India was the outcome of 

the extended lasting contact of the Persians with this country.  This 

language was introduced in this region for the first time by 

Mohammad Ibn Bakhteyar in 1206 A.D. 

 

 Persian is the official language of Iran, but one can find 

elements of Persian scattered in abundance across the Indian sub-

continent.  The relationship between India and Iran has been well-

founded since immemorial.  Both the nations are ancient, with 

exchanged and common elements of cultures.  They co-operated 

with each other through the centuries.  The Persian language was 

one of the critical aspects of cultural intimacy.  The Persian literary 

figures migrated from the Persian lands along with diplomats and 

Sufis of Persia.  India became the second homeland of the Persian 
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language and culture.  We can see the signs of this influence in 

every part of Indian civilization. 

 As India is celebrating Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav', it is high 

time to take the initiative to celebrate and commemorate 75 years 

of progressive and Independent India along with its Persian roots. 

 

Keywords: Persian, Literature, Heritage, Manuscript, Civilization. 

 

A) Introduction 

The amount of Persian literature composed in the Indian 

subcontinent up to the 19th century is more significant than that 

produced in Iran during the same period.  The generosity of its 

rulers attracted many poets and scholars from Persia and Central 

Asia.  

Moḥammad Tughluq’s decision to transfer Delhi’s cultural elite 

to his second capital, Daulatabad (the medieval Deogiri, 

1327A.D.), the influence and prestige of Persian culture spread 

further to the south.  Under enlightened sovereigns and governors, 

like the Bahmanid minister Maḥmud Gavan (1411-81), the Muslim 

courts that flourished in the Deccan between the 14th and 17th 

centuries became flourishing centers of cultural production in 

Persian as well as Arabic.  

After Timur’s invasion (1398A.D.), which marked, especially 

for northern India, a deep hiatus in cultural activity, the age of the 

first six Mughal rulers (1525-1707A.D.) represented the heyday of 

Indo-Persian literature; it was replenished by fresh waves of 
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talented emigres from Safavid Persia and by increasing Hindu 

participation in Persian writing, particularly with the advent of Lodi 

rule (1451-1526A.D.), when the knowledge of Persian language 

and literature began to filter through to the Hindu administrative 

class. 

A) Research Questions 

1. How was the early cultural relation between Persia and 

India? 

2. How did the Mughals become the ambassadors of Persian 

civilization in India? 

3. How was the growth of Persian literature in the Indian 

subcontinent? 

4. To what extent is the cultural influence of Persian in Indian 

court culture? 

5. Who were the Sufi legends and literati of Persia? 

B) Research Objective: 

1. The Poet, his role in society, and the development of 

Persian poetry. 

2. The global context of modern Persian literature such as 

colonialism, Orientalism, and European footprints in 

contemporary Persian literature. 

3. Persian literary and critical responses to global aesthetics, 

ethics, and politics. 

4. Birth and Transformations of Persian literary genres. 

5. Politics in Modern Persian literature. 
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6. Ethnicity, Class and Gender and the Development of 

Persian Literature. 

C) Literature Review 

Indo-Iranian thought: a world heritage, the collection of 

seminar papers on Indo-Persian contacts, conducted by Iran 

cultural house in 1995A.D., edited by M. B. Karimian.  This book 

is also an authentic source of Indo-Persian contacts.  The book's 

central part is the religious exchanges, especially the Sufi 

exchanges.  The authors relatively depend upon natural sources of 

Persian literature for depicting the Indo-Iranian thoughts.  Thus, the 

Mughals and the Delhi sultanate were India's significant promoters 

of the Persian language and literature.  Any historians cannot 

ignore the role of Amir Khusrow in Persian literature. 

D) Methodology Of Study 

This research paper has collected chiefly the data from 

secondary sources.  Mainly the library research method has been 

applied throughout the research process.  The interviews with 

prominent scholars and writers helped the data collection.  The 

Persian scholars from Kargil/Kashmir to Kanyakumari have been 

met for this purpose.  The primary sources used by the researcher 

are books, journals, paper collections, newspapers, magazines, 

websites, blogs, chat rooms, and interviews. 

E) Persian Literature In India 

A new language, Persian, was introduced in India during 

Ghaznavi's rule in Punjab.  There was remarkable growth in 

Persian literature in Iran and Central Asia from the 10th century 
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onwards.  Some of the great poets of the Persian language, such as 

FirdausiTowsi and Sa'adi Shirazi, composed their works during this 

phase of growth of Persian literature in Iran and Central Asia.  

Lahore, the center of Turkish political authority in India before the 

beginning of the 13th century, attracted many Persian poets from 

the Islamic countries of Iran and Central Asia.  The works of only a 

few of the early writers of Persian literature in India have survived.  

One was the Poet Masood Saad Salman d. c. 1131A.D.), whose 

compositions reflect a sense of attachment to Lahore.  However, by 

and large, the Persian literature written in India before the 

establishment of the Delhi sultanate was derivative and adopted 

literary forms and imagery prevalent in Iran.  After the 

establishment of the Delhi Sultanate that Indian influence began to ' 

exert itself on Persian works written in India, as is evident from the 

literary compositions of many Persian scholars, Sufis, writers, etc. 

 

  According to Zia-ud-din Barani, the famous contemporary 

historian, "there lived at Delhi scholars of such eminence and 

caliber as were not to be found in Bukhara, Samarqand, Tabriz, and 

Isfahan, and in their intellectual accomplishments, they equaled 

Razi and Ghazali.  Under every stone lay hidden a precious gem of 

literary excellence".  The most outstanding of the Persian scholars 

and poets of the period was Abul Hasan, usually known by the 

pseudonym of Amir Khusrau. Later, in the Mughal period, the 

historian Badauni and contemporary Akbar praised Amir Khusrau's 

contribution to Persian literature.  He wrote, "after the appearance 
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of-the cavalcade of the king of poets, the poetry of his predecessors 

became bedimmed like stars at the rise of the sun.”Amir Khusrau 

(1253-1325) was one of those few Indian writers of Persian Poet 

whose works have been read and admired beyond their own 

country.  His works represent the beginning of a new trend in 

Indian-based Persian literature - the trend of the growing 

familiarity with Indian literature and the influence of Indian 

literature on Persian writings in India. 

 One remarkable asp& of Amir Khusrau's Persian poetry 

was his love for his country.  He says, "I have praised India for two 

reasons.  First,because India is the land of my birth and our 

country.  Love of the country is an important 

obligation........................ Hindustan is like heaven.  Its climate is 

better than that of Khorasan........................... it is green and full of 

flowers all year round .......................... The Brahmans here are as 

learned as Aristotle, and there are many scholars in various fields. 

............................. Amir Khusrau composed verses in Hindavi (a 

form of Hindi or Urdu) also and showed the way for the future 

development of the Urdu language. 

 ShaikNajm-ud-din Hasan (d. 1327A.D.), known as Hasan 

Dehlawi, was another famous Persian poet during the Sultanate 

period.  He was a friend of Amir Khusrau.  He was one of the court 

poets of Sultan Ala-ud-din Khalji.  The quality of his Ghazals 

earned him the title of Sa'adi of Hindustan.  Poetical writings in 

Persian continued during the [reigns of the' Tughluq and Lodi 

Sultans.  The expansion of the Delhi Sultanate led t61 the extension 
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of the Persian literature to various parts of 4 India.  The emergence 

of province kingdoms following the disintegration of the Delhi 

Sultanate also contributed to this process.  With the foundation of 

the Bahmani kingdom in the Deccan, many Persian poets and 

scholars migrated to Gulbarga, where the Bahmani Sultans 

patronized them. 

F) Historical Perspective In Persian Literature 

One of the critical contributions of Persian literature during the 

Sultanate period (and later during the Mughal period) was writing 

in the sphere of history.  Many historians wrote the history of the 

period in the Persian language.  For the history of the Sultanate, we 

have to depend mainly on the accounts provided by the court 

chroniclers of this period.  There are many methodological and 

chronological flaws in these chroniclers' historical writings, and 

most of them are not free from personal and ideological prejudice.  

Nevertheless, they are of indispensable value for the study of the 

history of the Sultanate period.  The most important of these 

historians were Minhajus Siraj (author of the Tabaqat-I Nasiri), 

Isami (author of the Futuh-us-Salatin), and Shams Siraj Afif 

(author of the Tarikh-iFeroz Shahi).  Among the Sultans.  Feroz 

Shah Tughluq wrote the Futuhat-iFerozshahi. But the greatest 

historian of this period was Zia-ul-din Barani.  His Tarikh-i-

Ferozshahi is the most ' valuable work of history written during the 

period. 

 Barani completed this work in 1357 when he was 75-year-

old.  The book is named after Feroz Shah Tughluq. Barani began to 
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write this work at an age when his memory had started fading, and 

consequently, he made many chronological errors.  Moreover, his 

personal, ideological, social, and sectarian prejudices often color 

his interpretation.  I go to various historical events.  Despite these 

shortcomings of his work, Barani's contribution to the writing of 

history was unparalleled during the period.  He broke new grounds 

in history writing and did not confine himself to rulers, courts, J, 

and campaigns.  He described and analyzed administrative matters 

and economic phenomena.  He provides an analytical study of 

contacts between various socialgroups during his period.  Barani 

wrote another book, Fatwa-iJahandari, which deals with political 

theory. 

F) Sanskrit Literature And Persian Literature  

 The pioneering experiments of Amir Khusrau laid the 

foundation of literary and cultural synthesis in contemporary Indian 

society.  There was a growing interchange between Persian and 

Sanskrit.  Many Sanskrit works began to be translated into Arabic 

and Persian.  The first scholar to translate Sanskrit stories into 

Persian was Zia Nakhshband (d. 1350).  His Tooti Nama is based 

on a Sanskrit word.  Many Sanskrit works were translated into 

Persian during the reigns of Feroz Shah Tughluq and Sikandar 

Lodi; zain-ul-Abedin, the famous ruler of Kashmir during the 15th 

century, got the Mahabharata and Kalahan's Rgjatarangini 

translated into Persian from Sanskrit.  Thus it appears that by the 

end of the Sultanate period, such literary exercises must have given 

rise to a set of people who were familiar with both -,.", Sanskrit and 
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Persian and who knew the religious ideas of Hinduism and Islam.  

However, little attempt was made by the Sanskrit-knowing non-

Muslim scholar to translate works of Persian and Arabic literature 

into Sanskrit.  Such an absence of reciprocity on the part of the 

Brahmanical elite indicated its insular outlook, which Alberuni 

earlier highlighted in the 11th century.  The lack of receptivity to 

ideas from other cultures and languages may partly explain the 

decadence of Sanskrit literature during this period.  It is thus clear 

that Persian occupied an important place in the wording of the 

period.  It became the official language and the language of the 

sultanate ruling elite.  It brought with it many new and refreshing 

social and religious ideas.  Its introduction in India led to the 

widening of the intellectual horizon of the Indian poets, thinkers, 

and social reformers.  Above all, it introduced new literary forms 

and styles. 

G) Sufism Literature In Persian  

 During the period under review, much religious and 

philosophical literature was produced in Persian.  The Sufi 

literature written in Persian is of great value both from religious 

and literary points of view.  A distinctive genre of Persian literature 

emerged in the form of Malfi (conversations or discourses of the 

leading Sufi masters of the period).  The malfuzat also contained 

didactic poetry and anecdotes.  Amir Hasan Sijzi wrote the 

malfuzatof the famous Chishti Sufi master, Shaikh Nizamuddin 

Auliya.  The work is known as Fawaid-ul-Fu'ad.  Several fabricated 

malfuzat was also produced due to the increasing popular demand 
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for details regarding the life, teachings, and miracles of the various 

Sufi.  Mir Khusru'sSiyaru-ul-Auliya is the earliest known 

biographical dictionary of Sufis written in India.  The Khair-ul-

Miajah is the malfuzat of Shaikh Nasir-ud-din Mahmud (Chiragh 

Delhi).  These works often reflect the social and economic realities 

of the times, apart from spiritual matters.  

H) Conclusion 

The study of the Persian influence on Indian Islamic culture is 

critical because many Indian Muslim heritages include in this 

fusion.  That is why I studied the Indian Muslim cultural heritage 

through excavating the Persian influence imbibed within them.  So 

many Indian and Iranian people have contributed to this fusion.  

The sultanates and dynasties have a more excellent hand in 

teaching different cultures.  Across India, this process happened, 

and Indians understood that the Iranians are our brothers, and they 

have strived for the nourishment of our culture. 

The literary figures and scholars dedicated themselves to 

Indian knowledge, and the knowledge revolution in India 

happened, which had never happened before at any time in history.  

The Indian and Persian cultures have deep contact from the early 

history of both cultures.  Among these, the literary references were 

the most flourished and symbolic.  In the Indian cultural milieu, 

Persian became the second language or lingua franca of Indians for 

about eight centuries.  But this was replaced by the English after 

the coming of British domination.  Many historians and 

sociologists studied this strategically important position of Persian.  
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As a sociology student, I prefer exploring societal changes through 

the fusion of cultural exchanges.  In the cultural and social milieu, 

the influence of Persia has done so far. 

The social and cultural contacts had far-reaching 

consequences on the life ofIndian Muslims.  The Indian culture is 

the by-product of the Islamic culture of India, as theruling structure 

of various dynasties and the administrative system of Muslim rulers 

affected a lot in the cultural milieu.  The Muslim and Iranian 

elements in the cultural heritage of India may become half or 

somewhere closer to that. 

If we check out all levels of Indian culture, we can find that 

no aspect is utterly dispossessed of the Persian elements.  The 

culture, architecture, fine arts, administrative system, revenue 

system, arts, literature, poetry, trade, scholarly contributions, and so 

many other aspects were influenced by Persian elements.  There are 

so many not mentioned aspects here.  There are the communication 

systems and the royal wreckages, which still attract the viewers.  

The Iranian and Indian blend in the cultural level, which no one can 

deny at any point of the historical juncture. 

In short, we can say that the Indian and Persian 

intermingling of cultures has had far-reaching effects on the history 

of India, especially the Indian Muslims.  The Sufi interventions of 

Iranian land have the most significant impact on the lifestyle of 

Indian Muslims, especially the north Indians.  These ongoing and 

constant relations have impacted the cordial relationship between 

the Persian world and Indian Muslims.  Though the mainstream 
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and established histories have neglected the Muslim elements in the 

cultural fusion, anyone cannot deny the living marks of Indo-

Persian contributions. 
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Abstract 

E.L.T., as a discipline, has undergone consistent changes and shifts 

in its principles and practices over the centuries, depending on the 

proliferation of the English language, its contexts, uses, and its 

status. For a long time, the changes in approaches, methods, and 

strategies remained stable mainly because teaching a language 

meant teaching the forms and structures of the language both in the 

phase of traditional and structural schools. Until the 20th century, 

which marked the classic period, E.L.T. primarily focused on the 

Grammar Translation Method (G.T.M.); however, as modernism 

engulfed the practices in language education, E.L.T. was 

challenged by the forces of form and more practical. In the first 

half of the 20thcentury, E.L.T. was merely the practice of 

memorizing target language structures with the belief that language 

learning is a type of conditioning like other motor skills. It was 

thought to be a mechanical process where cognitive psychology 

played no role. Creativity was taken as anarchical behavior in the 

classroom. Thus it was suppressed. The teacher was born as 'Mr. 

Know All’ and one-sided flow of information was the norm. 
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Learners were the ‘tabula Rasa’ or empty pots to be filled with 

knowledge by the teacher. 

 

Keywords: English Language Teaching, Modern Era, G.T.M., 

Principles and Practice, Postmodern Era. 

 

Introduction 

 In language learning and teaching, "Acquisition of 

Linguistic competence may be thought of as the learner's 

knowledge of the structures and vocabulary of the language and his 

ability to produce and comprehend well-formed sentences in the 

language ."(Ficher 1984 p. 35).In this sense, the student's 

participation in the classroom is described by fisher as rule-

governed behavior in which his attention is focused on the 

application of rules to derive correct grammatical forms. 

 About this point, Palmer (1978), Paulston (1974), and 

Widdowson (1971), among others, consider that communicative 

competence should be distinguished from linguistic competence. In 

this context, communicative competence refers exclusively to 

knowledge or capacity relating to the rules of language use, and the 

term Linguistic competence refers to the laws of grammar. 

 English has got the status of the most spoken language in 

the world. People are learning this language for different purposes, 

like professionals propose to get the growth in their domain. It is 

the only language in the world that is dominating other languages. 

Like in India, people have to learn English apart from Hindi for 
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their professional growth. Courses like medical, engineering, and 

other professional courses are taught in English, and the books are 

also published in English. Around 22 official languages are in 

India; according to the census of India, about 1652 mother tongues 

are spoken in India. We have a majority of people speaking Hindi, 

Urdu, Panjabi, Gujarati, Marathi, Bengali, etc. But only English is 

the medium of instruction in CBSE schools and the colleges of 

engineering, medical, and management. It is the first language of 

the United Kingdom and the United States of America, but English 

has acquired the status of a global business language which is the 

reason people are learning this language as a second language; 

almost forty countries speak English as a first language, and more 

than fifty-five countries speaking English as a second language, 

around sixty percent of highly educated people of the world have 

become bilingual because of learning English as a second language. 

As India has the second largest population country in the world 

after having more than one thousand native languages, people 

prefer to communicate in English only if they belong to different 

native languages. 

 The significance of English is not limited to the education 

of an individual, but it is a beginning language of international 

business and cooperative sector across the globe; students of India, 

wherever seek their career either in India or abroad, are expected to 

have good command over the English language. English is taught 

not only as literature in India to the Arts students but also as a 

language in communication skills, professional communication to 
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engineering students, and business communication to management 

students. As both technical and management have the opportunities 

to work globally, their books are published in English, and the 

medium of teaching to them is only English. Since English has 

been made an integral and compulsory subject in the Indian 

education system in the form of communication skills for 

engineering students and business communication for management 

students, students from Hindi medium backgrounds feel 

incompetence over the English language. 

 It is not only the language of getting an education but also 

for getting employment. In India, if a person is highly educated and 

has many degrees but if he is not able to speak the English 

language, they will be considered unsuitable for work in 

multinational companies. Due to English language incompetence, 

all his qualifications will become vain. The heights of the English 

language are not limited to the corporate sector; English has been 

inducted into the examination of government services. It is 

essential to qualify for the English grammar test to get a 

government job in India. Undoubtedly it can be said that a student, 

whether willing to become a part of the government sector or 

cooperative sector, will have to learn the English language to be 

selected and to open the doors for making their career bright. 

Students who belong to a Hindi medium background and want to 

make their career in the technical, management, and medical field 

have to make a lot of efforts to learn the English language 
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compared to those who belong to English medium background. As 

English has been inducted into school-level education, students 

with a medium Hindi background have an opportunity to learn 

English as a compulsory subject. Even then, students admitted to 

technical or management courses feel inferior when it comes to 

speaking, reading, writing, and listening to the English language. 

 Around seventy percent of rural students face inferiority 

when studying in technical and management institutes with urban 

students. One of the reasons I feel for this problem is that rural 

students have not been allowed to be taught by qualified English 

language teachers. These teachers taught rural students English as a 

second language even though they did not have enough knowledge 

and good command of the English language. The English language 

teaching system in rural India should not be ignored because sixty 

percent of the Indian population lives in rural and remote areas. 

When teachers are appointed specially for teaching the English 

language to students only based on their percentage in English 

literature, they are shortlisted and selected without being willing to 

teach the English language. After being selected, teachers should 

be responsible for covering the syllabus within the given period. 

And during the whole semester, students hardly get an opportunity 

to participate in LSRW skills. 

After qualifying for the written examination of communication 

skills and business communication, students do not get an 

opportunity to learn the English language in different semesters 
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because, in most private and government universities, 

communication skills and business communication are taught in 

only one semester. Many surveys have been conducted on technical 

and management students regarding their communication skills, 

and almost all results of the surveys say that around seventy-five 

percent of engineering and management students do not job-ready. 

Most of the Students lack communication skills, and their 

command of the English language is not up to the mark. On the 

other hand, students with good communication skills and English 

language knowledge got many job opportunities even if they had 

comparatively lower effects in their examinations. 

 By looking at these situations, it can be assumed that the 

English language is not only the language of getting degrees and 

qualifications but also a language of getting employment and social 

status not only in India but also abroad. So for those with good 

communication skills and the English language, life in this twenty-

first century is full of thousands of job opportunities. And for those 

who do not have good communication skills, life is like a struggle, 

and it never stops until they get a sound knowledge of LSRW skills 

in English. Most of the teachers belong to a literature background. 

And they hardly take an interest in teaching the English language. 

In private universities, teachers are burdened with other 

responsibilities, and they hardly get a chance to give extra time to 

those students who are weak in English language and 

communication skills. 
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 Until teachers and students do not make extra efforts to 

teach and learn English language and communication skills, the 

desired results in English language and communication skills 

cannot be achieved. Internationally, English has acquired 

communication status when two people from different backgrounds 

or cultures come to communicate and have a foreign language; at 

that moment, English can become the medium of communication. 

It is only because of the English language they can have smooth 

communication. The significance of the English language can be 

understood in that it is being taught across the globe not only in 

school education but also in collegiate education. In the era of 

globalization, many companies from different countries are 

working globally, and they need a language by which they can 

communicate easily. 

 Suppose a graduate from Russia needs to communicate with 

a graduate from china; for that kind of communication, they must 

have at least one language, which is typical; only then will the 

communication process between them take place. It is only because 

of the English language around seventy percent of the world’s 

population is bilingual or multilingual. Nonnative speakers of the 

English language are working a lot over the English language and 

qualifying for some examinations of English language like the 

international English language testing system(IELTS) and Test of 

English as a foreign language (TOEFL) for getting an education 

abroad in universities alleges. By looking at the scenario of English 

language education and the global market, it can be said that it is 
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the only language in the world that can provide quality education 

and can bring people from different languages and cultures to one 

global platform to make a relationship more robust for the 

betterment of humankind, worldwide education and business 

world. 

 English is a widely spoken language and accepted globally 

as an international language. In India, English is taught as a second 

language. And competence in the English language is highly 

demanded in educational institutes and multinational organizations. 

English is considered a language of literate and educated people. 

Since it is a language and medium of communication for educated 

people, the Indian government and the ministry of H.R.D. have 

inducted English as a subject in school and collegiate education. 

But after being taught English as a subject, students do not find 

themselves capable enough to communicate when it comes to 

English. Students come into collegiate education from the English 

medium. Even then, they still have some doubts related to the 

English language. In terms of grammar like tenses, modals, and 

prepositions, they lack confidence when these concepts are asked. 

In India, a paper in English is included as a part of almost every 

competitive examination. And students take coaching classes to 

qualify for that paper. After allowing the form in the English 

language, a few students find themselves communicating in the 

English language. A few governments and private educational 

organizations teach the English language through communication 

skills, professional communication, and business communication. 
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 During the Modern era or the age of Method in E.L.T., from 

the emergence of the direct method in 1920 to the 'spirited 

seventies' (Brown, 2002), experts and practitioners in the field 

sought to find the best way of teaching English with the notion of 

objectivity and science, that is, the method that yields the best 

results or learning outcomes in a given period. They had universal 

claims, trying to prescribe their procedures for all learners around 

the globe, assuming that a one-size-fits-all, cookie-cutter approach 

or a superior method benefits all, regardless of how different 

teachers and learners subjectively perceive it. It was teacher-proof 

guru-based and, therefore, magnified the role of experts. 

Modernism focused on one objective, rational and scientific 

teaching and paid attention to linear, theoretical, and abstract 

teaching methods. 

 It is only in the past few decades, since the inception of the 

communicative approach and the emergence of postmodernism, 

E.L.T. has undergone significant radical changes which 

revolutionized almost every aspect of the E.L.T. framework in 

terms of theories of language description and language learning, 

types of syllabi, appropriateness of instructional materials, role 

relationship of teachers and learners and such other aspects. 

 A gradual shift in education from modernism to 

postmodernism-based practices has brought social/political realities 

along with the learners' cognitive abilities into the mainstream, 

thereby determining how language learning task is approached, 
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processed, and accomplished by the learners. E.L.T., in one sense, 

has shifted its attention from "its quest for meta narratives and 

grand theories and instead has become involved" (Akbari, 2008) in 

"the messy practice of crossing boundaries." 

 Thus, in E.L.T. in the postmodern era, the participants' lives 

in the teaching and learning process have become important. 

Cultural, Social and political realities are essential factors affecting 

the learning and teaching outcomes. Research fields such as 

Critical Applied Linguistics (Carlson, 2004; Penny cook, 2001; 

Toolan, 2002), Ethnography of Communication (Harklau, 2005; 

Hymes, 1996), World English (Kachru, 1986; 2005), Critical 

Discourse Analysis (Kumaravadivelu, 1999; Riggins, 1997), 

Qualitative Research (Davis, 1995; Richards, 2003), and 

Linguistic Imperialism (Phillipson, 1992; 2003) came into 

existence with prominence. With this shift, from modernism-based 

and past-facing E.L.T. to future-oriented postmodern E.L.T., native 

models started losing the center stage, and countries that were the 

major markets for money making through language teaching 

emerged as autonomous states. E.L.T. paved its way in nonnative 

(English as a Second Language – E.S.L. and English as a Foreign 

Language - EFL) countries during the period of objectivity and 

science (which are essential elements of modernism). The whole 

field of English education was influenced by modernism and 

colonial methods, materials, and attitudes. The practices used for 

teaching were rigid, objective, and highly scientific. However, with 

the emergence of postmodernism in E.L.T., ideas like 'perfection,' 
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'objectivity,' and 'observable science' were rejected, and E.L.T. 

started seeking cognitive efforts on the part of learners. In this way, 

the postmodern approach replaced modernism's 'perfection' with 

the idea of 'try-error-learn,' 'objectivity' with 'subjectivity,' and the 

'mechanistic' strategy with a 'mentalist' approach. In this way, on 

the one hand, E.L.T. in the postmodern era challenged the 

established practices and lamented century-old obsession. On the 

other hand, it incorporated new concepts like constructivism, 

critical thinking, multiple intelligences, post method condition, and 

others and worked towards advancing the field. 

 However, at a practical level, English education in 

nonnative settings, to a  great extent, still nurtures the objectives 

formulated by colonizers with an unrecognized influence of 

modernism in the form of native (or native modeled) materials 

and methods. The above discussion shows that even after 

independence, the progress that once colonized countries have 

made in English language teaching is minimal compared to any 

other area. The majority of the course content is still dominated 

by the colonial materials and methodologies of teaching the 

English language. However, in recent times, the gravity of this 

situation has been analyzed, and uneasiness is seen among the 

E.L.T. scholars throughout these countries (Kumaravadivelu, 

2006). Thus, the need to decolonize and dewesternise E.L.T. in 

E.S.L. as well as EFL contexts by bringing a profound change in 

the theories and practices in the teaching of English concerning 

local socio-cultural settings and classroom situations has been 
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strongly felt recently. One of the main reasons for such a feel for 

the change is the impact of postmodernism, which influenced 

almost all disciplines. 

 Postmodernism originated primarily in France during the 

1960s and 1970s and was greatly influenced by phenomenology, 

existentialism, psychoanalysis, Marxism, and structuralism. 

Before the emergence of postmodernism, journals and magazines 

in the field used to have topics and subjects that saw language 

learning from the point of view of behavioral psychology, which 

focused solely on the practice of learning isolated linguistic forms. 

Experts and language teachers did not give due attention to the 

social and political identities that learners bring with them to the 

classroom. As a result, learners' needs were generalized in massive 

classrooms in multicultural countries where English is learned as a 

second or foreign language, like India, China, and others. They 

were confined to the four walls of the classroom, and "the 

social/political consciousness one observes in the profession was 

certainly lacking”(Akbari,2008). This consciousness led E.L.T. 

from the modern era to the postmodern era.   

 From a modernist perspective, education is all about the 

reproduction of existing practices (for example, supremacy of 

native speaker models), whereas, in a postmodern pedagogy, a 

significant objective for learners would be to acquire new voices 

and new ways of articulating experiences and ideas. The culture of 

the classroom group would need to place a high value on such 
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diversity and multi-vocality and assert it as a critical attribute of the 

language class. (Breen 1999, as cited in Thornbury, 2012) a primary 

objective for learners would be to acquire new voices and ways of 

articulating experiences and ideas. The culture of the classroom 

group would need to place a high value on such diversity and multi-

vocality and assert it as a critical attribute of the language class. 

(Breen 1999, as cited in Thornbury, 2012). 

Aims and Objectives  

The present study underlines its primary objectives as:  

1. To understand the historical conditions & realities and 

existing principles of E.L.T.  

2. To compare and contrast the features of E.L.T. in the 

modern and postmodern eras.  

3. To explore and understand the premises and 

principles of E.L.T. in the postmodern era.  

4. To identify and understand possible issues and 

problems of implementing postmodernism and its 

features in E.L.T.  

5. To examine, evaluate and understand the existing 

principle, practice, and attitude of English teachers at 

Thiruvalluvar University via the doctrine and practice 

of E.L.T. in the postmodern era.  

Research Questions  

Based on the above aims and objectives, the following 

research questions were formulated:  
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1. What are the historical conditions & realities, and existing 

principles of E.L.T.?  

2. What are the features of E.L.T. in the modern and 

postmodern era?   

3. What are the premises and principles of E.L.T. in the 

postmodern era?  

4. What are the possible issues and problems of implementing 

postmodernism and its features in E.L.T.?  

5. What are the exciting principle, practices, and attitudes of 

English teachers at Thiruvalluvar University via the doctrine 

and practice of E.L.T. in the postmodern era? 

Conclusion  

 The features and traits of the postmodern philosophy have 

significantly influenced the field of English language teaching. 

Postmodernism has influenced E.L.T. theoretically more than 

practically. This research confirms the existence of the features of 

postmodernism in English Language Teaching (E.L.T.). 

Postmodern E.L.T. has substantial possibilities and potential to 

bring pedagogical changes and methodological shifts in E.L.T. 

because it is accommodative and flexible and is not premised on 

fixed ideas that claim to be perfect. This work observes that the 

postmodern approach to E.L.T. is preferred over modernism-based 

techniques because; It rejects modernism's objectivity and considers 

the varying subjectivities of the practices in E.L.T. It criticizes 

global claims made by modernism-grounded methods and focuses 

on local aspects of learners' lives to improve language teaching. It 
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discards the authority and influence of center /native-based 

standards and approaches and de-centers and fragmentizes E.L.T. 

practices. It focuses on better systems, methods, strategies, and 

techniques rather than seeking the best approach, which was the 

norm in modernism-based E.L.T. practices. 
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____________________________________________________ 

Among the twentieth century playwrights influenced by surrealism 

and other movements, Beckett emerges as most remarkable for his 

experiments in theatre. His unique way of handling language and 

extra territorial components to provide new dimensions to the 

theatre is fascinating. Human existence is cardiovascular feature of 

Beckett’s plays. “And if existence is mystery … then art seeks to 

unveil this mystery existentially and more so to know the hidden 

meaning, if any, behind the chaotic phenomena.”1But in spite of 

unveiling the mystery and meaning behind the chaotic phenomena 

Beckett portrays this mystery and chaos in his works in the form of 

absurdity, uncertainty and meaninglessness which is visible at 

thematic as well as linguistic level. The present paper discusses 

these thrust areas of Beckettean plays at the thematic level 

only.They have been analysed with reference to Aristotelian 

concept of tragedy where he defines tragedy as imitation of action 

and divides it into 6 parts- plot, character, thought, diction, song 

and spectacle. This paper analyses plot, character, song and 

spectacle in Beckett’s plays leading to the conclusion that they are 

absurd and meaningless. 

Plot:Among the six elements Aristotle emphasizes plot which is 

“the combination of the incidence or things done in the story”2.He 
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puts even the characters next to plot who imitate the action. 

Aristotle says, in painting, the colours are like characters and the 

object drawn is action. Even the most beautiful colours laid on 

without order will not give the same pleasure as a simple black and 

white sketch of an object. 

 According to Aristotle a plot must have a beginning, a 

middle and an end.A beginning is that which has nothing before 

itbut something else after it.An end is that which is after something 

as its necessary or usual consequent and with nothing else after it 

and a middle is that which is after one thing and has also another 

after it. “Awell-constructed plot, therefore, cannot either begin or 

end at any point one likes; beginning and end in it must be of the 

forms just described.”3 

 It must be of a “certain definite magnitude”i.e., it must not 

be so long that the spectator cannot memorize its wholeness and 

unity and not so short that “our perception becomes indistinct as it 

approaches instantaneity”. It must be of “a size to be taken in by 

the eye and memory”.It must be of “a length which allows of the 

hero passing by a series of probable or necessary stages from 

misfortune to happiness, or from happiness to misfortune.”4 

 A plot must “represent one action a complete whole with its 

several incidents so closely connected that the transposable or 

withdrawal of any one of them will disjoin and dislocate the 

whole.For that which makes no perceptible difference by its 

presence or absence is not real part of the whole.”5 
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Generally speaking,Beckett’s plays do not have these 

characteristics of plot.They do not have any beginning, middle and 

end.As ‘Waiting for Godot’, ‘Endgame’, ‘Embers’,‘Words and 

Music’end from where they start.They are like a dot, not like a line 

which can be divided into beginning, middle or end.In ‘Waiting for 

Godot’ the play starts when the two tramps are waiting for 

Godotunder a tree on a single road, then nothing happens and the 

play ends at the same place with the two tramps waiting for 

Godot.In ‘Endgame’Clov is serving Hamm and his parents and in 

absence of action the play ends with Clov standing at the 

gate.‘Embers’ starts and ends with Henry sitting at a sea coast 

talking to his wife who is probably dead.In ‘Words and 

Music’Croak commands Words and Music and till the end he 

follows it.‘Krapp’sLast Tape’ also has one thing-Krapp’s listening 

to his earlier birthday recordings on his tape recorder.‘Happy Days’ 

has nothing except the blah blah of Winnie who is burried to her 

waist and later on to her neck.These plays have only one thing 

either beginning or middle or end.It is up to the readers how they 

take it. Some critics see it as middle. S.L.Paul says, “the existential 

drama has only a middle for example Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for 

Godot.”6‘All That Fall’, to some extent, can be classified as having 

a middle and an end. It’s the middle that on her way to railway 

station to pick up her husband Mrs Rooney meets some people and 

talks to them.In the end she reaches railway station, meets her 

husband and both together move to their home. 
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Like the first one, most of his plays do not fulfil the second 

requirement of a plot-“a certain magnitude”. How long a play can 

be which has only one thing,a beginning, a middle or an end? 

Lastly, all its incidents must be of some importance and closely 

connected to each other but it is not so.One can remove any 

incident without affecting the play.In short one can say that none of 

Beckett’s plays has a will knitted plot. 

 Going through the plays a reader finds many issues which 

are left uncertain. For example does Clov leave Hamm?What 

happens to Hamm and his parents? Do they all die? Does Godot 

come?What does he do for the tramps?Will Winnie be embedded 

up to her top? What will happen to her? Did Mr Rooney kill the 

boy?If yes, why?Beryl S. Fletcher also has the same views, “The 

suggestion, there, that Mr. Rooney might deliberately have caused 

the child to fall out of the railway carriage raises all sorts of 

questions which Beckett leaves himself no time to answer in this 

play.”7These issues which are in search of explanation find no clue. 

An open vista is left for the readers to think over them.  

 Though from the Aristotlean perspective almost all the 

Beckettean plays have no plot at all which is the most important 

element of a play.They lack proper beginning, middle and end, 

there is no magnitude and one finds them absurd but this very 

absurdity is what Beckett aimed at.For the thematic issues that 

Beckett chose such as uncertainty, absurdity and meaninglessness 

of human being, such plots are appropriate and apt.The cyclical 

structure of the plots shows the eternity of man’s sufferings, the 
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irrational action shows the absurdity and meaninglessness of 

human life and the issues left with no explanation delineate the 

uncertainty prevailing everywhere.  

Characters  

 According to Aristotle, “Character is what makes us ascribe 

certain moral qualities to the agents”8. He mentions four points to 

aim at a character- he shall be good (if the moral purpose revealed 

is good, character is good), appropriate, real, and consistent and the 

same throughout. If one follows Aristotle’s definition, hefinds that 

Beckett’s plays are characterless because Beckettean characters are 

just the agents as they do not reveal any morals.But they are 

appropriate for the themes chosenby Beckett.They are absurd, 

uncertain and whatever is uttered by them is generally meaningless. 

They have clown like clothes and their actions are senseless.Most 

of them behave like sufferersof schizophrenia, a kind of mental 

retardedness.The term schizophrenia was introduced by Paul 

Eugene Bleular, the eminent Swiss psychiatrist. He coined the 

word to suggest the “split mindedness” which he believed to be a 

characteristic of this psychiatric illness. He believed, in it, person’s 

thought, action and emotions are internally divided and also split 

off from reality. The result of this division is that the schizophrenic 

person lives in a milieu created largely by his or her feelings and 

fantasies. 

 Schizophrenic patients are sometimes disoriented. They 

may be confused and not know where or who they are. Suddenly 

all seems strange, unknown and unreal to them. Almost all 
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Beckett’s charactersbehave like schizophrenics and live in a 

confused state. The two tramps Vladimir and Estragon are 

uncertain whether Godot will come, whether they have an 

appointment with him, whether they have come to the right place 

and on right time, and if Godot comes whether he will do 

something for them; whether the boots in the second act are of 

Estragon. Estragon and Vladimir’s uncertainty symbolises the 

uncertainty of living in the post-World War world and the 

uncertainty of existence.In the play ‘Rough for Radio 1’ nothing is 

clear, who the characters ‘He’ and ‘She’ are, what is their relation, 

and who ‘they’ are about whom they are talking. Everything is in 

dark. In ‘Rough for RadioII’ also the character is not made clear, 

nor does her story about Maud has some clarity.One does not know 

who is Maud and what is her relation with the main character.The 

same way Willie’s bleeding head wants clarification.How did he 

get injured?Whether it was by Winnie’s hitting him with the 

parasol or he was hurt by breaking bottle.Willie’s reading 

newspaper and other activities also mystify the atmosphere because 

of invisible hands. Beryl S. Fletcher also expresses such 

views,“Strangest of all is Beckett’s insistence on ‘hands invisible’ 

when Willie is opening his newspaper, fanning his face and 

presumably when turning the pages.It adds to the general mystery 

of his activities behind the mound.The manner in which he and 

things appear and disappear behind the mound is almost mindful of 

a glove puppet show.”9 
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Like the catatonic schizophrenic people, the characters act 

withdrawn; they speak little or are silent.They do not show any 

interest to the other characters’ sayings and their surroundings. 

They are cut off from society and outer world and have confined 

themselves to their own. And like hebephrenic schizophrenic 

people, they are characterised by grossly disordered thinking and 

emotions and motor behaviour. They mostly utter word salads; 

their emotions are not stable; they are violent, then suddenly calm; 

they laugh suddenly and then become silent; they have 

hallucinations and suffer from disordered thinking. In Henry’s case 

in ‘Embers’ hallucination finds an expression in his talking to his 

dead father and wife. 

 Beckett’s many characters like Estragon, Lucky, Hamm, 

Nagg and Nell have dependant personality i.e., “a personality 

marked by excessive reliance on others. These individuals lack in 

resourcefulness and judgement and become dependant on others to 

make decisions, point out directions, and be generally 

supportive”10. Estragon depends on Vladimir; Hamm on Clov; and 

Nagg and Nell on Hamm. Estragon cannot take decision of staying 

on the road to wait for Godot until Vladimir asks him to do so. 

Hamm, Nagg and Nell lack resources because of their physical 

illness and depend on Clov even for their little needs. Vladimir and 

Estragon also have a personality disorder entitled ‘avoidant 

personality’. Kurt Haas defines it like this, “People who are evasive 

and fail to face challenge are called avoidant. Instead of coping 

with problems, they rationalize, overlook, turn away, or use any 
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number of other intellectual or behaviourally defensive 

strategies”11. Vladimir and Estragon turn their eyes away from 

reality, they do not want to face the challenges of life, so surrender 

to some unseen, unknown force like Godot. Every time they say 

“We’re waiting for Godot”, their avoidant personality is exhibited.  

Almost everything in his playsis in doubt. Beckett shows this 

through nonsensical and incoherent dialogues because a confused 

man does not know what he is saying.He wants to say something 

but words come out of his mouth witha different meaning. He 

cannot relate his statements with those of others. Winnie’s words 

are devoid of any meaning as she herself calls her words “empty 

words”. Lucky’s whole speech when Pozzo asks him to think is 

totally incoherent, a mix of half-finished words and sentences. 

 Pradeep Lahiri states,“There is no definite meaning or 

certaintyin what we say; even our memories and recapitulations are 

suspects”12.The characters of Beckett’s plays are also victims of 

suspected memories.They suffer from psychosis, a kind of mental 

disorder in which person loses his memory.Inability to 

communicate and false beliefs are other symptoms of this 

psychosis. Due to their psychosis the characters fail to tell the 

readers their locale, vicinity, nature, incentives and selfhood. Due 

to lack of memory very little is reported about the past happenings 

of the characters.Everything about their past lives remains in dark. 

The absence of a definable context leaves the readers puzzled and 

characters ambiguous. Their amnesia and dust on past 
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are“Beckett’s searing comment on the toys of culture that keep the 

self oblivious of the End.”13 

 With the characters’ distracted memory, the plays“give no 

particulars about circumstances leading up to the situation nor any 

hint about what will happen in the future”14.The readers are left in a 

state of uncertainty.To them many matters remain inexplicable and 

unknown. 

 About forgetfulness of characters,Angelie Multani 

states,“This, of course, is a wonderful dramatic device to enable the 

continuity of a text that deliberately sets out to express nothing”15. 

The woolly-mindedness in their nature brings uncertainty and the 

meaning which the spectators are waiting for remains elusive. The 

uncertainty is also the result of their lack of knowledge. They are 

unaware of everything which is clear from theirrepetitive “don't 

know”.And uncertainty about everything generates 

meaninglessness because as Martin Esslin says“where there is no 

certainty, there can be no definite meanings- and the impossibility 

of ever attaining certainty is one of the main themes of Beckett’s 

plays”16. 

Song :One of the six elements of a play stated by Aristotle is song. 

But he does not say much about it. He only argues that the songs 

should be fully integrated into the play like an actor and should 

contribute to the unity of the plot. In classical plays songs are 

musical and meaningful.They are introduced in the plays to serve 

as entertaining factors and to comment on the content and 

characters of the play.They also create an atmosphere suitable to 
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the context of the plays.For example, in ‘The Tempest’ Ariel’s 

song serves as a soothing pill to Ferdinand who is overpowered by 

the grief of his father's death. T. S.Eliot’s ‘Murder in the Cathedral’ 

starts with chorus singing a song which foreshadows the coming 

violence.Their song sums up the past, narrates the present situation 

and expresses lurking fear of the protagonist’s(St. Beckett) doom 

which the audience shares. It presents anxiety and fear of an 

unknown evil force and narrates the time in the play that December 

has come and people are waiting for Christmas.Songs in the plays 

are functional; they serve a key role with the changes and 

development during the action but the songs in Beckett’s plays are 

absurd as seemingly they do not do justice to the expectations of a 

song.When one looks at these songs from the Aristotelean point of 

view and surveys them only at the surface level they seem to be 

contrary to the expectations but actually it is not so.They are also 

functional and serve the desired purpose effectively. 

 As absurdity and meaninglessness are the themes, the songs 

employed by the playwright express the same effectively and 

emphatically.Though it is right that they are not traditionally well 

formed and well sung. 

 For instance, in ‘Waiting for Godot’ Vladimir sings a song 

to make Estragon sleep but as expected from a lullaby it is not soft, 

mild and meaningful. He starts it in a loud voice, though after 

Estragon’s saying he makes it soft but its words are just the 

epizeuxis of a single word “bye”. 
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 Vladimir’s dog-song is alsoabsurd, far away from the 

expectations of a song. A song should have some relevance with 

reference to the context.Something picked up at random and be 

sung would be absurd.In this frivolous so-called song Vladimir 

talks of a dog’s death which is suitable to Beckett’s plays.Such 

trivial and improbable incidents support in heightening the impact 

of absurdity. 

 The death song in the background of ‘All That Fall’ creates 

an atmosphere suitable to Beckett’s plays.This song with the sound 

of Mrs.Rooney’s dragging feet creates a picture of painful life 

which ends with death.Words’ song in ‘Words and Music’ in its 

words “all dark”,“no sense” accompanies the theme of absurdity. 

Without punctuation marks it seems a word salad. 

 To conclude song one can say that though songs in 

Beckettean plays are absurd as they are not musical, not 

meaningful, not well composed orwell written but still they are 

good vehicles of the content in the hands of Beckett.They are apt 

for the absurd atmosphere of his plays.They speak of the 

characters’ psyche which is obsessed with death, decay, 

meaninglessness and absurdity. 

Spectacle:The word ‘spectacle’ is derived from the Latin 

verb‘spectare’ which means “to look”.The Oxford English 

Dictionary reports that a spectacle is “a thing seen or capable of 

being seen”.Though not inaccurate to employ the term in 

Aristotelean concept of tragedy where it covers all aspects that 

contribute to the visual experience of the play, the way it looks on 
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the stage.It covers all aspects of the tragedy that contribute to its 

sensory effects: costumes, scenery, the gestures of the actors, the 

sound of the music and the resonance of the actors’ voices.In a way 

it is the utilisation of stage, how it is deployed to affect the 

spectators and the catharsis.  

 Artaud mentions that “The stage is a tangible, physical 

place that needs to be filled and ought to be allowed to speak its 

own concrete language.”Here also stage narrates in high sounding 

words the absurdity, uncertainty and meaninglessness. The scenes 

on the stage are either of rooms with bare interiors, of sea shore, of 

some street corner, of an isolated mound or of an unknown country 

road.Such scenes create uncertainty about the locale.The clownish 

costumes of the characters add to the absurdity of human life.Their 

gestures and movements amuse readers but at their root they 

reserve a life soaked in desolation, dullness, exhaustion and ennui. 

Beckett also makes use of cacophonous sounds in the background 

to convey the chaos and absurdity prevailing in human life in an 

emphatic manner. 

 After discussing plot, character, song, and spectacle there 

remain two elements of the play- diction and thought. Thought is 

the main Idea/meaning conveyed by the characters or itmaybe 

called the theme of the play.Diction is “the expression of the 

meaning in words”, the way a character uses language to deliver 

the meaning. Both these topics are vast and require a detailed 

study. 
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